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Chapter I

Introduction

1. Research of the Andromeda galaxy

In the early 'twenties our conception of the size of the universe changed

when Hubble (1925) discovered Cepheid variables in the Andromeda nebula. Using

Shapley's calibration of the period-luminosity relation for Cepheids, Hubble

derived a distance of 285 kpc for the Andromeda galaxy, which proved that most of

the nebulae in the sky, of which that in the constellation Andromeda was one of

the most prominent, were galaxies like our own Milky Way system. Since this

discovery, the Andromeda galaxy, most frequently referred to as M31 because it is

number 31 in Messier's catalog of nebulous objects, has been of great importance

for study of the structure and evolution of galaxies because It is the closest

spiral galaxy and hence can be studied in greatest detail. An optical photograph

of M31 is shown in Figure 1 on page 1; some general information on M31 is given in

Table 1 on page 5.

In 19^3 during the wartime blackout, Baade resolved the nuclear region of M31

and two of its elliptical companions, M32 and NGC205, into thousands of red stars

with the Mount Wilson 100-inch reflector. In the famous paper where these results

were presented, Baade C.9^U) concluded that these stars occupy the same region of

the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram as the Galactic globular clusters. He introduced

the term Type II for the red stars to distinguish them from the more easily

resolved luminous stars in the spiral arms and in open clusters in the solar

neighborhood, which he referred to as Type I. This work was not the first

indication for two types of stellar populations - in the abstract Baade wrote:

"The two types of stellar populations had been recognized among the stars of our

own galaxy by Oort as early as 1926." - but the concept of stellar populations was

first introduced in this paper. Later work on M31 by Baade, described in the book

on his series of lectures at Harvard Observatory (Baade, 1963), showed that the

Type I stars are associated with dust and ionized gas and are situated mainly in

the spiral arms. This association led to the conclusion that Type I stars are

young and Type II stars are old, a result which was supported by theoretical

studies of stellar evolution.



The recognition of two stellar populations had other important consequences.

Baade (1956) discovered that Cepheid variables, the basic distance indicators,

should also be divided in two types, one group iielonging to the Type I stars, the

other to the Type II stars. The resulting recalibration of the distance scale

doubled the distance to the Andromeda galaxy ar.d made the universe twice as large

as had been assumed previously.

Figure 1. The Andromeda Galaxy photographed in t'.w light «itr, the 3u"r-ell .Schmidt
telescope on Kitt Peak. The two elliptical coxp.ir.irns .-.re N'JC.'O': [teller' and y.3?
(top). The orientation of the picture is the same is that used ror lost images o!"
M31 in this thesis. North is to the bottom -ight . The width of the phctogr-ap1-: is
2.6 degrees, corresponding to 31 kpc at the distance of M." .

The genera! picture that emerged from the studies of ^3! and rf ?ther

galaxies was that the main body of a spiral galaxy consists of Type [I stars

(Population II), while the young and luminous 0 and B stars PopuJat:^n I\ like

the gas and dust, are concentrated in the spiral a-ms. Although conspicuous due to

their high luminosity, these latter stars do not contribute significantly to the



total mass of a galaxy; as Mayall put it (Baade, 1963): "The real cake Is the

Population II stars; the spiral structure is just the frosting on the whole

affair". The pioneering work by Baade and his collaborators was extended in later

years. Today, catalogs exist of the distributions of HII regions, OB associations,

globular clusters, open clusters, dust clouds, planetary nebulae, novae, and other

objects. A good impression of the wealth of material that is available is obtained

from the Atlas of the Andromeda Galaxy (Hodge, 1981), where many of the catalogued

objects are identified. References to the various surveys can also be found in the

atlas. Photometric observations of the global light distribution in M31 aimed at

determining the structure and extent of the stellar component began quite early as

well. Only small parts of the galaxy could be covered, however, due to its large

angular size. One of the basic studies is that by de Vaucouleurs (1958) who

obtained deep drift scans in blue light.

Table 1. General information on the Andromeda Galaxy

position of optical nucleus

major axis position angle

inclination

systemic velocity

Galactic coordinates

near side

approaching half

distance

linear scale: major axis

minor axis

Holmberg radius

face-on isophotal diameter

D25 0
HI isophotal diameter

D,1T at 1 Mo pc"
2

a, ,50= 0 h U0m 00?28

<5,9 5o= "0° 59' "2'.'9

38°

77°

-299 km s"1

1 = 12'°18

b = -21?57

West side

SW half

690 kpc

1' = 200 pc

1' = 890 pc

19.8 kpc

30 kpc

36 kpc

Baade and Arp ('96"),

preeessed to 1950.0

de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976)

Baade and Swope (1963)

Holmberg (1958)

de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976)

Unwin, 1980; Chapter VII

Observations of M31 at radio wavelengths provided information on other

components. Van de Hulst et al. (1957) detected atomic hydrogen in M31 with the

25-m Dwingeloo telescope. Observations of the 21-cm line emission from atomic



hydrogen gas are not only important for mapping the gas distribution, but also for

measuring the kinematic properties of the galaxy. Hanbury Brown and Hazard (1951)

made the first observation of the radio continuum emission from M31 at 158.5 MHz.

The rapid developments in radio astronomy have enabled surveys of the atomic gas

and of the radio continuum emission at ever increasing resolution and sensitivity.

A list of all radio continuum observations of M31 is given by van der Kruit and

Allen (1976) and by Bystedt et al. (19814). Brinks (198U) describes the more recent

HI surveys. The radio observations show that both the continuum emission and the

atomic gas are mainly concentrated in a ring-like structure at roughly 10 kpc from

the center, where most of the young stars and HII regions are also located.

Various attempts were made to delineate the spiral arm structure of M31.

Baade O963) found seven spiral arm crossings on each major axis half, the inner

ones mainly delineated by dust lanes, the outer ones by HII regions and by OB

associations. Arp (196^4) defined a two-armed trailing spiral pattern from the

distribution of HII regions catalogued by Baade and Arp ''964); others favour a

one-armed leading spiral (e.g. Simien et al., 1978). Hodge (1979) concluded that

the distribution of open clusters agreed better with a two-arm pattern, while the

dust clouds (Hodge, 1980) do not show a regular spiral pattern. The high

inclination of the galaxy {11°) may be partly responsible for the confusion about

the spiral structure, but it is more likely that there is no grand design pattern.

Especially high resolution observations of the neutral hydrogen (e.g. Unwin, 1980,

esp. plate 2; Brinks and Shane, 1981)) illustrate why it is impossible to define a

simple pattern.

The short summary of some of the principal observational studies of H31 giver.

above, should not create the impression that there is not much to be learned from

this galaxy anymore. Recently, observations of the infrared emission from

interstellar dust in M31 and in many other galaxies have been made with IRAS. In

addition, full two-dimensional data on the optical light distribution in various

colors have been obtained. In combination with published high resolution data on

the gas distribution, the new data enable a basic study of the various components

in a spiral galaxy.

2. Outline of this thesis

One of the principal motivations for research on M31 is the high linear

resolution that can be achieved. In spite of the large inclination and in spite of

the complicated spiral arm structure, details of order five to ten times smaller



than visible in basically all other comparable spirals can be observed, because

the galaxy is so nearby. This makes it an ideal object for study of the structure

and properties of, and relationships amongst, the basic components of a galaxy:

the stellar disk and bulge, the gas, and the dust. It is on such a study that this

thesis focusses. Apart from a discussion of the morphology of the various

components in M31 , two subjects that are of more general importance are analysed

in considerable detail:

1. The relation between gas and dust. The correlation between gas and dust in

M31 has often been pointed out, but was never quantified in much detail. The dust-

to-gas ratio, like the metal abundance, is expected to reflect in a way the

chemical evolution of the galaxy. The processes governing the formation and

destruction of grains are complicated and it is not obvious that a simple relation

exists between dust content and metal aoundance, but it is nevertheless important,

as a first step, to see whether variations in the dust-to-gas ratio are present

across the disk of a galaxy.

2. The origin of the infrared emission and the relation with star formation

activity. M31 is one of the few galaxies that could be resolved in substantial

detail with IRAS, and as such it is of great importance for the analysis of

infrared emission from galaxies in general.

It will be clear from the introduction above, that observations at different

wavelengths are required to obtain information on the all components in galaxies.

High resolution radio observations of the atomic hydrogen gas were obtained by

Brinks (1981) with the Westerbork telescope, in another Leiden thesis project on

M31 . Radio continuum observations, providing information nn the thermal emission

from HII regions and the nonthermal (synchrotron) emission from relativistic

electrons moving in a magnetic field, were partly available, while new data at 21

cm were added. Dust absorbs optical and ultraviolet radiation from stars and

nebulae and reemits the absorbed energy at infrared wavelengths. The infrared

emission from M31 (and from many other objects) was mapped by the Infrared

Astronomical Satellite. Basic optical data on the distributions of stars and dust

were lacking; these were obtained from calibrated photographic plates in various

colors taken with the Burrell Schmidt telescope on Kitt Peak. The plates were

digitized with the Astroscan plate measuring device in Leiden.

The chapters in this thesis are all written as separate articles, some of

which have been published or are submitted to scientific journals. Much of the

research was done in collaboration with others, which is reflected by the names of

the authors indicated in the t ble of contents.



The first two chapters deal with observations of the radio continuum emission

from M31. The results of a high resolution survey of the 21-cm continuum emission

are described in Chapter II. The 21-cm data have sufficient resolution and

sensitivity to detect emission from HII regions and supernova remnants in M31. ̂'-.e

somewhat surprising result is that the HII regions, in comparison with those in

other nearby galaxies and in the Milky Way, are weak; the number of objects that

is detected is too small to study the properties of the HII region population.

Nevertheless, the relative weakness of the radio emission is by itself an

important result that provides some insights into the star formation

characteristics of the galaxy. The original purpose was to combine this survey

with existing data at 49 cm (Bystedt et al., 1984) to separate the diffuse thermal

and nonthermal components of the emission. The emission was too weak and the

spectral range of 21 to 49 cm was too small, however, to allow a reliable study.

Recently new data at 92 cm have been obtained, which, in combination with the

other surveys, will allow a study of this kind. The reduction of these data has

not yet proceeded far enough to include them in this thesis.

Chapter III presents an analysis of the radio continuum emission from a

particular region in M31, the inner 2 kpc core. Observations over a wide

wavelength range are combined to study the spectrum and the structure of the radio

emission. A comparison with optical data shows evidence for faint spiral-like

radio filaments coinciding with optical emission-line gas. These results can be

interpreted as a low form of activity in the nuclear region of M31; similar,

though more violent, processes have been found in the nuclei of otherwise normal

spirals.

In Chapter IV we present full two-dimensional photographic photometry of the

optical .light distribution in M31 in four colors. Such basic data were lacking for

M31 so far, because it is too nearby; the large angular size results in a

correspondingly large amount uf data. In addition, photographic photometry,

currently the only possible way of mapping M31 at reasonable resolution, is not

simple for such a large object. We describe effective reduction techniques that

overcome most of the problems or reduce them to acceptable levels.

The new optical material is analysed in Chapter V. Three main topics are

discussed: the structure of the optical disk in the outer parts, the structure and

global color distribution of the bulge and disk, and the extinction properties of

two major dust lanes on the near side of M31 . The latter analysis combines che

optical measurements with the high resolution survey of the atomic hydrogen gas

(Brinks and Shane, 1984), to study the relation between gas and dust.



In Chapter VI we analyse the infrared emission from the interstellar dust in

M31 , recently mapped with IRAS. The infrared observations are discussed in terms

of a model for the infrared emission from the Galaxy (Cox et al., 1986). We

separate the contribution from cool dust (-21K) , which is thought to be heated by

the general interstellar radiation field and associated with atomic gas, and warm

dust (~i40K) , thought to be heated by the youngest most massive stars and hence

directly related to the recent star formation activity ot the galaxy. The relation

between dust and gas is studied from an entirely different perspective than in

Chapter V, by correlating the map of the cool dust against the integrated neutral

hydrogen distribution. This, in principle, allows a determination of the radial

dependence of the dust-to-(atomie) hydrogen gas ratio.

In Chapter VII we compare the Andromeda galaxy with the Milky Way system. The

global structural parameters of the distributions of stars, gas, and dust are

given. Although the two galaxies are comparable in many respects, they differ

substantially in their infrared characteristics: the Milky Way is much brighter in

the infrared, suggesting a higher rate of formation of massive stars. A comparison

is made between the principal star formation regions in the two galaxies, to find

possible causes for the difference.

A summary of the main results is given in Chapter VIII.
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Chapter II

High resolution radio continuum observations of Me33ler 31 at 1112 MHz

Summary

The radio continuum emission of the spiral galaxy M31 has been mapped at a

wavelength of 21 cm with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, at an angular

resolution of 23"x35", corresponding to a linear resolution of 70x115 pc. Five

fields have been observed which, when combined, cover the main part of the disk ot

M31. A catalogue of sources inside the M31 area with a flux density larger than 1

mJy (five times the rms noise) is presented. Of the 249 entries, 107 are new

detections. A source count based on this catalogue shows no significant excess of

sources which might be physically associated with M31. This result is in agreement

with the 610 MHz count (Bystedt et al., 1981). The small excess that was found

there disappears when new deep 610 MHz counts in randomly selected fields are

taken into account. A preliminary identificatici of the 21-cm radio sources

supports this conclusion. Several HII regions have radio counterparts but the

number identified is too small to give a significant excess. The 21-cm fluxes of

the HII regions are relatively weak (<5 mJy). Five supernova remnants have been

detected.

The extended continuum emission from M31 is mapped using a combination of

WSRT measurements and short spacing information taken from an unpublished 17.4-cm

survey with the 100-m Effelsberg telescope. Two distinct regions can be

recognized, viz. the nuclear complex, and a ring-like structure at roughly 10 kpc

from the nucleus, corresponding to the region where the Population I constituents

are most prominent. This ring of emission is resolved into several complexes,

which correlate closely with the distribution of the Ha emission.

1. Introduction

This is the second paper in a series dealing with high resolution radio

continuum observations made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope of the

nearby spiral galaxy M31 . The first paper (Bystedt et al. 1981, hereafter Paper I)

describes observations at 610 MHz (19.2 cm) and presents a catalogue of 392

II 11



discrete radio sources in the area of M31. This second paper presents the results

of a survey at 1412 MHz {2\.2 cm).

Several radio continuum studies of the Andromeda nebula have been presented

in the past (see van der Kruit and Allen (1976) and Paper I for complete

references). Previous surveys with sufficient resolution to reveal structure in

the continuum emission are the Cambridge 5C3 survey at 408 MHz (Pooley, 1969), the

Bonn surveys at 2700 MHz (Berkhuijsen and Wielebinski, 1974; Beck et al., 1978,

1980) and 1850 MHz (Berkhuijsen et al., 1983), and the Westerbork 610 MHz survey

presented in Paper I. In general, these studies dealt with the extended emission

and the numerous background sources in the field. Observations of the central

region of M31 are reported by van der Kruit (1972) and Hjellining and Smarr (1982).

Dickel et al. (1982) and Dickel and D'Odorico (1984) detected radio continuum

emission fr^m several optically identified supernova remnants. Heretofore, no

unambiguous detections of HII regions have been made. The present 21 cm radio

continuum survey of M31 allows a study of both individual sources inside M31 and

the extended emission. The resolution of 23"x35" (corresponding to 75x115 pc at a

distance of 690 kpc) and the sensitivity (- 1 mJy at 5o) are sufficient to detect

HII regions and supernova remnants. Short spacing data taken from single dish

observations have been included to allow a reliable study of the extended

emission.

In analogy with Paper I, we will initially present the data and the list of

sources inside the survey area. The interpretation of the data will be described

in forthcoming papers. Section 2 describes the observations, their calibration and

the data reduction. Section 3 presents the list with discrete sources in and

around M31 , and Section 4 gives the 1412 MHz sour-je count. In Section 5 a brief

discussion of the extended emission is given.

2. Observations, calibration and data reduction

2.1 Observations

The operation of the WSRT for full polarization continuum observations and

the principles of data reduction have been described elsewhere (Weiler, 1973;

Baars and Hooghoudt, 1974; van Someren Greve, 1974; Hogbom and Brouw, 1974). The

present observations were made in two periods, the first set in 1975, when the

WSRT consisted of 12 telescopes and the analogue backend was in use, the second in

1978/79 when two movable telescopes had been added and the analogue backend was

12



replaced by the Digital Line Backend (Bos et al., 1981). In total, five fields

were observed, covering most of the optical part of the galaxy (see Table I For

details). The field centres were the same as those adopted in the 21 -cm HI line

survey with the WSRT (Brinks and Shane, 1981) so as to facilitate subtraction of

the continuum emission from the line data. Since the HI distribution extends much

farther out than the continuum emission, the coverage of the fields perpendicular

to the major axis is more extensive than actually required but it yields quite

uniform sensitivity across the disk out to 10 kpc from the nucleus. The fields are

designated C (Central), NE (North East), NW (North West), SW (South West) and SE

(South East).

Meld

field centre

6 C195O.O)

frequency (MHz) 1

number of \lh

observations

number of Interfero-
meters per 12 ab-
servat ion

fraction of babelines
missing due to mal-
functioning

rms noise at
field centre (rajyl

width at half power

observation date j

radius of f i r s t grating ri

HPBW of the primary beam

c

nh4nmnris

u\ 'no'

M2,(i4m*

: , ( M

40,(20)*

n%

n.i?

22.3x33.5

un-aug'7 5
dec'78
jul '79

ng

baseline taper

baseline coverage (single
data not included)

with a fringe amplitude
when observed at the sh
spacing

Onlv for a few baselines

dish

of 0.5
or tes t

. See Section

41'A0f

1-12

2

40

»r

n.ifl

22.7x34.6

dec'78
iul-aug'79

NT

n h 4 ^ , R = -,

1415

-

20

,-,;

0,20

22.3x33.7 22

jun-aug'75 ]ui

4O'x6n'

37:6

80-1O0

1 mjy/bea

Hausslan

36(16)145

9'xI3.'5

2.2 for d e t a i l s .

W SF.

1412 1412

: -

21 1'.

0.18 0.18

.2x34.1 22.2x34.7

-sep'78 jul-sep'78

m - 0.83 K

(25S at longest spacing)
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The two fields observed in 1975 are C and NE. The quality of the NE field was

very good, but the C field, which contains the strong point source 5C3.1O7,

suffered from severe calibration problems. In 1978/79 the central field was

reobserved, together with the three remaining fields. At that time the WSRT had

been extended to 14 telescopes with the two additional movable telescopes placed

on the existing tracks next to the original two, permitting a full synthesis in

only 2 x 12h observing time. The relevant parameters describing the observations

are listed in Table I.

2.2 Calibration

The data were calibrated in the standard manner (van Someren Greve, 1974; Bos

et al., 1981) using tfti calibration sources listed in Table II. The flux densities

specified are about 2% lower than the Baars et al. (1977) scale. For the fields

observed in 1978/79 the ki difference is fortuitously compensated in the

calibration procedure, because the increase in total power due to the calibration

sources is also about 2% (de Bruyn and Spoelstra, 1984; see also Brinks and Shane,

1984). We have corrected the fluxes for the field observed in 1975 by + 2%, so

that all fluxes listed are on the Baars et al. M977) scale.

T . i h l e I I G i l l b r . i t i o n s.>nr.-<>

C) C!

"JTI47 H 4 . 6 8 ! 2h i (5.R2R'iH 2 1 . "S 7

I C i n q . I 2 2 i . 7 1 n O 2 71 . f t b977 7.HR ( 1)

'IRAtrtW :h2.c>r>b«) -1 l - 'Uhiiq

ICIBfl 277. inf i lO ^H.71117

( 1 ) P o l a r i z e d s o u r c e . The f l u x rfpnsitv d c p e n r f s on tfip . i f p o l e w t t l r i

( 2 ) i : sed o n l y a s .1 >;aln c.i 1 i b r a t o r on t h e NE f i l l e t .



After standard calibration, fields C and SE, each of which contains a strong

point source (5C3.107 and 5C3.106), still suffered from calibration errors, which,

after subtraction of these sources, appeared as residual grating rings, running

across the emission from M31. The calibration of these fields was greatly improved

by determining additional corrections to the standard calibration, using the

strong source in each field as a reference (see Walterbos, 1982 for details). The

dynamic range, which was less than 20 dB in the original maps, was improved by

this method of self-calibration to almost 30 dB. In the new observations of the

central field, some baselines were missing due to telescope failure. Therefore we

self-calibrated the 1975 observations of the central field (as described above)

and selected from these observations the baselines that were missing from the

1978/79 observations.

2.3 Data reduction

The interferometric data were tapered using a Gaussian grading with a value

of 0.25 at the longest spacing (1U58 m) and Fourier transformed to the map plane

using standa"d programmes (Brouw, 1969; Harten, 1979). The resulting maps have

synthesized beams with a FWHP (axfi) of 23"x35". The noise level in each map was

determined after subtraction of the various background sources (see Section 5 ) , in

areas with no apparent emission. For all maps the noise at the field centre is

roughly 0.2 mJy (Table I). The NE field has somewhat higher noise due to the

smaller bandwidth used. The difference is not as big as the different bandwidths

would imply, because the four fields observed with the Digital Line Backend suffer

from a degradation factor due to digitization which is not present in the

observations with the analogue baekend.

3- The 37W catalogue of radio sources

Numerous unresolved and slightly extended sources are in the field of view.

These sources and their grating rings confuse the weak emission from M31 itself.

We have compiled a catalogue of these sources in much the same way as the 36W

catalogue (Paper I). Here we will mainly describe the differences in the way that

the 37W list was compiled in comparison with the 36W list.

Sources were found on maps to which no primary beam correction had been

applied, down to a limit of five times the r.m.s. noise. Source parameters were
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determined from a two-dimensional fit taking into aceou'it the background level.

The peak fluxes for sources found on fields NW, C, SE, and SW have been corrected

for "beam smearing". Scaling the formula from Paper I to the 21-cm Jata for these

fields, we get a correction factor 1/(1-0.106 r 2 ) , «:.-.<: - is trie distance from

the field centre in degrees. No correction was necessary ;'or the NE field, because

of the S!7!2ll?r t̂ .r.d'pidth. The flux densities were- correct <?u for the primary beam

attenuation using the same Formula as Brinks and Shane (19B4J.

Sources can be single, double or triple and a distinction is made between

unresolved, extended, and complex shaped sources or source components. The

criterion for determining whether a source is unresolved or resolved is different

from that used in Paper I. Windhorst et al. (1981a), have done extensive Monte

Carlo simulations of the influence of noise on the source parameters determined

with the fitting programme which we have used. Based on these simulations, signal-

to-noise dependent criteria regarding the resolution of sources were established.

Since their criterion has been more quantitatively investigated than that in Paper

I, which was based on the difference between total flux arid peak flux, we have now

used their method for the 21-cm sources. In practice, the criterion in Paper I is

more conservative in the sense that fewer sources are classified as extended. The

fitting program provides deconvolved minor and major axis sizes which serve as

estimates for the dimensions of the sources in the 37W catalogue, as was done in

Paper I. A few strong sources were found to be extended with small source

dimensions (< 10"). Slight calibration errors, which are not reflected in the

synthesized beam, can cause an artificial broadening of a source. We decided to

classify these sources as extended only if they were seen as such on more than one

field and if similar sizes and position angles of the major axis were derived or.

each field. Sources are classified as complex if their shapes are significantly

different from the beam. Parameters for these sources and the integrated

parameters for the multi-component sources were derived in the same way as in

Paper I. Figure 1 presents contour maps of all sources classified as double,

triple or complex.

In Table III, placed at the end of the paper, we present the yiW source

catalogue; the sources are listed in order of increasing right ascension. Of the

219 entries, 107 are new detections. We have used the same format and nomenclature

as in Paper I for the 36W catalogue.

The errors quoted in Table III have been calculated as described by Windhorst

et al. (1984a). The effects of calibration errors and signal to noise dependent

fitting errors are included. As explained in Paper I, no reliable estimate of the

flux error can be obtained for sources which are represented by sets of components
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contours: 0.5,1.1.5,2 mJy
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Figure 1. Contour maps of all sources in the 37W catalogue classified as complex,
double or triple. The scale in all figures is the same. Contour values and the
beam size are indicated. For 37W025, 207, 210, 227, and 236 a neighbouring source
from the catalogue appeares in the contour plot.
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at the grid points. The same holds for the error in the integrated position of a

double or triple source.

Table III contains the following entries:

Column 1: Name of the source. Multi-component sources are marked with an

asterisk, and their components are lettered consecutively.

Column 2: Structure. U = unresolved, E = extended, D = double, T = triple and C =

complex.

Column 3: Right ascension (1950.0) and rrns error.

Column U: Declination (1950.0) and rms error.

Column 5: Peak flux density and rms error in mJy, corrected for primary beam

attenuation. Fluxes are on the scale of Baars et al. (1977).

* = uncertain primary beam correction.

Column 6: Primary beam attenuation factor at the position of the source, relative

to the closest of the five field centres.

Column 7: Angular size (FWHP) in arcsec given as minor x major axis of the source

(corrected for the beam). Sources resolved in only one direction have a

minor axis size equal to zero.

Column 8: Position angle of the long axis of the source, measured from North

through East.

Column 9: Integrated flux density and rms error in mJy, corrected tor primary

beam attenuation.

Column 10: Name of the source in the 36W catalogue and other catalogues. Apart

from the 36W name, only one other name is listed in order of preference

as follows: 5C3: Pooley (1969).

KK: Van der Kruit and Katgert (1972).

Column 11: Notes

C = confused. No exact correspondence is found between the 37W and the

36W source because of confusion at *I9 cm (36W).

KS = source not subtracted from maps (see Section 5).

Extended? Source suspected of being extended from residuals visible in

the map after subtraction of an unresolved source.

We have compared the 37W catalogue with several other catalogues to look for

possible systematic errors and for the presence of variable sources.First,

comparison of the 37H source list with the 3&W source list shows no systematic

differences in the positions of the sources. Our failure to detect 36W136, 181 ,

198, 206, and 262 indicates a spectral index steeper than -1.5 (even steeper than

"3 for 36W198) which might mean that some of these sources are variable. For
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sources 36W118, 159, 173, 191, 203, 213, 232, and 213 no clear 21-cra counterparts

could be found because these sources are extended complexes within the arms and

are resolved at 21 cm. Second, comparison with the 5C3 catalogue (Pooley, 1969)

shows that essentially all sources which should be detectable were seen, except

5C3.112 and 5C3.132. These two were also not detected at 19 cm. Third, comparison

with the 21-cm WSRT observations by van der Kruit and Katgert (1972) shows

excellent agreement both in position and flux density. Only for sources 37WO33

(5C3.O61) and 37W050 C5C3.077) are the fluxes significantly different. For the

first source this is probably due to the fact that the source is at the edge of

our field. The latter is extended and the flux quoted by van der Kruit and Katgert

agrees with our peak flux. Finally, comparison with the 21-cm Cambridge data of

Gillespie (1979) shows general agreement. For a few sources, (37W076, 37W081,

37W101, 37W187, 37W236, 37W216, and 37W219) the fluxes reported by Gillespie are

significantly higher than ours.

1. The source count

A first estimate of the number of sources possibly associated with M31 can be

obtained from a study of the distribution of the number of sources as a function

of the intensity. Comparison with similar distributions obtained in randomly

selected fields should show an excess of sources in certain intensity intervals,

if many extra sources associated with M31 appear in the field. The source count

based on the 108 MHz 5C3 survey (Pooley, 1969) showed no significant excess. The

count from the 36W survey (Paper I) showed marginal evidence for an excess of

sources in- the lowest bin. Berkhuijsen et al. (1983) reached a similar conclusion

on the basis of their 1850 MHz survey. Since many of the sources in M31 are

expected to have a flat spectrum (thermal emission) and the sensitivity of our 21-

cm data is higher than that of the other surveys, a larger excess of sources in

the 37W catalogue seemed likely.

We have distributed the sources amongst 10 bins, starting at 1.00 mJy going

up to 81.00 mJy with a factor /3 in flux density between bins except for the last

two bins, from 81.00 to 729.00 mJy where a factor of 3 between bins was adopted

because of the small number of sources stronger than 81 mJy. For each of the five

fields a source count was made, taking into account the varying sensitivity across

the field due to the primary beam attenuation by giving each source a suitable

weight, following the method of Katgert (1976). Only sources with a primary beam
o

correction less than 10 (distance to the field centre less than 0.513) were
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included. The five counts were averaged to give the total count. Due to the

overlap between fields, the five counts are not completely independent, many

sources being counted twice and some even three times. We have included this

effect in the calculation of the error of the count in each bin.
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The results of the total source count are presented in Table IV. The first

column gives the centre flux density of the bin ( the geometric mean of the

boundaries), the second the true number of sources in the bin, the third the

differential 37W count, expressed as the number of sources per steradian per Jy

with its expected error, and the fourth the normalized Euclidean count expected

for a non-evolving population in a static universe,

. "1.5 . g-1.5)
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(Windhorst et al., 1981a) where S. and S u are the lower and upper bin boundaries

respectively. The fifth column gives the normalized differential 37W count with

its expected error. The total number of sources in the count is 211.

We have compared our counts with the results recently obtained by Windhorst

et al. (1984b). Figure 2 is a reproduction from one of their figures, with our

counts included. The at first sight somewhat surprising result is, that even in

the present high sensitivity survey no clear excess of sources is found. The

possible excess of weak sources indicated by the 610 MHz count in Paper I is not

in conflict with this result. As indicated by Figure 2 and discussed by Windhorst

et al. (1981a, 1984b) there is a leveling off in the 21-cm counts below about 5

mJy. New counts at 610 MHz (Windhorst and Oppe, in preparation), show a similar

increase at low flux densities. This increase was not known before and was not

included in the analytical expression to which the count in Paper I was compared.

In summary, we conclude that both the 36W and the 37W source counts show no

evidence for a large excess of sources associated with M31 .

2 I

BUPL
0HIC2
GB
GB2

j
0 WSRT BBS
4 WSRT ii.PW;
, WSRT LBDS
1 VLA LYNX 2 157)
A VLA LYNX 2 I 1 ?;
• VLA UW 2 N-- .-.-•
A WSRT L~iN'.2 15 - .
f VLA ICM]

2 PRESENT RtS'JLTS i . ] . '»;

001 I ->•
00001

Figure 2. A comparison between the 37W source count, normalized to the EuciiJean
model, arid the results of other counts as compiled by Windhorst et ai. (198^'
where references for the other counts can be found.

A preliminary identification of the 21-C.TI sources with optically identified

HII regions (Baade and Arp, 1961 (BA); Pellet et al., 1978) and supernova remnants

(D'Odorico et al., 1980, Blair et al., 1981) is in agreement with the source
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count. About 20 sources have been identified, only two of which were stronger than

5.0 mJy. It is not very likely that many unidentified radio sources would be

optically obscured HII regions. If we assume a size for an HII region equal to the

21-cm beam (70x115 pc), a uniform electron density, and a detection limit of 1.0

mJy, then the corresponding emission measure would be about <400 pc cm 'Mezger

and Henderson, 1967). Even with an extinction of a few magnitudes, the object

would be detected in Ha (Pellet et al., 1978). If the HII region should be smaller

or clumped, which is more likely, the corresponding emission measure would be

higher and a very high extinction would be required. It is possible that some of

the radio sources are optically unidentified supernova remnants 'see below).

However, even if 30 sources weaker than 5.0 mJy at 21 cm are associated with M31,

this would still not give a large excess in the counts, because the total number

of sources weaker than 5 mJy is more than 100, with an expected error of 20 to 25.

The preliminary identifications indicate that the HII regions in M31 are weaker

than in our galaxy or M33 (see e.g. Israel and van der Kruit, 197^), as noted by

Spencer and Burke (1971) from 11-cm observations with the NRAG three element

interferometer. Also the Ha emission from the HII regions in M31 is weak (Pellet

et al., 1973). The mild star formation activity implied by these observations is

in agreement with the low molecular gas content inferred from CO observations

(Boulanger et al., 1981; Stark, 1985). A complete discussion of the properties of

the HII regions in M31 will be given in a separate paper.

We have detected five of the optically identified supernova remnants

(D'Odorlco et al., 1980 (DDB); 31air et al., !93i). Three of their, appear in the

37W catalogue, while the other two are below 5 Sigma. They are 3A 1419 (DDB" .7,

37WO64), BA 55 (DDB1.16, 37W167), BA 160 (DDB1.19, 37W211), BA HI6 (DDB1.11), and

BA 22 (DDB1.18) with flux densities of respectively 2.9, 2.5, 2.5, 0.8, and 1.0

mJy. BA 22 (DDB1.18) has not been detected before, while '.he other four have been

observed with the VLA at 6 and 20 cm (Dickel et al., 1982; Dickei and D'Odorico,

1981!). Considering their flux densities it seems probable that more weak radio

sources in the 37W catalogue are optically undetected supernova remnants.

5. The extended emission of M31

All dipole combinations were measured in the present survey, so we could

check our maps for the presence of polarized emission. In the central field

polarized emission was found in two regions, viz. the south-east half of the

nucleus and the north-west part of the ring of emission (see below), in agreement
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with the 2700 MHz observations by Beck et al. O980). No quantitative information

can be derived from our measurements because the emission is too weak.

A synthesis instrument such as the Westerbork telescope cannot observe at

baselines smaller than the size of the dishes for obvious reasons. The consequence

of this is the well known negative bowl in the resulting map. Several methods have

been developed for correcting for this effect. The one most frequently used is the

clean algorithm (Hbgbom, 1974; Harten, 1971; Schwarz, '978). A better method,

because it adds new information to the interferometer data, is to Fourier filter

the missing 0-m and 18-m baseline data from single dish observations.

For the present survey Dr. R. Beck from the Max Planck Institut fir

Radioastronomie (Bonn) provided us with an unpublished '7.''-cm radio conlinvuj.

survey of M31 obtained with the ?00-m Effelsberg radio telescope. The single dish

map was regridded to the five WSRT fields and rescaled from brightness temperature

to flux densities. Following the method of Bajaja and van Albada ('979) the Q-T.,

58-BI, and 3(>-m spacing were filtered from these maps. The 36-ir. baseline was ;jse'~:

to check the relative calibration of the single dish and the synthesis

observations. Assuming a global spectral index for MJ1 of -3.7 iGrave et a'..,

1981) the Bonn data ought to be multiplied ty a factor of 1.'5. However, the test

agreement in the 36-m baselines for all five fields was obtained using a factor zC

1.05. This is not a large discrepancy and merely reflects the uncertainty in tr.e

relative calibrations of the instruments. Figure 3 shews a comparison of the ?C-rr.

baseline from the two data sets for the central field. The agreement is very

satisfactory. After including the 0- and 7 8-m spacing the back'grounc in the rr.a.rs

has become quite flat. Our results for the 21-rai continuum maps are comparable to

the results for the HI maps by Brinks and Shane ('981, their figure 3). Ar.y zero-

level deviations still present in our maps reflect the variations in the single

dish map. These are estimated to be less than i 0.020 mJy'beam PTrnK' or '2% of

the rms noise at full resolution.

Two maps were now produced. To give an impression of the distribution, of

sources in the M31 area a combined map of the five fields was made with all

suur-uBs, except the two strongest (37W11!4 and 37W1?51, still present. For each

field the central (512)^ pixels from a (1021) map were cleaned down to five tiroes

the rms noise {using antanna patterns to which the 0-m and ?3-m responses hac beer,

added) and then restored using the central part of the beam. Grating rings, near-

side-lobes and stripes due to missing hour angles in the observations were

effectively removed this way. The maps were combined in the same way as described

by Brinks and Shane C981)). In this procedure, overlapping areas are averaged with

weights proportional to the primary beam attenuation. The combined map was



/ \

Figure 3. Comparison for the central field (C) of the 36-m baseline response
derived from the 17.'(-cm Effelsberg map (dashed line) with the 36-m baseline
response as measured with the Westerbork telescope (full drawn line). Both the
amplitude and the phase are shown as a function of hour angle.

smoothed to a 35" circular beam. Figure 4a shows the map obtained in this way,

superposed on the combined primary beam attenuation pattern. The latter shows the

insufficient coverage of our fields at the ends of the major axis, explaining the

noise increase there and the apparent lack of emission in these regions compared

to the 610 MHz map from Paper I. A preliminary version of this map appeared in the

proceedings of IAU symposium 106 (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1985).

Most of the sources are distributed randomly across the field, but there is a

concentration of weak sources in the ring of emission, the most prominent

contribution to the continuum emission of M31. The triple source close to the

nucleus is probably not associated with M31 . This has been discussed by Hjellming

and Smarr (1982). The nuclear emission itself will be discussed in a separate

paper (Walterbos and Grave, 1985).

In order to be able to study the extended emission from M31 and to compare

our data with other maps, it is necessary to produce a second map with the

background sources removed. However, as can be seen in Figure 4a, some sources in

the ring are parts of large complexes of enhanced emission and very probably

associated with "31 itself, Us nave subtracted all sources except ncn-iselatcd

sources in the ring and the nuclear region which are weaker than 5 mjy. The

preliminary identification mentioned in Section 1 has shown that not many sources

associated with M31 are stronger than this limit. Also, for sources stronger than

5 mJy it is easy to decide whether or not they are resolved in our survey, whereas

for weaker sources embedded in extended complexes this is much more difficult.

Sources which have not been subtracted are indicated in Table III (NS in column

11). All other sources ^ r e removed from each field separately. Point sources and
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Figure la. The combined 1112 MHz map, with the background sources still present, superposed on
the combined primary beam response (grey scales). The map has been corrected for primary beam
attenuation. The horizontal axis of the figure is parallel to the major axis of M31 (a
position angle of 37° 16.'6 has been assumed). The resolution of this map is 35"x35". For
clarity only three primary beam response levels are shown. Values below 20? are white, from 20
to 60$ light grey, and from 60 to 100% dark grey. At the ends of the major axis, the noise is
clearly increased due to the low sensitivity. Contour levels are at 0.1, 0.6, 0.9, 1.35, 2.70,
and 5.1 K. The weak ring like fragment near X = 10'S - 20'S, Y = 10'E - 0' is a remnant of a
grating ring due to 5C3.1O7 (37W115), the only source subtracted in this map area.

Figure ttb. The same map as in Figure la, but now with most of the discrete sources removed
(see Section 5 for details). In order to distinguish depressions from peaks, the contours are
superposed on grey scales. Grey scale changes occur at 0.1, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.35 K. Contours are
drawn at 0.1, 0.6, 0.9, 1.35, 2.7, and 5.1 K.
(Notice that the orientation of the maps in Figures 1 and 5 is 180° different from the
orientation of the maps of M31 in the other chapters.)

Figure 5. The map from Figure 1b smoothed to a resolution of 51"X81", corresponding to the
beam of the 610 MHz observations (Paper I). The grey scale changes at 0.13, 0.20, 0.30, 0.15,
0.67, and 1.0 K. Contour values are drawn at 0.13, 0.20, 0.30, 0.15, 0.67, 1.0, 1.50, 2.25,
and 3.10 K.



clean components for extended sources were subtracted from the interferometric

data (including the added 0-m and 18-m data) before the Fourier transform to the

map plane. The five fields were cleaned, restored and combined, in the way

described above. The map produced this way was also smoothed to a 35" circular

beam and is displayed in Figure 4t>. To enhance the very weak, mainly non-thermal,

extended emission we smoothed the map from Figure tb to a resolution of 5t"x81",

the same resolution as the 610 MHz map in Paper I. Figure 5 shows this map.

Previous surveys have shown that the extended continuum emission from M31

stems from two separate regions, the nuclear complex and a ring-like structure at

about 10 kpc, extending to 15 kpc along the major axis. This structure coincides

with maxima in the distribution of the HI (e.g. Unwin, 1980a, 1980b; Brinks and

Shane, 1984), the HII regions (Pellet et al., 1978), the OB associations (van den

Bergh, 196-4), the far-infrared (Habing et al., 198i(), and far-UV radiation

(Deharveng et al., 1980). With the new 1112 MHz data presented here, the ring of

emission is resolved into complexes which correlate very closely with the

distribution of the Ha emission as mapped by Pellet et al. (1978). A detailed

analysis of the results of the 610 MHz and 11)12 MHz Westerbork surveys will be

presented elsewhere.
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Table 3. The 37W catalog of radio sources at 1412 MHz

I 1 I ( 2 > (3)

HAHE TYPE RRC1950.0)

37HOQ1 U 0 33 5H . 11 «40 36 02.9 8.0 8 . 51J7
.20 3.U 1.8

37HQ02 U 0 34 11.81 40 3B 29.3 6 5 5 . 8«#
17 2.9 1 2

37H003 U 0 3N 20.90 40 42 1U . 6 13 B 1 104
.07 1.1 1.4

37H004 U 0 34 36.8V HO "13 10.3 2.9 3.113
.20 3.5 0.6

37H0 0S V 0 3 1 3 8 . 8 3 4 1 0 0 3 3 . 6 '•> - 5 5 . 546
.19 3.2 1.1

37H006 U 0 3M 55.32 4 0 43 12.2 2 -H 2209
.15 2.5 0.5

37 WO 07 U 0 3 4 5 6 (i 7 4 0 3 9 0 3 N 2.2 2. 327
.20 3.4 0.5

37W008 U 0 35 02.Nfi MO 08 46.3 56.1* 40.809
.Hi 2 .14 1 1.3

37W009 If 0 3 5 0 7 . 4 4 4 0 4 6 2 0 . 6 2 . 1 1 . 8 9 b
. 1 7 2 .H 0 . 1

37W0 10 U 0 3 5 1 7 . 0 0 4 0 3 6 4 1 . 2 " . 2 I . 8 4 5
. 0 9 1 . 4 0 . 4

'-06 o'.a o. -'.

37M012 U 0 35 3 1 . 2 8 40 4S 41 3 1 5 1 .47&
. 1 8 3 . 0 0 . 3

3 V H 0 1 3 U 0 35 3 9 . 2 ' j 40 4t i 5' . 9 1 i 1 3 3 J
. 1 9 3 . Z 0 . 3

37M0l<* U 0 3 5 4 I . 6 & m 20 37 <* r» 16 '»* Z 8 b 5 ? .
OS 0 . 1 7 0 . 0

37W0 15 U 0 3 i m , 7 S - i C i S i l V f . 2 8 1 4 2 4
. 1 0 1.0 U 3

3 7 H 0 1 6 U 0 35 4 7 . 5 6 ' (1 00 4 " . 3 ti 0 2 148
. 0 8 1 .2 O S

37W017 U 0 35 i | 8 . 9 6 40 5 2 0 1 . J 1 ' 1 . 3 7 3
07 1 1 0 . 3

3V HO 18 U 0 3 5 5 0 5 9 4 0 3 3 Z 6 . f . 2 ' . 1 ^ 8 9
. 1 1 1.9 0 J

3 7 H 0 1 9 U 0 35 S ' 21 41 12 0 7 . 2 Z 3 . 3 6 26T
. 0 6 0 . 9 2 - 5

37UQ20 U 0 3 6 0 0 . 2 9 H 0 '< 6 1B t 1 .3 i . 13 6
. 1 6 2 . 7 02

37H0 2 1 U 0 3 6 0 5 0 8 4 0 5 9 3 1 6 1 1'i 8 I 7 7 9
. 0 4 0 . 'I 6 3

37U022 U C 36 15 . 07 M 0 b b 3 5 2 1.3 I.3b2
.20 3.3 03

37W023 U 0 36 19. "3 41 02 OR.6 B '> 1 980
D6 0.8 Do

37U02N U 0 36 21 12 40 hi 4fl 6 2 9 1 1 E.H
.08 1.3 U 2

37H02S* T 0 36 25.74 40 46 57.9 1 04H OX 3 !> 141

.07 0.V 0 3

3 7 H 0 2 5 B U 0 3 6 2 6 . 9 H 4 0 4 & 5 2 1 ' 2 . f> 1 0 2 7
. 0 8 1 3 0 2

3 7 K 0 2 5 C V 0 3 6 2 8 2 3 " I 0 4 6 0 8 B 2 ' 1 0 7.2
. 0 8 1 . 2 0 7.

37H02G (/ 0 36 27.37 40 bS 42 1 1 3 1.32 1
.19 3.2 0.2

37HO27 U 0 36 3'l . (.U '10 1b 33 n 9 . •» 1.01b
.05 0.5 0.4

37W0Z8 U 0 3 6 3 4 . 9 0 ' 1 1 0 0 0 7 7 0.5 1 . 667
.06 0.9 0.5

37U029 E 0 36 38.98 to £4 13.1 7.3 1.223 S)i 30 106
.07 1.0 0. 'I

3 7 U 0 3 0 U 0 3 6 1 2 . 8 7 4 1 0 5 2 5 7 5 . 2 2 . 5 0 3
. 1 0 1 .5 O b

3 7 U 0 3 1 U 0 3 6 4 3 . 7 5 4 0 3 7 5 8 . 2 4 3 1 . 0 7 1
. 0 6 0 9 0 . 3

37HO33 U 0 36 45.39 Ml 29 3M 6 144.1* 90.867
.12 1.8 25.0
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Table 3> continued

KANE

3 7 HO J' l

3 7 W 0 3 5

37H0 39

37W014 1

37U012

37HQ't3

3 7 H 0 4 1

37W04!i

3 7MO.I6

3 7 H 0 i| 7

37HO49

37H050

37U05 t

37UQ5Z

37WOS3

3 7 U 0 5 H

37WO5S

37W0S6

37V0B7

37WOS8

37W0S9

37W0&0

3 7 K 0 6 2

37U063

37W06<l

37U065

37H066

37H067

37W068

37W069

U

U

[f

E

U

u

E

E

U

U

«

E

*

U

u

u

«

u

u

u

•J

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

E

E R A l f 9 i

K n

O 3 6 >n

0 3n U

0 36

0 37

0 37

0 37

0 37

0 .17

0 37

0 3 ;

0 3 /

0 37

0 37

0 3 /

0 37

0 3 ;

0 J I

0 37

0 y>

i> 3 '

0 3!

0 37

0 37

0 38

0 38

0 38

0 38

0 3H

0 38

s

7 . 6 J
. 10

06

. 0 ,

. 18

53. 15
17

G t

31)

. 4 8

1 . 87
.07

0 5 . 9 3
.OS

06

u

! 3

, s

2 3

2.1

29

,)Cl

a.

3 3

33

HO

. . .

. . ,

5 1

52

03 .

08

10

' <

I t .

. .76
. IS

03

, ! .1

;.a
1 J

' i?

2 ^

ou

.'. 1
O ' l

. 03

1 '1

: ;

' . "

0 3

hi

1 3

. 98
0 7

17

92
22

ON

<i2
10

f.3
1 9

If!

2 *
0 3

2 1
19

.'3
20

D n s

'10 !JB i(8 0

t o '1U 10 0
? 5

0 9

1 3

3 2

1*« 17 I ! S

-1! . •i

8 3

4 0 18 05 3
1 2

i(0 <i7 £.3 8
0 b

140 11 za 0
3 1

KO Lb 11 I
c- <.

'10 '• ' ,i .1 1*

29 ', > : • :.

' .0 11 h 1 • '

•i u .1 ' / 0 'i

" u " ' « .';

1<L ( 1 ^ ( . i)

0 ' .

'< : ' , ; : < : i

t . j ' . . J .• •* ('

. . , ,i ,•... ,

, , „ . . , ._ , . ,

"u " 2\ i
.,, ; , c, j

'1 1 1 t l >l u L>

1 ',

Z 9

HO bZ 13 9
3 . 7

0 5

UO 38 5a . '1
1 t>

3 Z

'(0 !,b 30 0
3 0

b 3

>n .1H 0 7 i
3 2

<iO it V 0 0 0
3 .r.

s m 12

'». 1
0.3

i: 1

C> 5

0 3

0 3

0 9

0 . 2

•1 3

h 1.
0 8

U 5

1 ''
0 2

2 .4

0 u

••• • ;

1 i

0 2

" 1 'i

1 v

2'. (1
' 3

fi '

; : :

: : ;

'! i
!; ;
\ 0

2 1

a 3

ii 3

0 6

u 3

1 6
0 3

2 i
0 . 'l

1 2

3 7
0 . 7

2 ',
0 3

>

1 036

1 . 0 1 8

« 13S

i 0 / 1

; 0 1 - ,

; j . , q

1 s.io

'. 3 ••.'

, i j .

1 . . .»

•

7

1

1

1

2

1

3

„ • » ,

2 7 H

. u IJ.

6 6 D

6 2 7

2 ' 5

6D3

7 5 b

.86 3

ARCSEC

UX 7 0

1 IX 33

fJAJOR AXIS

• • •

89

hCTtS

32



Table 3, continued

37M070

3 7 H 0 7 1

37H072

37WQ73

37H074*

3 7 H 0 7 4 A

3 7 W 0 7 4 B

37U07S

37H076

37M077

37U076

37U079

37W080

37H081

E

U

U

D

E

E

U

t

If

u

Lf

U

If

»

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Q

0

0

0

0

0

0

n

33

38

38

38

38

38

38

3fl

38

38

38

38

38

5

15

18

23

2 5

23

27

?.•!

28

28

28 .

34

3 5 •

. 36

3 I
0!,

. 93
13

. 5 1

. 09

57

e i
.07

. 09

77
. 0D

. 95

.07

. 36

. 1 1

50
18

53
12

21!
IS

87
0 4

06

0

H 1

«c

'10

40

4 1

4 1

40

uo

40

40

m

11

4 0

tt

IB

5 V

4 7

17

08

08

07

17

».

29

10

06

51

S

02

0

56
2

52

31

3 1

1 .

"o
00

2 '.

3

22
1 .

50
3

16
0

1

'. 0

-s
3

. 0

3

b

1

5
0

2

H

C

0

S 11 1 2

u

0

7

3

9
0

0.

1 5

0

3
0 ,

0 '

0 '.

1 .
0 .

0

0

f)

. 8

h

?.

. 3

2

. b

5

3

1

f,

.1

u

8
3

«

2

2 .

?.

2 .

2 .

2.

1

1 .

2

'

2

1

1

3

36 4

1 I>9

. 008

139

321

2?. 1

062

765

33 1

2,;

,5V

B12

•! 4 'i

7 7<*

37U083A U 0 30 38 Ot 39 55 51.H 23 O 4 031
05 0.7 2.0

37U083B U 0 38 "? 2i 39 56 11 1 1! 1 ? 779
Cs 0 5 3 1

37H081 U 0 38 M3 70 41 47 )6.5 3.7 Z.H31
13 2.1 0.5

3714085 If 0 38 14 . £i 39 S8 3S.8 6 3 £.932 36K!S?B
.08 1.2 0.8

37H086 U 0 }B 16 00 10 31 33.2 2.2 1.73N 36U160
.15 2.5 0,3

37H087 U 0 3B 46.32 40 48 34.0 3 2 1.890
.11 1.8 0.4

37W088 U 9 38 19.18 40 17 13.7 1 8 1.137 3bU163
12 2 0 0.2

37H089 U 0 38 55.20 U I 11 fl9.1 35.8 1 987 3elil6r,
.04 0.4 1.8 5C3 OVB
! 17 2^8 0^3

37H091 U 0 38 S7.29 40 47 07.9 56,8 1.820 36W107
.03 0.3 2.3 SC3 0<»7

37U092 U 0 39 01-07 HI 09 £9.0 4.9 I 540 36U168
.07 1.0 0.4

37W093 U 0 3 9 0 2 . 0 S HI 00 15.0 4 6 1.257
.01 0.9 0.3

37U09IJ £ 0 3 9 0 3 . 7 4 4 1 0 2 2 2 . 4 46.8 1.254 OX 9 109 5 0 4 36U169
.04 0. U J . 9 2 '. 0 5C3. 098

37W095 1/ 0 39 06-98 40 58 11.5 26.9 1.219 36H17D
.04 0.4 1.1 5C3.099

37M096 U 0 3 9 0 7 ' 7 2 4 1 0 8 1 7 7 5 4 1376 36H171
.06 0.8 o!3

37HO97 U 0 3 9 07.82 40 38 10,7 2.7 1.986 36W172
.14 2.3 0.4
!07 ill 0. 3

37U099 U 0 39 09.70 UO 04 51.1 16.2 1.605 36WI7U
.05 0 .5 0.9 5C3 tOO

37U100 U 0 39 10.19 39 46 04.3 16.7 12.837 36U17S

•If 2 S 3.0
37UI01 U 0 39 16.20 41 37 40.7 4.3 1.459 36HI77

.08 I . t 0.3
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Table 3, continued

OTHER CAT

3 7 U 1 01 \i 0 3 9 18 0 9 1 1 >i 2 3 7 '> J O 1 4 3 4
07 1 0 0 '*

37H103 U 0 3 9 1 8 . 3 4 4 1 0 8 1 1 •> 1 7 1 2 H 0
. 1 3 2 2 0 - 2

37H1D4 U 0 3 9 1 8 7 9 4 1 1 0 1 6 2 5 . 1 1 3 7 6 3 i W 1 " i .
. 0 6 0 . 4 0 3 :r i :.,2

3 7 K I 0 S U 0 39 19 27 10 12 02 'I 1 ' . 1 1 . 1 3 7 ' .uWr'-J
. 0 5 0 . 5 0 . 6 ' . . '3 I K S

37W1O6 U 0 3 9 2 0 9 8 4 0 0 7 3 8 . 6 12 8 1 3 - 1 7 ! t i : h ' .
. 0 5 0 . 5 0 . 6 b ; i ; c -

37W107 U 0 39 2 1 . 0 b 41 33 45 8 2 « 1 . 4 8 7
. 1 2 1.9 0 . 3

3 7 H 1 0 8 U 0 3 9 2 1 5 3 4 0 3 2 5 4 4 1 7 1 .38 7
. 1 5 2 . 5 0 . 3

37H109 E 0 3 9 2 5 . 1 5 4 1 1 0 3 0 . 8 ?. . a 1 . 3 "i 3 7 X 3 4 3 '• *
. 1 2 2 . 0 0 , 3 04

37H110 U 0 3 9 2 6 . 5 5 4 0 1 6 0 1 8 1 9 1 . 5 7 4
. I S 2 . 5 03

37W111 U 0 3 9 2 6 . 6 4 4 2 0 0 3 7 . 5 4 8 5 3 . 1 3 0 36U I h 2
. 0 5 0 . 4 3 5 bjj :ui

37H112 U 0 39 3 0 . 3 4 40 34 58 8 2 3 1 S4"'
. 1 3 2 1 0 3

37H113 V 0 3 9 3 2 3 6 4 0 0 3 1 0 L 3 3 1 7 3 6 3 u U 1 i i 3
10 1 7 0 4

3 7 W 1 1 <l U 0 3 9 3 3 7 ' , 3 9 5 3 2 2 . 7 " | i . ) 4 3 1 0 .i ( t, : J, .
04 0 . 'I 2 I « ; . l : . l 'C o

37W 1 1 5 U 0 39 34 52 4 1 1 i 0 1 C' 3 .'3 4 1 't'-u i - l . i t > ,
0 3 0 3 I S O '.." i 1 0 '

37H116 U 0 3 9 3 6 1 5 1 1 1 0 13 U u fl 1 2 ' 0
. 0 7 1 0 U .*

3 7 H1 17 U 0 3 9 3 6 2 0 4 0 3 7 15 3 1 '' 1 '• 9"'
. 1 9 3 3 0 3

3 7 H I 1 8 U 0 3 9 3 7 V 0 4 0 5 1 3 C 3 1 . 1 1 1 & 3 ii,VH)o
06 0 B 0 3 r. i: •

37H119 U 0 3 9 38 31 3 9 ft1* 3 " 1 I ! u 2 Z"'9 J o U ' h '
Ob 0 . 7 o a

3 7 H 1 2 0 U 0 3 9 3 8 . 72 4 0 4 1 2 1 . 9 2 0 2 0 4 7
18 3 . 1 04

3 7 H 1 2 1 U 0 3 9 3 9 7 1 4 0 2 7 4 4 b 1 b 1 1 2 9
1 3 2 3 0 2

3 7 1 4 1 2 2 U 0 3 9 3 9 7 7 4 0 1 2 0 4 4 : u I 1 i i*
13 2 2 0 2

3 7 H 1 2 3 U 0 39 41 60 1 ! 1 2 50 9 Z 7 1 ' .06
10 1.6 03

3 7 U I 2 4 U 0 3 9 4 1 6 2 4 1 1 1 4 6 " 1 7 1 3 3 5
. 1 4 2 3 0.2

37H125 U 0 39 42 65 41 01 42 3 1 7 1 02b Jul i i r fH
.11 IB 0 2

37H126 U 0 39 4 3 7 8 4 2 0 3 0 4 0 3 2 3 4 2 0
. 2 0 3 . 3 07

37U127 If 0 3 9 4 5 9 1 4 0 2 1 5 2 5 2 4 1 0 2 5 .* t. W 18«
09 1 4 0 2

3 7 H 1 2 8 U 0 3 9 4 5 9 9 4 0 0 6 2 2 7 1 .1 1 4 5 6
. 1 9 3 . 2 0 . 3

37W129 E 0 3 9 4 7 7 0 4 1 2 6 1 2 9 1 6 1 6 4 0 C X 5 7 25 2 9 3oU19T
'. 35 5 . 9 0 3 0 t>

37H130 U 0 39 4 8 . 7 4 10 55 1 6 . 6 1 3 1 . 0 5 0
. 1 7 2 8 0 2

3 7 H 1 3 I U 0 3 9 5 1 2 1 4 1 ' l 1 2 0 6 7 6 4 1 1 0 9 3t>U1Q^
. 0 3 0 4 2 9 bC3 108

37N132 U 0 3 9 5 2 2 3 4 0 0 b 0 2 . 7 1 8 3 1 5 OS 3 M M 9 3
. 0 5 0 . 5 0 . 9 SO 3 ' m

3 7 U 1 3 3 U 0 39 5 7 . 5 5 I t 30 IB 0 2 8 1 263
.09 I .5 0.3

'. 20 3 4 0 2

37H13S E 0 10 0 0 9 0 1 0 5 9 5 5 7 4 4 1 0 0 0 3 4 X 3 7 122 1 1 8
. 1 1 1 6 0 . 2 0 fa

37V>3f< V 0 40 02 42 41 17 16 1 3 0 1 793 3bU195
. ' 0 1 6 0 3

37H137 U 0 40 0 3 . 0 5 40 44 S3 7 2 . 2 1 557 3bHl< i t i
. 1 3 2 . 1 0 . 3
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Table 3, continued

37W1 3 8 U 0 1 4 0 0 1 . 7 8 ' 1 1 0 3 1 7 . 9 1 . 5 1 . 0 2 3 NS
. 1 2 2 . 0 0 . 2

37 U 1 39 U 0 HO 0 U . 9 3 4 0 04 44 2 1.7 1 . 7 1 6
. 1 9 3 . 2 0 . 3

37UIU0 U 0 10 0 5 . 0 1 ij ] 07 43 . 1 1.5 1 . 1 2 2
. 1 1 2 . 3 0 . 2

3 7 H U H U 0 HO 0 5 . 5 0 l | 1 1 7 3 3 . 8 3 . 2 1 . 8 3 3 3bH 195 C
. 1 5 2 . 5 0 . 3 KS

37H112 U 0 40 0 6 . 2 4 U0 59 H I . 9 3 . 8 1 003 US
. 0£i 0 . 9 02

37U143 U 0 M0 0 7 . 1 5 41 35 3 2 . 0 1.2 I 076
. 1 6 2 . 7 0 . 2

37W114 U D HO 0 7 . 2 8 4 1 10 09 b 2 3 . 7 1 . 2 2 2 i o « 1 9 7
. 0 4 0. U \.0 5C3 ! 1 1

37W145 U 0 1 0 0 8 . 1 0 4 1 3 2 5 5 . 9 2 . 3 1 . 1 3 5
. 1 0 1.6 0 . 2

37W1H0 U 0 tO 1 0 . 5 6 4 0 0 3 1 9 . 8 2 . 5 1 . 9H2
. 1 4 2 . 4 Q.H

3 7 W I 4 7 If 0 40 13 SO 41 17 15 8 1 4 1 . 1 2 4
.1& 2 . 6 0 . 2

37M118 U 0 1 0 1 6 . 5 5 " i l l 9 3 ' I . 3 1.3 1.205
.17 2 . 9 0 . 2

37M119 U 0 4 0 1 8 . 0 8 4 1 2 1 1 <i . I 2 . 3 2 0 2 2 KS
. 1 7 2 . 8 0 . 4

37H150 U 0 40 1 9 . 7 8 HI 22 22 9 2 1 I fi 5 2 MS
. 1 6 Z . 7 0 . 4

37 W 1.5 1 U 0 1 0 2 0 7 3 t i l 39 07 1 1 <i 1 00 7 ibUZuZ C
. 1 4 2 3 0 2

37W152 U 0 40 2 3 . 6 9 4 1 38 1 1 1 4 0 1 00b i b H 2 C 0 C
, 0 6 0 M 0 2

3 7 K 1 5 3 U 0 4 0 2 5 . 3 8 H I 12 3'i 1 1 1 I O'if l Hi,
. 1 7 2 . fl 0 2

37H154 U 0 HO 2 5 . 5 5 'iO \Z 11 II 20 8 I 38<t i ( .H202
. 0 5 0 . S 1 0 bJ3 ! 1 i

3 7 U 1 5 5 E 0 <i 0 3 0 <i 2 4 1 4 0 0 '1 .7 1 2 1 0 0 0 7 X 1 6 1 ' 6 2 1

28 1 6 0 2 U 3

37H156 U 0 1 0 3 3 . 9 3 4 1 0 7 5 6 . 5 1.3 1 2 2 0
. 1 7 2 . H 0 . 2

37H157 U 0H0H4.31 414751.3 1 ! 1.14 0
.19 3.1 Q 2

37MI5S* T 0 10 45.16 41 02 54 3 1 083 '.6X118 51 IS '-' SEL FI'J It

37 K 1 58 A C O 4 0 3 H 1 & H 1 0 1 0 & . 5 '> <, 1 .UB3 ^ IS n 6 1 2 l i BoW2C'.
07 1 0 0.-1 bt* J 1 't>

37M156B l i 0 40 41 91 0 1 02 18 'i 4 » 1 1UK j o , J 2 10 C
06 0 . 8 0 3

37U158C C 0 10 51 &'l 41 03 52 ' ' 7 3 I 2^3 IOX 29 6 ) 27 '-> J i .K2 1o i"
15 2 2 0 4 5CJ 1 1 ^

3 7 H 1 5 9 T 0 I " < l 5 . 3 2 n 1 19 2B H 2 265 5X 10 42 l i b AI«2 C«J S t E t i l l I f
Si!3 1 18

37H159A U 0 4 0 H 3 1 9 4 1 1 8 5 ^ 7 S b 2 3 6 5
0 9 1 1 0 3

37H1B9B U 0 40 45 0^ u l 19 30 5 1 4 2 3 5b
. 1 6 2 7 0 3

3 7 U I 5 9 C U 0 »O tB.18 >4 1 20 00 3 3 2 2 Zbh
. 1 0 1 6 0 . 3

37U1&0 U 0 40 4b 07 4 0 1 1 2 4 5 2 5 1711
.13 2 2 0.3

37H161 E 0 10 50 OT 41 12 H5 8 0 9 1 012 16X 19 167 2 0
10 7 3 0.2 0 4

37UI62 £ 0 HO 50.11 H1 55 U2.1 3.9 t 659 OX 29 147 5 0 36UZO9
.11 1.7 0.1

10 1.6 02

3 7 H 1 6 4 U 0 4 0 5 2 19 < t O 2 1 > l 1 1 1 3 1 . 6 2 0 3 6 U 2 1 1
OB 1 2 0 4

3 7 U 1 6 S U 0 4 0 5 2 3 1 4 0 1 7 3 3 2 1 ' ' 1 . 6 3 2
17 3 0 0 3

37U16& U 0 10 SI 19 HI ZJ gj 5 5 1 I 717 3oM£O8B
06 0 B 0 1

37M167 U 0 40 54 66 41 10 27 6 Z B 1.517
It 1 . 8 0 3

n 35



Table 3, continued

( 1)

37W168

37MI69

37H170

37H17 1

H172

37MJ73

37WI7**

37K175

37W176

37H177

37H178

37H179

37W180

UI81

37H182

37H184

37H185

37W186

37W187

37K188

37M 189

37M192

U 1 9 3

37W194*

371M94A

371H94B

M195

37H196

37H197

37H198

37W199

37H200

37H201

(2)

E

U

u

v

u

u

£

E

U

u

E

u

v

U

LJ

E

E

U

U

"

D

u

U

E

u

V

u

u

E

c

t 3 )

H 11 S

0 40 56.88
. 03
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Table 3, continued
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Table 3. continued
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Chapter III

I
i
I Radio Continuun emission from the nuclear region of M31:

Evidence for a nuclear radio spiral

Summary

We present new radio continuum observations of the nuclear region of M31 over

a wide frequency range. Our highest resolution map, at 21 cm, shows evidence for

spiral-like filaments associated with recently discovered features in the ionized

gas distribution (Jacoby et al., 1985). These filaments have sizes of several

hundred pe and probably do not lie in the plane of M31. He discuss the spectrum of

the whole nuclear complex from 73-5 cm (108 MHz) down to 2.8 cm (10.7 GHz).

Although the bulk of the emission is nonthermal with spectral index -0.75+0.05, a

possible thermal contribution of 25?-50$ at 2.8 cm is predicted from the optical

emission line gas. If the gas is shock ionized the thermal radio flux may be

lower. The total radio emission can be caused by supernova remnants but also by

these large scale shocks. The processes occurring in the nucleus of M31 seem to be

very similar to, though less violent than, those recently discovered in other

spirals.

1. Introduction

The nuclear region of M31 differs in several respects from the nucleus of

our Galaxy. In particular there is no evidence for recent star formation in the

M31 nucleus and the overall gas content is low. Recently, Jacoby et al. (1985,

hereafter JFC) have shown t f ^ the ionized gas shows an interesting spiral-like

morphology with a size of seve. al hundred parsecs. In this paper we will discuss

the radio continuum emission from the nucleus of M31.

Recent radio continuum observations of the nuclear region of M31 have been

presented by Hjellming and Smarr (1982) and Berkhuijsen et al. (1983). The

emission comes from a roughly spherical region with a radius of about five arcmin

Note: In this paper we will use the words 'nuclear region', 'nucleus' etc. to
indicate a roughly sperical region of 1 kpc radius, not the inner few parsecs.
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corresponding to one kpc at a distance of 690 kpc (Baade and Swope, 1963).

Hjellming and Smarr (1982, HS hereafter) concluded that the surface brightness as

a function of distance from the centre drops exponentially. Some condensations are

visible superposed on a smooth extended source (Van der Kruit, 1972; HS) but Crane

et al. (198!) found that at a few arcseconds resolution all of the emission is

completely resolved. Thus M31 has no counterpart to the compact radio source in

the Galactic Centre (e.g. Lo et al., 1985) The average brightness temperature of

the nuclear emission in M31 is 0.6 K which is more than an order of magnitude

lower than the brightness temperature of the Galactic nucleus.

We have used recent WSRT measurements, new measurements obtained with the

100-m telescope at Effelsberg, and published data to study the structure and the

spectrum of the nuclear emission. In Section 2 we give a brief description of the

relevant data. Section 3 deals with the properties of the nuclear complex and

Section 1 with the origin of the radio emission. In Section 5 we discuss the

results.

2. Observations

2.1 The We3terbork data

We have studied the nuclear radio continuum emission at 610 MHz (19 cm) and

at 1112 MHz (21 cm) using two recently completed surveys of M31 with the WSRT

(Bystedt et al., 1984; Walterbos et al., 1985). Full details of the calibration

and reduction procedures can be found there. The 610 MHz map has a resolution of

5i"x82" (raxdec) and a sensitivity of 0.95 mJy/beam. We have multiplied this map

with a factor 1.02 to bring the fluxes on the calibration scale of Baars et al.

(1977). At 1112 MHz the resolution is 23"x35" and the sensitivity 0.17 mjy'beam.

These data were already on the correct calibration scale. For both maps 1 mJy-'beam

is equivalent to 0.83 K Tg which is the standard value for a full synthesis.

Figure ' shows the full resolution 21-cm map of the nuclear area of M31. One

of the most conspicuous features is the triple radiosource NE of the nucleus

(5C3.116 + 5C3.119 in the catalogue of Pooley (1969), 37W158 in the source list ty

Walterbos et al. (1985)). HS and Berkhuijsen et al. (1983) concluded that tv.<=

central component has an inverted spectrum while the two lobes have steep spectra.

The WSRT data at 21 and 19 cm confirm this. An optically identified supernova

remnant (BA23 in the catalogue of Baade and Arp, 196!); see D'Odorico et al., i960;

Blair et al. 1981) is apparently situated very close to the central component of

10



DEC

39mOOs

Figure 1. Map of the radio continuum emission from the nuclear region of M31 at a
wavelength of 21 cm. The beam size is 23"x35" (indicated in the right hand
corner). The white + sign indicates the position of the optical nucleus (Baade and
Arp, 196^) and the black cross the position of a supernova remnant (see section
2.1). Contour levels are at 0.5, 0.8, 1,2, 1.9, 2.8, H.2, 6.2, 9.1, and 15 K.

the radio source. Its position is marked by a black plus sign in Figure 1.

However, this is probably a chance superposition. The spectral characteristics and

the structure of the source seem to indicate that we are dealing with an

extragalactic background source, not associated with H31.

The roughly spherically shaped nuclear complex will be discussed in the

following sections. Part of the main ring of emission, which corresponds to spiral

arm segments at 8-10 kpc from the nucleus is visible at the edges of the map. This

region will not be further discussed here.

2.2 The Effelsberg data

A 5' wide strip along the minor axis of M31 has been mapped with the 100-m

Effelsberg telescope at 10.7 GHz (2.8 cm). The receiver system, the observational

method, and the data reduction procedure have been described by Klein and Emerson

(1981). The original resolution was 71" and the sensitivity reached In areas close

to the nucleus of M31 was 0.8 mJy/beam, corresponding to 1.6 mK TB. A full account

of these observations will be given by Grave et al. (in prep.). Figure 3c shows



the central part of the map smoothed to 90" resolution to improve the signal-to-

noise ratio. The dashed lines, which indicate the observed region, show that the

nucleus was not completely covered. The apparently smaller size of the source in

Figure 3c, compared to Figures 3a and 3b is therefore not real.

3. Properties of the nuclear complex

3.1 Morphology

Figure 2a shows the central part of the 21-cm full resolution image of the

nucleus. The continuum emission can be separated into roughly three components: a

smooth extended component, unresolved sources, and resolved fine scale structure.

Most of the unresolved condensations have compact counterparts at 12" resolution

(see 6-cm map from HS) but all of them are resolved at 2" (Crane et al., 1981). We

have marked the condensations which have 6-cm counterparts with a cross. For some

of them we could determine a 21-cm flux; comparison with unpublished 6-cm VLA data

(Van der Hulst, priv. comm.) shows that their spectra are nonthermal (spectral

indices between -0.5 and - 1.0).

Some of the structure in the 21-cm map has no clear counterpart at 6 cm,

probably because the emission is too extended. In particular, there is an

extension to the north, bending to the northwest at 1.2 arcmin from the optical

centre, and an extension to the south, bending to the southeast at 1.5 arcmin fro.i:

the centre. Only the beginning of these features can be seen in the 6-cm map of

HS. The radio structures coincide with spiral-like features in the ionized gas

distribution which have recently been discovered by JFC. Figure 2b shows the

filaments as seen in H-alpha+[NII]. The orientation of the filaments indicates

that they probably don't lie in the plane of the galaxy (see also JFC). In fact,

from the available data it is not clear whether the filaments lie in a plane or

have a 3~dimensional distribution. Large radio filaments extending out of the

plane have also been found in the Galactic Centre (Sofue and Handa, \9&1).

Velocity measurements by Rubin and Ford (1971) and Deharveng and Pellet (1975)

indicate that the ionized gas rotates around the nucleus with velocities up to 200

km/s at 100 pc. Severe velocity deviations up to 100 km/s are present though. The

maximum rotational velocity of the gas is higher than that of the stars by about

100 km/s (McElroy, 1983).



Figure 2a. Close up of the 21-cm full
resolution image of the nuclear region.
The position of the optical nucleus and
unresolved structures with compact
counterparts at 6 cm (Hjellming and
Smarr, 1982) are indicated by + signs.
Contourlevels are at 0.5, 0.75, 1,
1.25, 1.6, 2.5. 3.3, 1.2, and 5 K. The
map centre is at (0h10m,11°00').

2 r
I"

^ * P ^ *

a •

Figure 2b. Reproduction of the
H-alpha+[NII] image from Jacoby et al.
(1985) at the same scale as figure 2a.
The brightest filaments in the ionized
gas distribution have counterparts in
the radio map. (Courtesy National
Optical Astronomy Observatories).

3.2 Spectrum

In Figure 3 we show maps at 49, 21 and 2.8 cm with comparable angular

resolution. The similarity in the structure at all wavelengths indicates that the

spectrum doesn't change much across the source. The flux densities of the whole

complex out to a radius of 5' (1 kpc) were determined by integrating the emission

in circular rings. To ensure a uniform flux determination in all maps the

background was assumed to be zero in a ring between 6' and 8' radius from the

centre. With this procedure our fluxes can be directly compared to the values at 6

and 11 cm determined by Berkhuijsen et al. (1983). As mentioned before the

observations at 2.8 cm did not cover the entire nuclear source. We estimated the

total 2.8-cm flux from the nucleus, using the run of surface brightness along the

strip that was measured and assuming spherical symmetry. At 21 cm we derive a

higher flux (215 mJy) than HS (160 mJy) because our data include short spacings.

Table 1 summarizes the results. We have also included the flux at 408 MHz (Pooley,
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Figure 3. Maps of the nuclear
region at three wavelengths.

3a. Map at ^9 cm with a bean of
5Vx82". Contour levels are at
1-3, 2, 3, ".5, 6.7, 10, 15, 22.5,
and 3^ K.

3b. Map at 21 cm with the same
resolution. Contour levels at
0.13, 0.2, 0.3, 0.15, 0.67, 1,
1.5, 2.25, and 3.1 K.

3c. Map at 2.8 cm with a beam of
90"x90". The dashed lines indicate
the measured region. Contours are
at 1.5, 2.2, 3-3, 5, and 7.5 mK.

1969). Note that HS incorrectly use only half of the total flux at 408 MHz in

their spectral index determination. A spectral index of -0.75±0.05 was calculated

from a weighted least squares fit to the fluxes at 19, 21, 11, and 6 cm only,

because these were derived in exactly the same way. Figure H shows a plot of the

spectrum. The fluxes at 408 MHz and 10.7 GHz are consistent with the derived

spectral index.



Table 1. Fluxdensities of the nuclear region of M31 within 1 kpc

frequency flux reference remarks

(GHz) CmJy)

Pooley (1969) scaled by 8%

this paper

this paper

Berkhuijsen et al. (1983)

Berkhuijsen et al. (1983)

this paper extrapolated
10

On scale of Baars et al. (1977)

0.

0.

1.

2.

n.
10.

408

610

412

700

850

700

520
75
395
30

215
15

130
13
81
O
0

39
10

w 31

luciecr ' e g c

f

^ L

Figure 4. The spectrum of the radio ~ X -j
continuum emission from the nucleus of f * ' 1
M31 within 1 kpc radius. The full f ' ~j
drawn line is a weighted least squares L .̂
fit to the 4 best determined points at I '
0.61, 1.412, 2.7, and 4.85 GHz. [ ___̂  , , ^ , ^ 1 L__ I_L J_ ., tO. i

H. The origin of the radio continuum emission

In general, the nuclear continuum emission from spirals can be explained in

terms of star bursts and/or accretion on a compact nucleus (Hummel et al., 1984).

Neither of these sources seems to be present in M31. Since none of the unresolved

components in the 21 -cm map appears to be an HII region, the radio data confirm

the lack of star formation. Thus no type II supernovae (SN) are to be expected.

However, if SN of type I produce similar amounts of relativistic electrons, they
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will also be of significance for the nonthermal radio emission. Of course, some

thermal and perhaps nonthermal emission is expected to originate in the ionized

gas region.

a) Energy requirements for1 the global nonthermal component.

We have calculated the minimum energy E m l n (Pacholczyk, 1970) and the

corresponding minimum magnetic field strength (Table 2) assuming that al! emission

is nonthermal. Following Longair (1981) we can estimate the SN rate required to

supply the minimum energy. If T is the average time between SN and we assume

that each SN produces a SNR, T c the confinement time of relativistic electrons,

and EQ the average energy released in cosmic rays and magnetic field per SN then

Tsn=(Tc*E0)/Emin for a steady state situation. Typical galactic values for T c and

Eo are 10^ yrs and 5x1050 ergs (e.g. Berkhuijsen, 1984). That ieads to Tsn= 10H

yrs. If we assume a SN rate of 0.01 per yr (Tsn=100 yrs) for M31 as a whole, half

of which are of type I, and we take into account that about 10$ from all the light

originates from the region with the radio emission (De Vaucouleurs, 1958) then we

expect T = 2x10-' yrs fo1" the nuclear region. The difference between the computed

T s n and the expected T s n is not disturbing since the confinement time T c may well

be lower in the nucleus compared to the disk. In addition EQ is not known very

accurately. In any case there seem to be sufficient SN to account for the

nonthermal emission.

b) Radio emission associated with the ionized gas.

From the H-beta luminosity one can calculate the expected thermal radio

continuum emission, assuming thermal equilibrium between electrons and protons as

in an HII region (e.g. Osterbrock, 1971). For Te= 10 K and the recombination

value for H-beta/H-alpha, the observed H-alpha luminosity (JFC, Rubin and Ford,

1971) corresponds to a thermal radio flux at 10.7 GHz of 9 mJy [:t mJy if Te =

2x10 K ) . Note that this is a lower limit because the H-alpha emission suffers

from extinction and because a possible diffuse component in the emission line gas

would have escaped detection (JFC). The measured flux at 10.7 GHz within the

volume where the emission line flux has been determined is only 20 mJy. So it

seems that essentially all of the 10.7 GHz flux from the inner region could be

thermal. This would mean that the nonthermal radio spectrum would steepen between

6 and 2.8 cm. However, there are good indications that the emission lines are not

photoionized as in an HII region, but shock ionized '.JFC). In that case the



scaling of Hbeta flux to free-free radio emission may be incorrect due to

nonequilibrium of ions with electrons and produce an overestimate of the thermal

contribution. If the gas is shock ionized the radio emission associated with the

optical filaments could be mainly nonthermal, resulting from compression of the

magnetic field in the shocked region. Since ample relativistic electrons are

probably already present due to SN (see above) no additional acceleration would be

required. In principle all radio emission could originate this way. The smooth

extended component would be due to the diffusion of the relativistic electrons.

Table 2. Physical properties of the nuclear region of M31

characteristic value remarks

log of radio power (W/Hz)
at 1115 MHz

radio luminosity
(ergs/s)

radio spectral index

minimum energy
(ergs)

minimum magnetic field
(mierogauss)

H-alpha+[NII] luminosity
(ergs)

ratio of [Nil] to H-alpha

ionized gas mass
(solar masses)

filling factor of ionized gas

neutral hydrogen mass
(solar masses)

19

1

-0

5

7

1

2

1500

3

< 1

.09

.03

.8 E36

.1 E36

.75

.05

.5 E53

.8 E38

.2

E-7

E6

within 1 kpc radius
for a distance of 690 kpc
see 1).

see 1), 2 ) .

see 1), 2).

inside 780x780 pc
Jacoby et al. (1985)

for the inner 800 pc
Rubin and Ford (1971 )

Jacoby et al. (198j)

for a disk of 200 pc height
Jacoby et al. (1985)

Brinks (1981)

1). between 1 E7 and 1 E11 Hz
2). assuming spherical geometry with a radius of 1 kpc, a radio filling

factor 1, and 100 times more energy in protons than in electrons

5. Discussion

In recent years it has become clear that the activity in the nuclei of active

galaxies may well have low level counterparts in the nuclei of normal galaxies.

One of the basic characteristics is the presence of ionized gas with high

forbidden line strengths, indicating either photoionization by a power law UV

source or shock ionization (Keel, 1983a,b). Sometimes the emission lines are broad

with widths up to 1000 or 2000 km/a, e.g. in M51 (Rose and Cecil, 1983) and M81

(Peimbert and Torres- Peimbert, 1981). How does M31 fit in this picture? We have
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listed the properties of the nuclear region of M31 in Tabie ?.. Although M31

clearly does not havu a very active nucleus, it does have several characteristics

which are consistent with properties of other spirals which do i'.rUcate activity.

We can mention: 1. The presence of ionized gas with a Mfi TN1I :/i-ULpha ratio and

an unknown ionization source; 2. Evidence lor associated radio continuum

fMT_nrricjnt"r?- ? T_-? **-f* 4 D i r i a t i n p n rpr^m ^ i p n M l ar> r Q*" 3*" ' On 1M ^ Y\a ff]O *~ ' ^*fl** O^ t h f i /?3S

It should be pointed out that this low level activity does not necessarily require

an exotic monstre at the centre. A non-axlsymmetric mass distribution (e.g. a bar)

could be responsible for both the noncircular motions and the shocks which ionize

the gas (see also JFC and references therein). Aspects less eorisiste/it with the

'active' picture are: 1. The emission lines are narrow {< 50 km/s, Rubin ar.1 Ford,

1971) which is not expected for high shock velocities, although this depends on

the projected geometry of the shock front and shock velocities greater than about

50 km/s are not required; 2. The ratio of radio to emission line .''lux is very low.

In the case of M51 the emission line luminosity is of the same order of magnitude

as in M31 but the corresponding radio luminosity is two orders of magnitude higher

(Ford et al., 1985). However, these two possible objections may just indicate a

different level of activity.
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Chapter IV

Multi-color photographic surface photometry of the

Andromeda Galaxy

Summary

We present full two-dimensional photographic photometry of the nearby spiral

galaxy M31 in various colors. Calibrated plates in U, E, V, and R were obtained

with the Burrell Schmidt telescope on Kitt Peak, together with scrse low noise

IllaJ and IIIaF exposures. The plates were digitized with the Astroscan reticon

densitometer at a resolution of 8" to 16", corresponding to a linear restlution of

2b to 50 pc. We describe the reduction and calibration of the <J3t--i, '.:-: well as a

method used to remove the thousands of foreground star? that CDvtar-.ir.'ite th»- image

of the galaxy. Extensive comparisons of our data with published pho'-TV/t-i'.1 scans

show that the blue light intensity of the galaxy is reliably x.<- -.s ..r^: <:•.:'. t. '6 to

20 kpc radius. Color maps with a typical uncertainty betwoer. 0.' ar.d \.? mug were

obtained over the main part of the bulge and disk out tc " •* kpc ra^i JS.

Tables listing the intensity and color profiles a Jong the principal axes of

the galaxy are presented, together with global profiles in. Ur-VH out to 2'- Kpc

radius, obtained by integrating the intensity distributions in ellipses. Two-

dimensional color maps, smoothed to a resolution of Hi", sh"W the zajo- cjst lanes

and a relatively bluer color in the ring of Population I material around '0 kpc

radius. The colors continue to get bluer f:>r larger radii. The c^lora f t.'y- bulge

and disk ir.side the '0 kpc ring are fairly constant with L'-V of 0.^ tc '.0 and U-B

between 0.M5 and 0.55. These are the colors characteristic rf a:i ul J stellar

population. A deep image obtained from the IllaJ plates eonfirxs ea-lier evidence

for a p..'?rping of the stellar disk at a distance of 20 kpc frorr. the center ar.d

shows the twisting of the isophotes of the dwarf elliptic.il orvripfirion .N'GC'O1-,

suggesting tidal interaction between the elliptical and Y3'.

Data obtained at Kitt Peak National Observatory, (National Opt:;:)'. Astronomy
Observatories, which is operated by the Association of Universities for' Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National Science Founda*: i or:'.
Observations made with the Burrell Schmidt of the Warner and Swasey observatories.
Case Western Reserve University.
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1. Introduction

The Andromeda galaxy, at a distance of 690 kpc (Baade and Swope, 1963) the

closest large spiral galaxy, is a key object for the study of the structure and

the evolution of galaxies. The high spatial resolution that can be obtained !!'

corresponds to 200 pc) is particularly important Cor radio and infrared

observations. The radio continuum emission from M31 has been mapped at high

resolution (0.'5 to 2!5) with the Effelsberg and Westerbork radio telescopes

(Berkhuijsen et al., 1983; Bystedt et al., 198U; Walterbos et al., 1985). High

resolution data on the atomic hydrogen distribution are available from recent

surveys made with the Cambridge telescope (Unwin, 198Oa,b) and with the Westerbor*

telescope (Brinks and Shane, 1984). The Infrared Astronomical Satellite has

produced unique maps of the infrared emission from the dust (Habing et al., 1931;

Walterbos and Schwering, 1986). In addition, several regions in M3! have beer.

observed in emission lines of CO in order to trace the distribution of molecular

hydrogen (e.g. Stark, 1985; Ryden and Stark, 1985). In contrast to this wealth cf

new radio and infrared material on the gas and dust, relatively little

quantitative information is available on the global properties of the stellar

component. The main reason for this is that the large angular sî .e of the galaxy

aggrevates the difficulties inherent in accurate optical multi-color surface

photometry; only with modern plate scanning devices and large computers has such

work become possible. Hodge and Kennicutt (1982) obtained two-dimensior.al

photographic photometry of the whole galaxy in one color band (B). To extend their

work and to complement the data on the gas and dust we have obtained full two-

dimensional photographic photometry of M31 in four broadband colors (U,B,V,R; at

moderate resolution (8"-i6"). These data have been used to study the structure cf

the bulge, disk, and spiral arms, the distribution of stellar colors across the

disk, and the extinction of the dust lanes. In this paper we will present the new

optical data with only a brief discussion of some results; subsequent papers will

deal with the analysis of the material and with the correlations between the g.̂ s

and dust as traced by the radio and infrared surveys. A subsequent paper will also

describe narrowband photographic H-alpha photometry which we measured in order to

derive the absolute luminosities of the HII regions.

Surface photometry of a galaxy as big as M31 presents problems, not usually

encountered with other galaxies. Even with a Sehrridt telescope, t!i» galaxy barely

fits on one plate. Several instrumental and intrinsic effects on the s..y

background, which provide the major limitations to all photometry at low light

levels, have to be considered. Over the area necessary to cover fi'., photographic
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plates in general will not be uniform. In addition, vignetting and light

scattering in the telescope may be important. Intrinsic sky variations to be

expected include a gradient in sky background due to the Milky Hay (M31 is at a

Galactic latitude of -21°) as well as local night-sky brightness variations

(depending on zenith angle and hour angle during exposure). Another problem is

presented by the large number of foreground stars. Photoelectric drift scans do

not suffer as much from instrumental variations that influence the background, but

they have limited spatial coverage, coarse resolution, and low signal-to-noise

ratio at faint light levels. Much photoelectric work has been done, however, and

much of what is known so far about the colors of the galaxy comes from that work

(cf. Section 1.1).

With modern digitization and analysis techniques several of these problems

with photographic plates can be quantitatively assessed and, to a certain extent,

solved. Furthermore, the large amount of published photoelectric and other single-

scan data, provides a valuable check on the calibration of the photographic

photometry and can be used to set the absolute zero level. The following steps

were involved in the reduction of our material:

1. Digitization of plates (Section 2).

2. Compression of digitized images to low resolution maps, corrected for the

presence of foreground stars. The low resolution maps were used to assess sky

variations and make fits to the sky background (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

3. Density to intensity conversion and subtraction of sky background (Section

3.3).
4. Separation of plates of good and poor quality based on image and

photometric quality, and combination of long and short exposures (Section 3-iO.

5. Removal of foreground stars (Section 3-5)

6. Absolute calibration and evaluation of the accuracy of our photometry

based on plate/plate comparisons and on comparisons with photoelectric data from

the literature (Section t).

Some results in the form of profiles along the main axes and color maps are

presented in Section 5.

2. Plate material and reduction

The plates were taken with the F3.5 Burrell Schmidt telescope on Kitt Peak,

which has a 61-cm correction plate and a ^-cm mirror. The correction plate is

made from Schott UBK7 glass and consequently has good transmission in the
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ultraviolet. The plate scale is 96.6 arcseo mm . The plate dimensions are about

20x20 cm2, giving a field size of 5.16x5.16 degrees2. The rather coarse plate

scale is well suited to our project (and in fact dictated the choice of telescope)

and keeps the area that has to be scanned within an acceptable range.

The emulsion and filter combinations were chosen to match closely the Johnson

UBV system, to facilitate comparison of our data with theoretical calculations of

colors of evolving stellar populations, and to enable absolute calibration by

comparison with published photoelectric data. Exposures in a photographic R band

were also obtained (Note that this is not the Johnson R band). These emulsion and

filter combinations are the same as those used by Talbot et al. (1979) in their

extensive study of M83. The transformations to the Johnson UBVR system are given

by Jensen et al. (1981). For the U, B, and V bands the corrections arc small: <

±0.01 mag over the range of interest. We also took some exposures on IllaJ and

IIIaF emulsions, that have low plate noise and are useful for studying the

structure of the galaxy. We will refer to these as J and F exposures (The

designation J should not be confused with the infrared J band). The Ilia plates

have calibration curves different from those of the other material and t:.us

Table 1. Burrell Schmidt plates of MB1

p la t e number

6770*
6775

6771*
6771
6776

6772*
6773
6778

6763
6765
6783

6769
6777.
6782

6768*
6779

color

U

u
B
8
B

V
V
V

R
R
R

J
J
J

F
F

emulsion and
f i l t e r

IlaO +
IlaO +

IlaO +
IlaO +
IlaO +

IlaD +
IlaD +
IlaD +

098-01
098-01
098-01

I l l a J *
IllaJ *
IllaJ +

IIIaF +
IIIaF +

UG2
UG2

GG385
GG385
GG385

GG195
GG195
GG195

• RG610
+ RG610
• RG610

GG385
GG385
GG385

RG610
RG610

exposure
time (min.)

120
120

10
15

5

15
15

5

10
5

12

90
10

1 10

120
120

date
September 1981

21/25
25/26

21/25
25/26
25/26

21/25
25 ''26
25/26

23/21
23/21
26/27

21/25
^5 ''2b
26/27

21/25
25/26

used for checks on calibration only



provide an additional check on our calibration. A log of the observational

material is given in Table 1 . We also made some short exposures so that a wide

range in intensity could be covered. The U plates were not saturated in the

center, so that short exposures in U were not necessary. All plates were baked for

the prescribed time in forming gas (2% H2, 98t N2) and developed in D-19 in a

rocking tray. Immediately after the exposure in the telescope, sensitometer spots

were projected onto the plates with the same filter in the light path as that in

the telescope. For roughly half of the plates two sets of spots with different

exposure times were projected onto two corners, in order to obtain more

calibration points for the definition of the HD curve, and to check the

calibration of the Kitt Peak sensitometer.

The plates were scanned in Leiden on the Astroscan device, a multi-element

microdensitometer which employs a reticon of 128 diodes. The diodes are 10 microns

apart so that in one scan a strip of roughly one mm width on a plate is digitized.

A description of the instrument and its calibration is given by Swaans (1981). The

transmission through 10x10 micron2 pixels is recorded and automatically converted

to density. The area that was scanned on each plate is shown in Figure i. Before

digitizing the galaxy the plates were positioned on the Astroscan by measuring

faint standard stars; this could be done to within 10 micron accuracy so that

interpolations were not necessary for obtaining color images. {Differences in

plate scale due to temperature and color effects are more severe, though still

only 40 to 80 microns across the full length of a plate!. The major axis of the

galaxy was placed parallel to the scan direction, assuming a position angle of

exactly 38°. To keep the amount of data within acceptable limits and to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio, the pixel size was on-line reduced to 10x10 micron

(3'.'861x3'.'864) by averaging the densities of 1x4 pixels. The galaxy was digitized

in several fields (Figure 1). Even with the reduced pixel size, more than

2000x4000 data points were recorded per plate.

The maximum density that can be measured by the Astroscan is limited by the

intensity of the illuminating lamp. At maximum lamp intensity, the readout noise

dominates the plate noise at D>3.5 (depending on the emulsion type). By averaging

several transmission measurements before conversion to density, the maximum

density that can be reliably measured is increased to D=1.5. Small fields centered

on the bulge of M31 and on the two elliptical companions were therefore digitized

with a very high repetition factor (32) in order to obtain maximum dynamic range.

The sensitometer spots with high densities were also measured in this way, to

avoid calibration errors at high intensities. In addition, a field of 1x1 cm ,

centered on the spots, was digitized to record the low density spots and the local
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Figure 1. Central 18x18 cm2 of a blup plate of M31 taken with the Burrell Schmidt.
The region that was digitized is indicated by the outer full-drawn white line. The
dashed lines show the division in subfields. The central two large squares each
consist of 2018x2018 pixels of^iOx'iO micron'. The full-drawn contour corresponds
roughly to the ?5t'n mag arcsec"' in B. The small regions centered on M31, M32, and
NGC205 that were digitized with a high repetition factor to increase the dynamic
range of the Astroscan are also indicated. The dotted lines delineate the region
that was used for sky fitting. The small cross marks the plate center.
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fog levels (the latter were necessary for the construction of the calibration

curve; Section 3). It took about 10 hours to scan one plate. Lamp calibrations

were obtained at the beginning and at the end of this period in order to check for

drifts in intensity; expressed in density units such drifts were found to be less

than 0.005.

Unfortunately, some of the exposures have poor image quality due to flexure

in the optics of the telescope (occuring in long exposures at large hour angles)

and due to problems on one night with the focus setting of the telescope. For

global surface photometry of M31 the poor images are not a problem, but these

plates could not be used for the final stacked images.

To summarize, the digiti2ed data for each plate consists of:

1. Two fields with 2048x2018 pixels of 10 micron2, covering M31 and a

substantial region around it (10 micron corresponds to 3'.'861; 1 arcsecond to 3.3

pc).

2. Several smaller fields, adjacent to the two large ones (Figure 1),

measured to obtain sky area sufficient for background correction.

3. Small fields of HOxUO micron2 pixels, centered on the nucleus of M31 , on

M32, and on NGC205. These fields were measured with a high repetition ("actor in

order to increase the dynamic range.

1. Small maps with 50x50 pixels of 10x40 micron centered on individual

calibration spots.

5. A large field with 1024x1024 pixels of 40x40 micron2 on the region with

the calibration spots which was scanned to record the fog level.

To reduce the total amount of data, most subsequent reduction and analysis of

the two main fields was done after further compression to maps with 1024x1021

pixels of 80x80 micron .

3. Calibration

3.1 Sky background evaluation

It is important to consider the origin of sky variations on the plates, in

order to judge whether they are additive (e.g. intrinsic sky intensity

variations), or multiplicative (e.g. sensitivity variations). For additive sky

variations the relative intensity of the galaxy, I , is derived from a

straightforward sky subtraction:
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For multiplicative errors, the relative Intensity of the galaxy is derived after a

'flat fielding' correction such as used for modern electronic detectors:

Ie+skv ( x > y ) ' Iskv ( x > y )

V" y )- g I / x y ) 3 ^

(Strictly speaking this correction can only be applied this way for sky-limited

exposures). The difference between these two sky subtraction techniques is usually

negligible in photographic photometry, because sky variations over the relevant

region are at most a few percent. However, for plate areas as large as 10x20 crn̂

this is not necessarily the case, and it is necessary to assess the nature of the

sky variations that are present before deciding on which sky subtraction to use.

We produced low resolution maps of the digitized data to enhance the

sensitivity to weak, extended structures. The high resolution maps were divided

into submatrices of 32x32 pixels (2.56x2.56 mm ). In each submatrix the background

level was determined by kappa-sigma clipping (see Appendix). The background levels

of the submatrices determined in this way were then combined to produce one low

resolution map for each plate with only 160x100 pixels. This method of mapping the

sky background is rapid and results in reduction of the number of data points, in

noise suppression, and in removal of foreground stars. The low resolution maps

proved to be useful, not only for assessing the sky background variations, but

also for making sky fits (which would have been needlesly time consuming on the

full resolution data), and for studying the structure of the galaxy at low light

levels (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1985).

In what follows we first discuss the large-scale variations of the sky

background and the magnitude of the effects on our data as derived from an

assessment of the low resolution maps and the sky fit procedure described below.

1. All R, F, and V exposures showed a strong increase in the s<y background

(10 to 20?) to the North, i.e. the direction of the Galactic plane. Hodge and

Kennicutt (1982) mentioned a possible Galactic gradient across their blue plate,

but we only found minor effects on the B and J plates. As an independent check we

scanned two (uncalibrated) Palomar Schmidt plates (a blue one and a red one),

kindly provided by A.G. de Bruyn. These did not show a gradient in the expected

sense. Further checks showed that the V, R, and F plates were taken at rathe.-

large hour angles, and a correlation was found between the strength of the

gradient and the average hour angle during exposure, suggesting a local night-sky

brightness effect, perhaps due to the light from Tucson. Tnus the origin, of the
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gradient could not be unambiguously determined, but it is probably a real

intensity variation and should be treated as an additive error.

2. The sensitivity of plates that are hypersensitized and then exposed

through a filter that is close to the emulsion may vary significantly across the

plate. The effect of hypersensitization decreases due to moist air that reaches

the emulsion during exposure; if the filter is close to the emulsion, the

diffusion of air proceeds more rapidly at the edges of the (curved) plate than at

the center. The result is a decrease in sensitivity toward the edges of the plate.

The effect was first found by Malin and is described by Campbell (1982) and by

Dawe and Metcalfe (1982). The influence on the intensities seems to be a pure

sensitivity variation, with no change in the slope of the characteristic curve.

Wesselink (1986), however, pointed out possible changes in reciprocity failure,

but these would mainly affect the low end of the calibration curve and are not

important for sky-limited exposures. Possible evidence for the Maiin effect was

found on our B and J plates, as an increase in sky density, roughly towards the

plate center. Expressed in intensities, the increase was at most 5% underneath the

image of M31.

3. Vignetting is a pure sensitivity variation and causes a similar effect as

the desensitj.zation described above, but is more confined to the corners of the

plate (e.g. Campbell, 1982). We found no evidence in our evaluation of the

background for this effect, but it might affect the outermost points along the

major axis slightly.

H. The influence of light scattered within the telescope was quantitatively

examined. We measured the scattered light profile of the brightest star on the

plates (v And) and found it to be similar to the star profile measured accurately

on several Palomar Schmidt plates by Kormendy (1973). Comparison of the original

intensity distribution of M3! with that obtained after convolution with Kormendy's

star profile, showed that scattered light is only important close to the minor

axis at light levels below 26.5 mag arcsec '" in B. At 27.8 mag arcsec the

scattered light intensity is comparable to the intensity of the galaxy itself.

Because our photometry is not reliable in any case at such low light levels (see

Section H), scattered light is not a problem, especially when one considers that

the little amount that may be present would be removed by our sky subtraction.

In summary, the major deviations in the sky background are the gradients on

the R, F, and V plates, which most likely result from real variations in the sky

intensity. The next largest variation in sky, the possible Malin effect on our 3

and 0 plates, should be treated as a sensitivity variation. However, in view of

the dominant effect of the gradient we decided to subtract sky according to
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expression (1). The resulting possible error in the blue intensities due to the

Malin effect is at most 5% across the galaxy, which is less than other sources of

error discussed in Section 1.

3.2 Sky fitting

The region used for the sky fit was selected on the low resolution maps,

where weak, extended emission from the galaxy can be traced easily. Regions

contaminated by emission from M31 , from the two companions, or from bright stars

(including their scattered light halos) were deleted. In addition, regions close

to the edge of the plate were deleted because some of the filters were round and

did not cover these outer parts. The final region available for sky fitting

encompassed roughly to to 50 % of the digitized part of the plate; it is indicated

in Figure 1. We refer to this region as the sky map. At the outer portions of the

major axis not much sky is available. Sky fitting was done on the sky maps, in

density units.

We tried several sky fitting techniques seeking one that could best represent

the large-scale background variations described above. The simplest function, a

flat plane, produced unsatisfactory results; the resulting minor axis profile on

the blue plates was much brighter for levels below sky than the published

photoelectric profiles. Higher order two-dimensional polynomial fits gave better-

results, but finally we adopted a somewhat more complicated function, that could

represent more variations in sky in the direction parallel to the major axis

(where more information on sky variations is available (Figure 1)) than in the

direction perpendicular to the major axis (where a large gap has to be bridged).

The sky fitting procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 2. A second

order two-dimensional polynomial was fit to the part of the sky map, designated in

Figure 2 as box i. The fit was used to describe sky for the central strip

(parallel to the minor axis and marked A) of the box. Then a new region was

selected from the sky map, shifted to the right with respect to the previous

region, but still largely overlapping with the previous region; the new region is

designated as box i + 1 in Figure 2. A second order polynomial was fit to the new

region and the resulting sky fit was used to describe sky for the central strip of

box i+1 (marked B). The strip in the new box was chosen adjacent to the strip in

box i. Again, another region was selected by shifting the box to the right;

mutatis mutandis. To ensure continuity, the boxes we~e shifted each time by a

small amount, corresponding to 1 to 2 mm on the plate. The fits for the first
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(leftmost) and last (rightmost) box were used for a larger part of the region

enclosed by the boxes to obtain sky values for the outermost parts of the galaxy.

This 'moving box fit1 reproduced the major deviations in the sky background well,

without introducing spurious small scale structures in the fit underneath the

galaxy. The amount of structure that can be represented is restricted by the width

of the box. In practice, a width of 90 mm (almost half of the total width of the

sky map) was used. The resulting sky fit was interpolated to the pixel size of the

high resolution data and then subtracted, after conversion to intensities.
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i
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Figure 2. Illustration of the sky fitting technique described in the text. The
full drawn thick lines delineate the region that was scanned; the long dashed
lines the region used for sky fitting (compare Figure 1). The thin full drawn line
marks the boundary of box i; the thin dashed line the boundary of the next box.
The hatched region marked A is the strip for which the sky fit determined in box i
was used. Region B indicates the part for which the fit determined in box i *•! was
used. The boxes are drawn on roughly the same scale as the digitized region; the
width of strips A and B was much smaller in reality, as was the distance between
box i and box i+1.

3.3 Conversion of densities to intensities

The average densities of the spots and the surrounding fog levels were

calculated from the digitized data using the method described in the Appendix. The
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low end of the characteristic curve is linearised effectively by plotting the

logarithm of the opacitance or Baker density, and not the density itself, against

the logarithm of the intensity (e.g. de Vaucouleurs, 1968). The opacitance, ID, is

defined as

„ - 10CD-Dfo8)-1 (3)

where D is the density of the spot and Dfog is the density of the fog level close

to the spot. A polynomial of the form

n
log(l) = I a (logo))1 <**>

i=0

was fit to tha measured points (e.g. Kormendy, 1977J. In practice, a third r

fourth order polynomial sufficed. From 10 to over 20 points were available to

define the fit.

We had two different calibrations of the sensitometer that is in use with t.it-

Burrell Schmidt telescope. One we obtained shortly after the observing run by

measuring the densities of the sensitometer wedge; the other is the standard KPt.'O

calibration (Schoening, private communication) that became available later on. The

two calibrations are not the same. Ours shows a significant color dependence; tr.e

KPNO calibration is basically color independent. The increment in log'I' of thp

steps is systematically smaller in the .KPNO calibration, resulting in a steeper-

calibration curve. The difference is largest in the blue ar.J ultraviolet. We

tested both calibrations in order to see which one gave the best results ar.d to

assess the differences in the photometry. The calibration that we used was

selected on the basis of two criteria:

1. The quality of the alignment of the two calibration curves that were

obtained for those plates that had two sets of spots exposed on them.

2. The agreement of our photometry with published photoelectric measurements.

The match between the two calibration curves was good, usually slightly

better with the KPNO calibration, except for the case of the U plates. The

differences in photometric results were only significant (larger than 0.1 mag

arcsec ) for bright levels within 2' to 6' from the nucleus. On average, the KPNO

calibration gavs better results, except for the U plates. Thus we used our own

calibration for the U plates and the KPNO calibration for the others.

For all plates the two main fields (Section 2! with each 1O2'4xlO21) pixels of

80x80 micron , and the corresponding sky fit were converted to intensity using

expression (1). Before subtracting the sky intensities from the total intensities,
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the parts of the large fields centered on the nucleus of M31 , on M32, and on

NGC205 were replaced with the intensities from the small fields that were

digitized with a high repetition factor. A lower resolution intensity map of the

galaxy was obtained for each plate by compressing the two 1024x1024 intensity

images to 160 micron pixels and combining them into one image of 1024x512 pixels.

The R surface brightnesses were not corrected for the presence of H-alpha

emission; the H-alpha intensities are low (Kennicutt et al. , in prep.) and

contribute negligibly to the total intensity in the broad R band.

3.1* Combination of plate3

The quality of the individual plates was assessed from detailed comparisons

of simulated aperture photometry on our data with the extensive published

photometric data, and from comparisons ietween different plates in the same color

band. In this way the reliability of long exposures at bright levels and of short

exposures at faint levels was established. For a significant part of the galaxy

both exposures could be used. Long and si.̂ rt exposures were then combined with a

weighting factor appropriately chosed for each surface brightness level. Both the

images with 80x80 micron pixels and the compressed images with 760 micron pixels

were combined for each color. Although usually two long exposures were available

in each color band (Table 1 ), in general only one could be used because of the

image problems mentioned in Section 2. The exposures with poor images were,

however, useful for establishing the reliability of the photometry (Section 4).

For the final calibrated images in the various color bands only exposures that are

not marked with an asterix in Table 1 were used. Thus the U image is obtained from

only one plate and the S, J, V, and R images from two or three plates. Both F

plates have image problems, but we combined them anyway to have a check on the

calibration of the R plates, which have very nearly the same color response.

3-5 Removal of foreground stars

Due to its large angular size and the low galactic latitude (-21°), a huge

number of foreground stars contaminate the field of M31 . Based on the Bahcall-

Soneira model for the Milky Way, Ratnatunga and Bahcall (1985) predict 52,000

foreground stars with visual magnitudes between 13 and 21 in a field of 4 by 2

degrees in the direction of M31 . Before the intensity of the galaxy can be
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studied, the foreground stars have to be removed. The number of stars makes it

necessary to do this in an automated way. The stars were removed on the final

combined images with 80x80 micron' pixels and not on the individual plates, to

save computing time.

REMOVAL OF FOREGROUND STARS

INPUT intensity map with (A)
foreground stars

OUTPUT

difference map with
stars removed

difference map
=> 'star map'

difference map

STEP i : clipping an-
compressio.-i

low resolution map (B)
stars removed

difference map

-- STaP 2: cli:p:r.K

-( e) +( D)

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the star subtract i-jr, routine (see Section 3.51.

Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of the whole procedure. Two basic steps were

involved in the process. In the first step a low resolution intensity map (8) was

produced from the original map (A), following the method ttMt was used in the



evaluation of the sky background (Section 3.1 and Appendix). In this step,

foreground stars and high resolution features in the galaxy are removed by kappa-

sigma clipping. The low resolution map (Bi was subtracted from the original map

(A), yielding a map (C) with only star images and compact features in M31, such as

dust lanes and bright stellar associations. In the second step we applied kappa-

sigma clipping on small submatrices in this map (C) and replaced all pixels that

differed by more than a certain factor G times the r.m.s. deviation from the final

mean intensity in the submatrix (obtained after a few iterations) with that mean

value. The output of this step was a map (D) with clipped stellar images. This map

was subtracted from the map that was used as input to the second step (map C) ,

yielding a map with only stellar images in it and a background exactly equal to

zero. This 'star' map (E) was subtracted from the original intensity map,

resulting in a final map (F) containing no stellar image anymore. The advantage of

using two steps is that in the first phase the gradient in the background due to

the presence of M31 is removed, so that in the s^cir.d phase the clipping is done

on a much more uniform map.

It is unavoidable that in an automatic routine suci. as this, high resolution

structures in the galaxy are also clipped. The extent to which this occurs depends

on the number of iterations used in the kappa-sigma clipping -ouMne, the size of

the submatrices, and the factor G used for the comparison of the intensity of a

pixel with th. mean intensity in the submatrix. The influence of foreground stars

on the photometry depends on the intensity level of the light of the galaxy that

one is trying to measure. At relatively bright levels, only brighter foreground

stars are important; at faint levels both bright and faint stars affect the

photometry. Therefore we obtained two star-subtracted images for each color. In

one image only modest clipping was applied (G=3, only one iteration) with the

result that bright foreground stars were largely removed, while structures in the

galaxy were hardly affected. These maps can be used to study the galaxy at level:;

brighter than about 2M.0 mag arcsec in the B bani. A second image was obtained

in which severe clipping was applied (G=2, three iterations) to remove basically

all stars. On these maps the extended structure of the galaxy could De studied to

much deeper levels. Radial profiles (Section 5) were obtained from these images.

We will refer to the heavy clipping as 'rigorous star removal' in the remainder of

the paper.

The importance of the correction for foreground stars and the success of our

method are best illustrated in a few figures. Figure 4 shows two major axis

profiles in R, one obtained from the original image, the other froir. the image to

which rigorous star removal was applied. The difference between the two profiles
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Figure 4. Effect of foreground stars on the photometry. The top profile is a major
axis R profile through a 60" aperture with no correction for foreground stars. The
bottom profile was obtained from the same data after "rigorous star removal" (see
Section 3.5). It is shifted downwards by one magnitude. The bottom part of the
figure shows the difference between the two. Obviously, for fainter l'.ght levels
the influence of foreground stars becomes more and more important. For apertures
larger than 60" the weaker foreground stars would no longer be distinguishable in
the top profile. In the rigorous, automatic routine that has been used for
removing the stars, it is unavoidable that some of the high resolution structure
in M31 is also clipped.
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is shown as well. The dominant role of foreground stars at faint levels is obvious

from this figure. The influence on the structure of the galaxy can be assessed

from a comparison of Figure 5a, which shows a J magnitude map with foreground

stars still present, with Figure 5b, which shows the same map after rigorous star

removal.

1. Absolute calibration and evaluation of the accuracy of the photometry

4.1 Comparison with published photometric data

The first photometric measurements of the large scale light distribution in

M31 date back to the 'thirties (Stebbins and Whitford, 1931; Redman and Shirley,

1937). Major studies based on one-dimensional tracings of photographic plates or

photoelectric drift scans were done by Fricke (1954) in three colors, by de

Vaucouleurs (1958) mainly in the blue, by LyngS (1959) in P and V, and by Burgess

(1976) in four colors. Richter and Hogner (1964) presented isophotal maps of M31

and the two companions, derived from equidensitometry on Schmidt plates. Of the

more recent work we mention Hoessel and Melnick's (1980) three-color photometry of

the SW major axis and the minor axis, Sharov and Lyutyj's (1980) UBV study of the

bulge region, and the near-infrared scans of the East-West axis made by Hiromoto

et al. (1983). Kent (1983) presented CCD photometry of a field of 3'xD' centered

on the nucleus. For a complete listing of all photometric measurements or, M31 and

its companions we refer to Longo and de Vaucouleurs (1983), Davoust and Pence

(1982), and Pence and Davoust (1985).

We compiled major, minor, and East-West axis profiles of M31 in various

colors from all published data which give photometry extending to at least 5' from

the center. Table 2 lists these data, and indicates the colors and the extent

along each of the axes. Small positional differences exist amongst the various

data, due to the different position angle adopted for the major axis, or due to

small positioning errors. In addition, various aperture sizes were used: the

differences in the color bands amongst the various sets are also significant. This

all means that in the comparisons of our data with the published material, the

scatter is not due to photometric errors, but mainly to these effects. Only

systematic errors such as gradients provide information on the calibration

accuracy. A few of the sets deserve special attention.

We found a difference of 0.6 mag in LyngS's (1959) paper between the scale of

his Figure ^, which shows the profiles obtained from his plate group a, and the
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-120' -90' 90' • 120-

Figure 5b. Light distribution ,is in Figure 'ja, but after "rigorous star removal" (Section
3-'J:. The light of the galaxy can now be traced to much fainter levels. Notice the twisting of
the isophotes near NGC2O5. A warping of the stellar disk is suggested by the change in
position angle of the EW irajcr )xis near X = -100'. Only the brightest foreground stars cannot
De removed completely. A ghost image cf a .star is visible near X= *75', X=~21 '. The extension
near NGC 205, at X = -10' , Y=-37' may be due to the ghost image of the bulge if M31 . The diffuse
light near X=35', Y=60' is due to v And, the brightest star in the field. The noise on this
picture is lower than in Figure ia, because the peaks are clipped in the automatic star
removal routine. Contour levels (mag arcsec"2): 19, 20, 21, and then in steps of 0.5 to 26.0.



Table 2. Photometric comparison data

reference

1.

2.

3.

i ) .

5.

6.

7.

8.

. LyngS
(1959)

Fricke
(1951)

Sharov and
Lyutyj
(1980)

Burgess
(1976)

de Vaucou-
leurs
(1958)

Hoe-isel and
Melnick
(1980)

Hiromoto et
a l . (1983)

Matsumoto et
a l . (1977)

color

P
V

u
b
r

U
B
V

U
B
V
I

U
B
V

V

g
r

I '

I

range in
intensity
(mag "~2)

18.0
17.0

20.4
18.6
18.2 •

19.0 •
18.1) •
17.1 •

18.9 •
18.0 -
17. 1 -
15.6 -

22.1 -
21.5 -
20.8 -

17.9 -
17.0 -
17.4 -

- 23
- 22

- 24
- 23
- 22

- 22
- 22,
- 21,

- 24.
• 2 4 .
• 2k.
- 20.

• 2 4 .
• 2 6 .
• 24.

• 2 2 .
• 22.
• 2 1 .

5 mag

17.0 - 20.

.4

.7

.5

.9

.5

.8

.2

.0

,0
.5
0
2

9
8
6

9
3
8

1

range in posi t ion
major axis minor axis

( ' ) ( ' )

- 40
- 32

- 34
- 40
- 37,

- 5,
- 5,
- 5,

- 60,
- 60,
- 60,
- 10,

-120 ,

- 44,
- 44,
- 44,

, +40
,+40

,+50
,+56
,+56

,+ 5
,+ 5
,+ 5

+50
+50
+50
+ 10

120

- 1
- 1
- 1

-

-

-17,
-17,

- 9,
-17 ,
-17,

- 5,
- 5,
- 5,

-20 ,
- 2 0 ,
-20 ,
- 1 3 ,

-58 ,

- 8,
- 8,
- 8,

, + 1 7

, + 1 7

, + 1 4

,+17

,+17

,+ 5
+ 5
+ 5

+ 15
+ 15
+ 15
+ 13

+38

+ 10
+ 10
+ 10

-

-

W/E

{

- 5.
- 5,
- 5,

-20,
-20 ,
-20,
- 1 0 ,

-28 ,
-4U,
-33 ,

-19 ,

- 1 1 .

a x i s
•)

, + 5
,+ 5
, + 5

+20
+20
+20
+10

+24
+ 42
+35

+ 19

+ 14

of fse t a

(mag "~2)

+0.18
+0.04

-1.23
-0.17
-0.61

+0.02
+0.03
+0.08

+0.03
-0.04
-0.05
+ 1.10

-0.07
+ 0.02
-0.02

+0.40b

+0.65
-0.51

+0.35

a difference between our adopted absolute calibration and the magnitude scale of
the published data (ours-pub)
offsets only based on comparison for major axis

scale of Figure 6, which shows the profiles from his plate group b. Positional

errors were found in the data of Hoessel and Melnick (1980), presumably from the

problems which they cite with one of the telescope drive rates. Foreground scars

and dust lanes made it possible to determine the positional error for their major

axis profile. Their positions with respect to the center have to be multiplied by

a factor 1.035. Figure 8 suggests that a positional error is also present in their

minor axis profile, but no structures are present in the profile which would have

allowed a determination of the amplitude of the error. The scans from Burgess

(1976) were available to us only in the form of rather poor quality plots; the
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surface brightnesses could be measured from these plots to an accuracy of no more

than 0.1 mag arcsec . Therefore the scatter in the comparison of our data with

his points is considerable. The near-infrared photometry by Matsumoto et al.

(1977) and by Hiromoto et al. (1983) is included in Table 2 for completeness. The

color difference between our R band and their I band is so considerable that

comparison of the two was not very useful. The general trend of progressively

bluer colors with increasing distance along the axes (See Section 5) was, however,

comfirmed.

We compared our data with the published profiles, both on individual plates

and on the combined images. Several representative examples are shown in Figures 6

to 9. The internal consistency of our data can be assessed from comparisons

between our B and J band images (roughly comparable color bands), and between our

R and F band images (essentially identical color bands). Considering that the

figures show direct comparisons for one-dimensional scans with no averaging

involved (other than that implied by the size of the aperture) the agreement

between our photometry and the published data seems satisfactory. The agreement

between the published data can also be assessed from these scans. Figure 6a shows

that our B photometry agrees with de Vaucouleurs's (1958) photometry down to at

least 25.0 mag arcsee . The apparent disagreement between -50' to -80' is mainly

the result from the slightly different position angle for the major axis (37?7)

adopted by de Vaucouleurs, from the correction for stars in our data, and from the

larger aperture (138") used by de Vaucouleurs. The comparison shown in Figure 6b

for the minor axis shows a significant disagreement near -10'. This difference was

indicated by all our plates; it may be caused by the ghost image of the bulge of

M31 on our plates (see Figure 5b). The agreement for the other colors (Figures 7

to 9) is satisfactory. The estimated accuracy of our photometry is discussed in

the next section.

The shift that was applied to the published data to obtain a zero average

difference with our data is indicated in Table 2. The absolute zero level of our

photometry was set by comparison with those published data that were on the

Johnson UBV system: Burgess's (1976) scans, Sharov and Lyutyj's (1980) scans, and

de Vaucouleurs's (1958) photometry. The offsets listed in Table 2 show that the

zero points of these three sets of material agree well. The zero point errors for

our data, listed in Table 3, are based on the offsets that were found for each of

the three axes (the offsets in Table 2 are the averages for the three axes). The

zero point of our R photometry is not very well determined. It is based on the

color equations from Jensen et al. (1981) adopting a V-(Johnson) R for the bulge

of 0.8.
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Figure 7. Comparison between our U photometry (30" aperture) and published data
for the inner part of the major axis. See Figure 6 for details. References:
triangles - de Vaucouleurs (1958); diamonds - Lynga (1959); diamonds - Burgess
(1976); hourglasses - Frioke (1951*); crosses - Sharov and Lyutyj (1980); plusses -
Hoessel and Melnick (1980).

Figure 6. (to the right) Comparison between our B and IllaJ photometry and
published data. The brightest foreground stars were subtracted from our data. The
top half of the figure shows the B profile determined from simulated aperture
photometry through a 60" aperture (full drawn line), and the published data
(symbols). The colors of the published data and the vertical offset that was
applied to give an average difference of zere can be found in Table 2. The lower
half of the figure shows the difference between our photometry and the published
data (symbols), and the difference between our B and IllaJ photometry (B-J; full
drawn line). The 2ero point of the IllaJ photometry is shifted arbitrarily. Note
that most of the scatter between the published data and ours is not due to errors
in the photometry, but to small positional differences, color differences,
different aperture sizes, foreground stars, etc.
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Figure 6a. Major axis profile. The IllaJ photometry is not correct in the center
where even the short J exposure was still saturated. References: triangles - de
Vaucouleurs (1958); circles - LyngS (1959); diamonds - Burgess (1976); hourglasses
- Fricke (1951).
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Figure 6b. Minor axis profile. The discrepancy West of NGC205 (around -10') may be
caused by the ghost image of the bulge of M31 on our plates. References as in
Figure 6a.
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Figure 8. Comparison between our R photometry (60" aperture) and published data
for the minor axis of M31 . See Figure 6 for details. The curve in the lower half
of the figure shows the difference between our R and IIIaF photometry. The zero
point of the F photometry is arbitrary. The F plates were saturated in the center.
There is a serious discrepancy with the data from Hoessel and Melnick (plusses),
we suspect as a result of a positional error in their data. References: diamonds -
Burgess (1976); circles - LyngS (1959); hourglasses - Fricke (1951!); crosses -
Sharov and Lyutyj (1980); plusses - Hoessel and Melnick (1980).
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Figure 9. Comparison of our V photometry (60" aperture) with published Jat.s for
the West-East axis of M31 . See Figure 6 for details. References: triangles - ;e
Vaucouleurs (1958); diamonds - Burgess (1976); crosses - Sharov and Lyutyj . 19.̂ 0' .

4.2 Evaluation of photometric accuracy

The photometric accuracy of our data was estimated in different '-.'ays,

depending on the surface brightness level of the galaxy. Two ranges can -̂e

distinguished qualitatively. For levels above sky intensity (about ."! .8 mag

aresec in B) the uncertainties are determined by error's in the calibration

curve. These uncertaintxes were estimated empirically from plate/plate comparisons
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Table 3. Estimated uncertainties

surface brightness
(mag arcsec )

17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21 .0

22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
21.0

21.5
25.0
25.5
26.0

26.5

zero point error

±0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
-0.3,
-0.5,

±0.

u

_
-
.15
.08
.06

.07

.07

.08

. 10

.15

.22
+ 0.1

+0.7

.05

±0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0,
0,

-0.16,
-0.2,
-0.1,

±0.

B

_

.10

.05

.05

.05

.06

.06

.06

.07

.08

.10

.15
,+0.22
+0.3
+0. ̂

.05

±0
0
0

c
0

0
0
0
0

-0.18

-0.3,
-0.5,

±0.

V

. 10

.05

.05

.05

.OS

.07

.09

.12

.15
,*0.,-2

•O.I

1-0.7

,07

+0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-0.3

R

.15

.10

.06

.07

.08

.09

.12

.15

. 17

.25

, +0.1

and from comparisons with the published data. At levels below sky intensity, the

uncertainties are mainly determined by errors in the subtracted sky intensities.

These errors were estimated from the intensity distribution in the region that was

used to define the sky fit, after this SKy fit had been subtracted. In general the

residuals show an r.m.s. dispersion between 1 and l'/2 percent of tne sky intensity.

The characteristic scale size of the residuals is a few cm on the plate. These

plate nonuniformities are probably a result of the developing process, which is

never ideal. Halos of star images and ghost images of stars contribute as well to

the nonuniformity. We calculated the r.ra.s. dispersion of sky residuals for each

color and the corresponding uncertainties at various surface brightness levels. To

this error we added quadratically the errors that might be introduced by having

used expression (1) to subtract sky and not expression (2) (see Section 3.1: note

that these errors can be calculated from the sky fit). The total uncertainties for

each color are listed in Table 3 as a function of surface brightness in that

color. Zero point errors, determined as described above, are listed separately.

The errors refer to the systematic deviations that may be present in the data over

distances of half a degree or more, not to the pixel-to-pixel noise. For the U

plate the uncertainties are largest; only one good plate was available an^ the
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galaxy is relatively faint in U. The estimated errors in V and R are larger than

in B, because sky nonuniformities are rrore severe on the IlaD and 098 emulsions.

Over the part of the optical diak that is generally visible on optical

photographs, the maximum errors in surface brightness vary between 0.06 mag

arcsec in B to 0.15 mag arcsec in U. For fainttr levels the errors increase

exponent]sily.

We calculated the total magnitudes of M31 from our data by summing the

intensities in a large rectangle, extending beyond the galaxy and centered on the

nucleus. The intensities in smaller rectangles, each encompassed by the previous

larger rectangle, were also obtained. A growth curve can be constructed in this

way and the total intensity of the galaxy, corrected for the presence cf

foreground stars, can be determined from a plot of the sum of the intensities in

each rectangle against the number of pixels in that rectangle, by linear

extrapolation of the points to zero pixels. The contribution from the elliptical

companions, amounting to a few percent of the total flux, was subtracted. The

results are listed in Table 4. The estimates of the uncertainties refer to the

errors in the zero level of the maps and not to the errors in the intensity

calibration. The total magnitudes that we derive are in good agreement with the

values taken from the RC2 catalogue !de Vaucouleurs et ai., 197b).

Table 1. Integrated apparent magnitudes of M31

quantity our value zero point error RC2 values
iTable 31 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976'

mu
mB
mv
mR
U-B
B-V

4.751.03
H.38±.O3
3.47+.03
2.76 + .03
0.37
0.91

±0.05
±0.05
±0.07

4. 3t

0.5C
O.iM

5. Results

We provide here some quantities which are important for comparisons of the

distribution of other components in M31 with the optical light distribution. Ir.

Table 5 we list U, B, V, and R profiles for the major, minor, and West-East 3xes

of the galaxy. The intensities were obtained by simulated aperture photometry

through 60" and 120" circular diaphragms. No corrections were applied for

foreground extinction. The influence of foreground stars w.i:; eliminated as much as
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Table 5a. Ma jo r - ax i s p r o f i l e o f M31 i n U,B,V, and R

position
SW

1 '
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
14
16
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

32
3«
36
38
40

143
46
49
52
55

58
61
64
67
70

73
76
79
82
85

88
91
94
97
100

18
19
19
20
20

20
20
21
21
21

21
21
21
21 .
22.

22.
22.
22.
22.
22.

22.
22.
22.
22.
22.

22.
22.
22.
23.
23.

23.
23.
23-
23.
23.

23.
24.
24.
24.
24.'

24.
24.
24.
24.
25.

B

.53

.32

.80

.21

.50

.76

.93

.16

.26

.37

.62

.60

.81

.93

.09

.53

.41

.70

.75

.76

75
71
97
81
23

80
75
97
12
44

65
75
74
99
95

97
26
46
H2
57

63
76
94
91
8

U-B

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0,
0,

0.
0.
0,
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
-
-
-

-

_

-
-

-

-

-

-

.53

.50

.50

.49

.46

.49

.50

.54

.57

.46

.51

.53

.54

.60

.55

.63
,50
.43

46
47
47
29
06

16
15
21
30
32

42
37
47
37
39

33

B-V

-

0.96
0.99
1.01
0.97

0.97
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.93

1 .02
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.96

1.06
0.97
1 .08
1 .05
1 .00

0.99
0.96
1.05
0.91
0.73

0.83
0.83
0.85
0.88
0.90

0.86
O.83
0.79
0.82
0.85

0.71
0.76
0.75
0.8
0.8

0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
-

E

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1 ,
1
1.

1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .

1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .

1 .
1.
1.
1 .
1 .

1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .

-

J-R

-

.79

.82

.81

.77

.77

.74

.76

.73

.71

.79

.70

.70

.68

.68

.78

.65

.76

.72

.71

.69

.62

.75

.66

.40

.54

.46
51
.48
.57

55
55
41
50
47

33
38
40
4
4

4
5
4
4

position
NE

1 '
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
14
16
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

32
34
36
38
to

43
16
49
52
55

58
61
64
67
70

73
76
79
82
85

88
91
94
97
100

ie
19
19
20
20

20
21
21
21
21

21
21
21
2!
21

22
22
22
22
22

22
22,
22.
22.
23

22.
22.

23-
23.
23.

23.
23.
23.
23.
23.

24.
24.
24.
24.
24.

25.
25.
25.
25.
25.

B

1.56
1.32
.86
.25
.49

.82

.22

.25
• 33
.46

.66

.67

.72

.82

.98

.22

.24

.43

.75

.63

.78

.82

.84

.92

.05

.91

.86
15
,17
• 3 1

50
86
92
70
62

25
45
49
49
80

2
4
5
8

9

I

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.
0,
0
0.
0.

0,
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

-0.

0.
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

I-B

-
-
.56
.53
.52

.54

.58

.51

.50

.45

.48

.45

.49

.46

.37

.51

.56

.50

.44

.45

.42
35
3b
43
36

26
21
18
17
23

27
08
19
04
30

04

B-V

0
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0

1.
1 ,

1.
1 ,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
-
-

-

-

-

.97

.01

.03

.00

.02

.08

.02

.98

.99

.00

.98

.98

.97

.94

.99

.01

.02

.09

.99

.03

.01

.00
02
,05

97
93
98
86
90

95
97
87
70
60

70
72
70
5
6

5

E

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1 .

1 .
1 .
1 .

1 _

1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .

1 .
1 .
1 .
1.
1 .

1 .
-
-

-

i-R aperture

60"
.77
.80
.81
.76

.80

.90

.80

.75

.75

.75

.74

.76

.77

.71

.78

.80

.80

.84

.72

.76

.72

.72

.78

.84

.73 120"

.69

.78

.66

.61

,64
,62
58
41
36

57
46
45
3
2

3
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Table 5b. Minor-axis profile of M.31 in O,B,V, and R

position

NW

1 '

2
3
1
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
1 1

16
18
20

22
21
2b
28
30

32
31
36
38
10

12
11
16
18
50

18
19
20
21

^

?2
22
22
22

23

23
2i
23

2'i.

?M.
24.
2 1 .

?3.
23.

23.
22.

23.
?3.
24.

24.
21.
25.
26.
26.

B

.71

.71

.19

.10

.89

. 11

.01

.27

.89

.15

.20

.26

.35

.72

. !)0

13
"?'•'

17
90
78

32
73
03
79
21

55
91
8
1
2

U-B

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0,
0.

0.
0,
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-
-
-

-

.53

.55

.63

.70

.66

.55

.16

.62

.51

.15

.36

.11
39
30

28
25
21
2b
22

H *
\\
34
38
36

E

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
0
1
0
1

0,
0

0.

c.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
-
-

_

.02

.06

.10

.22

.17

.06

.05

.15

.03

.05

.96

.01

.97

.03

.81

.78

.81

.80
,76

>,2
81
42
81
32

75
8
8

B-R

_

1.81
1.87
1.93
2.09

2.01
1.86
1 .82
1.92
1 .80

1 .82

1 .60

1 .58

1 .56

!.50

! .46

1 .10

1.13
1 .10

1 .47

' .'3D

1 . 46

1 .48

1.-ii

1 .11

, 5

1 .1

1 .2
-

-

position

SE

1 •

2
3
1

5

6
7
8
9
10

12
11
1 6
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

-2
-1

18
19
20
20
21

21
21
21
22
22

22
22.

23.
23,
2^4.

7 4.

''I

25.
25.
25.

2b.
26.
20.

B

.71

.73

.37

.76

.18

.51

.71

.98

.13

.22

.76

.90
• 36

.75

.21

37
74

03
2
7

Q

J

u-

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

c.
0.
0.
0.
0.

_
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-B

51
47
45
11

15
10
12
35
30

'j i

24
33
20

35

B-V

1
1
0
0

0
0.
0
0.
0.

-J

0.

1.

0.

1.
1

-

-

-

-

.00

.00

.97

.97

.98

.91

.92

.90

.89

. 9B

.92
V)
01
99

89

0

o

B-R aperture

1
1
1
1

1
1
:
1
1

i

i

i
l

60"
.81
.79
.71
.74

.75

.67

.70

.64

.60

.70

.5 7

.53

.64

.57

.51 12J"

.60

.6
-

-
-

80



Table 5 c West-East profile of M31 in U, B, V.and R

position

W

1 •
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
14
16
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

32
31
36
38
40

18
19
20
20
21

21
22
22
22
22

23,
22.
23.
23.
23.

23.
23.
24.
24.
24.

24.
25.
25.
25.
25.

B

.66

.39

.07

.61

.13

.81

.26

.05

.01

.22

.16

.96

.42

.40
,57

72
93
23
47
84

96
2
4
5
9

U-B

0
0
0
0,

0.
0,
0.
0,
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
-
-

-

-
-
-

-

_

.53

.53

.56

.61

.64

.70

.61

.53

.53

.46
42
46
40
37

37
33
3

B-V

0
1
1

'

1
1

1
1
l

1,
1
1.
0.
0.

0.
1.
1.
1.
1.

1.

-

.95

.03

.06

.12

.23

.26

.15

.04

.03

.07

.00

.04

.95

.92

94
01
05
1 :
2:

2:

B-R

1
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
1

1 .
1 .
1 .
1 .
1.

1 .

1.
1 .
1 .
1 .

1 .

-

-

_

.73

.82

.88

.95

.11

.15

.96

.82

.78

.78

.71

.72
54
56

53
51
50
5
5

3

position
E

1 '
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
14

16
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

32
31
36
38
40

18
19
20
20
20

20
21
21
21
21

22
22,
22.
22.
23,

23.
23.
24.
24.
24.

25.
25.
25.
25.
26.

B

.51

.44

.03

.37

.70

.97

.20

.43

.62

.87

.16

.26

.54

.80

.04

64
95
.28
54
85

2
4
7
9
1

U-B

0
0
0
0

0.
0.
0,
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
-

-

-

-
-
-

-

.56

.51

.50

.50

.49
,48
.47
,48
46

35
26
22
28
33

31
35
2

B

1 ,
1 ,
1 .
0.

0.
'J •

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

c.
0.
0.
0.

0
-
-
-
-

-V

.00
,04
02
.98

98
97
97
94
95

87
82
85
88
82

83
94
93
9
q

Q

E

1
i

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
\
1
1

,

1

1

1

3-R aperture

60"
.80
.84
.81
.77

.76

.76

.73

.70

.70

.62

.50

.58

.58

.52

.64 120"

. br.

. 65

.7

.8:
-
-
-
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possible by using the appropriate star-subtracted images discussed in Section 3.5,

for each surface brightness level. The profiles are shown in Figure 10.

Two-dimensional color maps, obtained using images from which the brighter

stellar images were removed, are shown in Figure 11. In addition to the standard

U-B and B-V images, we have included the (independent) images of the U-V and B-R

indexes. The U-V image shows the OB associations clearly; dust lanes are better

visible in the other color maps.

The colors of the bulge and the inner disk out to roughly 9 kpc '.Ub'> are

rather constant, with a B-V index between 0.9 and 1.0 and a U-B index between C.x-j

to 0.55 (not corrected for extinction). These colors are typical for an old

stellar population. For distances beyond 9 kpc the colors get bluer with

increasing distance to the center, which is undoubtedly largely due to the

presence of young stars in spiral arms. The ring of Population I material near '0

kpc is conspicuous in the color maps. Spiral arm crossings are apparent in the

major axis profile (Figure 10a). The blue peak near -no' corresponds to the

brightest OB association in M31, NCC206. Dust lanes on the near (West' side of "3"

can be recognised on cuts along the minor and West-East axes (Figure 10b,c" as a

significant reddening oT the colors. The extinction in the dust lanes wi1: re

analysed in a forthcoming paper.

Figure 10 Intensity and color profiles of the principal axes of M31 derived after
removal of the brightest stars from our data through a 60" aperture. (Sect:or.
3.5). Representative error bars are shown in the major axis profile. These are
based on the estimated uncertainties listed in TaDle 3. They indicate the possible
errors in the colors over large distances. The small-scale variations in the color
profiles are real; they reflect high resolution structure in the intensity rr.aps,
such as dust lanes, 0B associations, weak foreground stars, etc.

a. Major axis. The bright blue peak near -to1 is the OB association NGC206. Or. the
opposite side spiral-arm crossings can also be seen. The sharp peak near +22' is a
foreground star that was apparently missed by the automatic star removal procedure
on the B map.

b. Minor axis. Dust lanes on the West side can be recognized as a reddening of the
colors around -6' and -10'. The hump to the left is due to the elliptical
companion NGC205.

c. West-East axis. Red features on the West side correspond to strong dust lanes.
The crossing of the bright NE arm around 10 kpc from the nucleus is apparent in
the U-B and B-V profiles near +10' to +20'.
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Figure 11. Color maps of M31 at 10" resolution, obtained from the data after
'light1 star removal (Section 6 ) . Only regions for which the surface brightness in

"2
B is higher than 24.0 mag arcsec
quickly become unreliable.

On
"2 are shown; at lower light levels the colors

a. U-B, gray levels (from light to dark): <0.05, 0.05-0.15, 0.15-0.25, 0.25-0.35,
0.35-0.1(5, 0.15-0.55, 0.55-0.65, >0.65.

b. B-V, gray levels (from light to dark): <0.66 , 0.66-0.71, 0.71-0.32, 0.82-0.90,
0.90-0.98, 0.98-1.06, 1.06-1.11, >1.11.
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1.29-1.12, 1.12-1.55, 1.55-1.68, >1.68.

d. B-R, gray levels (from light to dark): <1.21, 1.21-1.36, 1.36-1.18, 1.18-1.
1.60-1.72, 1.72-1.81, 1.81-1.96, >1.96.
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The effect of nonuniformities in the sky background can be reduced by

azimuthal averaging of the light distribution. We obtained the global light

profile of M31 by averaging in elliptical rings the light distributions on the

maps to which rigorous star removal was applied. An inclination of 77° was

assumed. Due to the large inclination of M31 severe projection effects are

present. As a result of the finite thickness of the stellar disk and, especially,

the presence of the bulge, the minor axis profile is brighter than the major axis

profile, even after correction for the foreshortening due to the inclination.

Nevertheless, the average profile should give a more reliable indication of the

colors far out in the disk; it is furthermore useful for comparison with other

galaxies for which often only a global profile is available. The results are

listed in Table 6 and displayed in Figure 12. The data have not been converted to

a face-on projection. The colors get continuously bluer with increasing distance

out to at least 20 kpc (100').

An impression of the overall structure and extent of the galaxy can be

obtained from the J magnitude map shown in Figure 5b. On the Southern major axis a

change in position angle occurs around -100', which seems to indicate a warping of

the stellar disk, in agreement with the results from Innanen et al. C1982 s see

also Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1985). Striking in Figure 5b is the twisting of the

isophotes of the elliptical companion NGC205 (to the bottom), which suggests tidal

interaction with M31 .
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Figure 12. The global light and color profiles of M31 obtained from the data by
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galaxy. Foreground stars were removed from the data beforehand. The uncertainties
were estimated from comparisons of the global profiles derived from different
plates in the same color band.
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Table 6. Average radial light profile of M31 in U, B, V, and R

position

4'
5

6
7
8
9
10

12
14
16
18
20

22
24
26
28
30

32
34
36
38
40

43
46
49
52
55

19
19

20
20
20
20
20

21
21
21
21
21

21
22
22
22
22

22.
22.
22.
22.
22.

22.
22.
22.
23.
23.

B

.53

.80

.04

.26

.45

.61

.76

03
.23
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12
22
28
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71
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89
00
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U-B

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.58

.56

.54

.52

.51

.51

.51

.52

.51

.52
51
52

51
51
50
48
47

47
44
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35

33
29
26
25
26

B-V

0
0

0
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1 .
0

0
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.97

.98

.99

.01

.01

.00

.01

.01

.00
00
00
00

01
02
01
00
98

98
98
99
99
97

96
92
90
90
91

B-R

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

•

.77

.78

.79

.79

.79

.79

.79

.79

.78

.78

.79

.79

80
80
78
75
73

72
72
72
72
69

68
63
62
61
62

position

58'
61
64
67
70

73
76
79
82
85

88
91
94
97
100

103
106
109
112
115

118
121
124

23
23
23
23
23

23
23
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

25
25.
25.
25.
25.

25.
25.
25.

B

.24

.34

.43

.50

.61

.77

.94
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19
35

47
59
73
84
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10
24
36
49
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70
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91

U-B

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

c.
0.

.26

.26
26
25
23

27
26
26
26
24

23
22
20
20
20

22
20
16
17
11

19
13
1 6

B-V

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
C

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

.90

.89

.88

.87

.87

.85

.86

.86
84
84

82
81
80
80
81

80
80
77
80
81

3l
83
8l

£

1
1
1
1
1

1
i

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

3-R

.60

.58

.57

.56

.54

.53

.53

.53

.51

.51

.50

.50

.50

.47

.44

.45

.43

.43

. 42

.41

.38
38
30

Appendix. Local background determination

In a number of steps in the reduction of our material, a local background

value of (part of) a digitized area had to be established, for example in the

calculation of the average densities of the sensitometer spots, in the

determination of the sky level values around M31 , and in the photometry of M3'

itself, where we have to correct for the presence of foreground stars. A useful

method for determining a local background value in a field contaminated by stars

or by plate defects such as scratches or holes in the emulsion is an iterative

procedure called kappa-sigma clipping. This method has been described elsewhere

(e.g Newell, 1979), so we will only outline the principal aspects. For the region

of interest, the mean sky background and r.m.s. dispersion are calculated. Next
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all points deviating more than twice the dispersion from the mean, either in

positive or negative sense, are deleted and a new mean and dispersion are

calculated. This procedure is repeated a few times and usually converges very

rapidly to a mean that is essentially equal to the median of the histogram of the

distribution of densities in the region of interest. For the method to work, the

noise distribution has to be symmetrical. This is the case for photographic plates

where the noise distribution has a Gaussian shape. To remove the halos of stars

better, we built in the option that in the last iteration not only the one pixel

that deviated too much was deleted but also its four closest neighboring points.

Newell (1979) discussed the reliability of the method for various fractions

of contaminated pixels in the region of interest. For heavy contamination,

occuring for example when a large number of foreground stars is present in the

region, the final mean may be slightly higher than the true background level. This

is not a problem, because to first order the background levels are affected in a

similar way as the light intensity of the galaxy. Thus, a slight overestimate of

the sky background in the sky subtraction will not affect the photometry at low

levels if the light of the galaxy is derived in the same way. Our star subtraction

technique (Section 3.5) is also based on kappa-sigma clipping, so this is the

case.
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Chapter V

An optical study of stars and du3t in the Andromeda Galaxy

Summary

We have analysed the light distribution of the nearby spiral M31 , using

recently obtained surface photometry in four colors. Three main topics are

discussed. First, we study the structure in the outer parti of the disk. Our data

confirm previously presented evidence for a significant change in the position

angle of the light distribution, probably indicating a warping of the stellar-

disk. The warping starts at 18 kpc and is in the same direction as the warp in the

gas distribution. Second, we discuss the structure and global color distribution

of the disk and bulge of M31. A decomposition of the major and unor axis profiles

allows us to separate radial color variations in bulge and disk. No color gradient

is found for the bulge light. We show that the apparent flattening of the light

profile of the disk noted by de Vaucouleurs can be attributed to the contribution

from spiral arms. The disk colors at small radii are typically those of an old

population. The disk becomes bluer with radius, perhaps riue to a metal abundance

gradient, but a contribution from young stars cannot be ruled out. Finally, we

derive the extinction law in M31 from a detailed analysis of two major dust lanes

on the near side of M31. A correlation of the optical extinctions with neutral gas

column densities shows that the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio is 'irr.ilar to

that in the solar neighborhood, but may well decrease with radius.

1. Introduction

In recent years much information has been obtained on the structure and

stellar content of spiral galaxies from detailed multi-color surface photometry

(e.g. Schweizer, 1976; Talbot et al. 1979; Wevers, 1981). Data on the light

distribution in galaxies can also be used to analyse the structure and the

extinction properties of dust lanes Ce.g. Van Houten, 1961; Elmegreen, 1980).

Until recently, such optical data were lacking for the spiral galaxy that is

closest to us, the Andromeda galaxy (M31). Ironically, this was due to the fact

that the galaxy is too nearby: the angular size is so large that surface
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photometry of the whole object was an almost hopeless enterprise. Recent advents

in modern plate scanning devices and computers have made it possible, however, to

obtain data on the light and color distribution across the galaxy that are of a

quality comparable to that of the material for other spirals. Hodge and Kennicutt

(1982) mapped M31 in blue light and Walterbos and Kennicutt (1986, Paper I from

now on) extended that work to full two-dimensional photometry in four colors

(UBVR).

In this paper we analyse the optical data that were presented in Paper 1,

focussing on three main issues. In Section 3 we discuss the structure of the outer-

disk of M31 and the decomposition of the light profile in bulge and diŝ c

components. In Section 1 we analyse the global color distribution across the

galaxy, in particular the radial color dependence of the bulge and of the disk.

The major part of this paper is concerned with a detailed analysis rf the

extinction in the dust lanes, and the correlation of dust and gas; this *r.alysi3

is discussed in Section 5. First, however, we will briefly sumxarize the data in

Section 2.

2. Data

Some 15 calibrated plates of M31 in U, B, V, and R were obtained v.ir. the

Burrell Schmidt telescope on Kitt Peak and digitized with the Astr^scan ret i cor.

densitometer at Leiden Observatory. In addition, exposures on IIIsJ and HisF

emulsions were obtained; these are referred to 3S J and F. We combined long ana

short exposures to cover a large range in surface brightness. The :sky tarkg.'-̂ ur.d

on the plates was subtracted by a modified polynomial fit; the r.-n.s. residual

intensities were 1 to !'/2 percent, depending on the emulsion type. The fina.

calibrated intensities have typical uncertainties varying from O."5 mag at. fright

levels to 0.2 mag at 3 to 1 mag srosec "~ below sky intensity. Reliable colors

(uncertainties less than 0.1 to 0.2 mag) are obtained over the main part of the

disk, out to a B surface brightness of 2k.0 mag arcsec"2, corresponding to a

radius of 11 kpc.

The data were recorded at a pixel size of 10x40 micron (3.864 arcsec ), but

the maps used for the analysis in this paper were compressed versions with pixels

of 160x160 micron corresponding to an angular size of 15.156x15.156 arcsec or a

linear size of 50x50 pc2- In each color, three maps are available, one with

foreground stars still present, one from which the brightest stars were removed,

and one from which essentially all foreground stars were removed with a 'rigorous



star removal' routine. The method used to remove the stars is described in Paper

I. In the last set, some of the high resolution structure of the galaxy is lost

due to the automated nature of the method. This does not affect global quantities,

however, and all radial distributions presented in this paper were obtained from

the maps to which the rigorous star removal routine was applied. The study of the

dust lanes in the last section uses the maps from which only the brightest stars

are removed; on these maps the high resolution structure associated with the

galaxy is not affected.

3. The structure of the stellar disk and bulge

3.1 The outer regions of the disk

The deep J image presented in Paper I showed a clear change of the position

angles of the isophotes on the Southern major axis for radii larger than 90',

suggesting a warping of the stellar disk. Innanen et al. (1982> found similar

results from digital stacking of plates in several colors. Baade (1963) mentioned

that the Population II stars seem to 'swirl off to one side, on both sides of the

major axis. From Baade's discussion it is not clear in what direction he saw a

displacement. Warped stellar disks have been found in some edge-on galaxies, for

example in NCM565 (van der Kruit and Searle, 1981; Jensen and Thuan, 1982).

Our material allows an independent study of the outer regions, including a

better estimate of the surface brightness levels at which a potential warp occurs,

because the data are calibrated. We stacked two sets of plates, one set consisting

of two long exposures in R and two long exposures in F, the other set of two long

B and two long J exposures. The resulting images are displayed in Figure 1, at

maximum contrast to show the faint emission. On the Southern half the p.a. angle

change at the outer edges is very convincing and the structure strongly suggests

that the displaced emission is associated with M31. A twisting of the isophotes in

galaxies that are not completely edge on, may also result from spiral arms that

'open up' in the outer part of the disk. This is for instance the case in the

spiral NGC4258 (Van der Kruit, 1979). The isophotes in the outer regions of M31

(Paper I), do not show the kind of structure that is observed in NGC4258 where

steep gradients, associated with the outer edge of the spiral arm, are present;

nevertheless it is difficult to rule out completely effects of spiral-arm

structure. We will continue to use the term 'warp' here though, in agreement with

earlier discussions. The warping on the South side starts below a 8 surface
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-60'-

-120- -90' -SO 90' • 120'

Figure 1a, 1b. Deep mi (top: and blue (bottom) images obtained by stacking calibrated images
or four plates in each color. T"e grey scales are chosen in such a way that maximum contrast
at low light levels ::-. achieved. The strong change in p.a. of the light distribution on the
Southern major axi.s n-jar X = -'OO' sutfffsts a significant warping of the stellar disk. In the
Northern part diffuse light bending away from the major axis is present in both colors, but
the association with M31 :s less convincing than in the South. Ghost images of stars are
visible in Figure 'b, e.g. ne.ir ,'«.?8 ' ,-50 ' ̂  and ', *bO',-27'*•. The narrow spikes in Figure lb
are caused by the bright star \> And located at CJO'I'JS 1).



brightness of 25.0 mag arcsec 2 and below about 23.6 mag arcsec 2 in R. Our data

are not accurate enough to obtain reliable color information for individual

regions at these levels. The global profile, integrated over azimuthal angle

(Paper I) indicates a B-R for the outer regions of about 1.3 mag.

For the Northern half the evidence for a warp is not as strong. Faint light

bending away from the Northern major axis is present on our red and blue images,

but it is not completely obvious that it is associated with M31. The differences

in structure and intensity of the diffuse emission for the two halves of the

galaxy is also evident in the images of Innanen et al. (1982). The faint emission

may be due to a Galactic reflection nebula; the ubiquitous presence of such

material has recently been established by infrared (e.g. Low et al., 198^) and

optical observations (de Vries and Le Poole, 1985). If the diffuse light on the

Northern half is due to a real warp, it would probably be the most extreme warp in

a stellar disk ever found so far.

A possible disagreement with Baade's (1963) findings concerns the position at

which the warp starts. Baade states that this occurs at a distance of two degrees,

while our images and those from Innanen et al. (1982) show the twisting of the

isophotes to start at 1.5 to 1.7 degrees on both halves. The warp in the HI gas on

the major axis seems to begin at about 2 degrees (e.g. Newton aiid Emerson, 1977;

Cram et al. 1980). Models of the warp, based on analyses of complete HI data sets,

however, indicate that the warping already starts at 80' (Henderson, 1979; Brinks

and Burton, 198*1). The orientation of the HI warp agrees with the direction of the

twist of the optical isophotes. Evidently, a new study of the structure and

stellar population in the disk at large radii in M31 , including observations of

selected fields with the Space Telescope, would be most useful.

3.2 Decomposition of bulge and disk

The light distribution in spirals can generally be seen as the sum of two

major components, the bulge and the disk. Bulges show a more or less similar light

profile as ellipticals and can be well fit by a de Vaucouleurs law:

I (r) = I 10 e (1)

concentrated, and Ie the intensity at re. Disk profiles can usually be represented

by an exponential law (Freeman, 1970):
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Io e
 r> (2)

where r, is the exponential scalelength and Io the intensity at zero radius.

Several galaxies possess structures, usually associated with bars, lenses, or

regions with strong concentrations of star formation activity, that cannot be

represented by these two components (e.g. Boroson, 1981 ; Kent, 1985).

Nevertheless, a decomposition of M31's light profile in disk and bulge components

is important. The global disk and bulge parameters allow comparison of M31 with

other galaxies. In addition, the separation makes it possible to estimate the

relative contributions from disk and bulge across the galaxy, and to look for

possible radial color gradients in either bulge or disk.

The global profile presented in Paper I could not he used for the

decomposition, because the inclination of M31 (77°) introduces severe projection

effects that are different for bulge and disk, because of the differences in

scaleheight of these two components. We compiled average profiles fo1" the two

halves of the major axis of M31 in all four colors (U8VR; !;>• averaging the light

distribution in circles in the plane of the galaxy '. corresponding to ellipses in

the sky plane) over a range of 100 degrees i.-i azimuth for each major axis half

Ccf. Walterbos and Schwering, 1986). The 100 degree cor.e in the p'.ane of the

galaxy corresponds to only 30 degrees in the sky plane; thus the average profile

is not strongly influenced by projection effects, but it does have considerable

better signal-to-noise ratio than a direct major axis cut. The :r.aps to which

'rigorous star removal1 had been applied (Paper I) were used for this. The

intensity and color profiles are shown in Figure 2a.
i-

Upon first inspection, the profiles do not exactly match the SUIT, of ar. r*-law

bulge and an exponential disk. The SW profile shows a distinct peak at -0' that is

due to NGC206, the brightest 0B association. The broad plateau following this

peak, extending from 15 to 80', coincides with the region where .raj or spiral arms

are present; the arms overlap in the average profile, resulting in one broad hump.

An outlying spiral arm can be seen around 100'. On the NK side the anrs are better

separated. Especially the arm corresponding to the 10 kpc ring at 50', where all

Population I material is concentrated, is apparent. In contrast to some of the

spirals studied by Schweizer (1976) and Wevers (1981), M31 does not seem to show

an increase in arm-to-disk ratio with increasing radius. This may be partly due to

the azimuthal averaging which washes out any structure that is not circularly

symmetric, but there is little doubt that the 10 kpc 'ring' is the strongest arm.

That we are seeing the contribution from spiral arms is also indicated by the
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asymmetry between NE and SW halves, and by the color changes in these regions.

Note that this does not imply that all excess light is due to young stars; a

significant part of the light from spiral arms stems from evolved stars [e.g.

Schweizer, 1976; Kennicutt and Edgar, 1986). In any case, it appears that the hump

in the profile around 50' does not reflect the global disk structure, hut is due

to the contribution from spi-al arms. Freeman (1970) classified the light profile

of M31 as type II, because of this hump. The disk fits to type II profiles are

generally too bright in the inner region which led to the suggestion that there

may be a 'hole' in the real disk. In view of the discussion abov<=, it is tr.or̂

likely to assume that there is excess light, associated with the spiral arms, on

top of the disk of M31 in stead of a hole in the center. In a similar way, Talbot

et al. (1979) showed that the flattening of the light profile of M83 was due tc

the contribution from relatively blue regions.

Based on the discussion above, we fitted the sum of an v law end an

exponential disk to those regions of the profiles, that were not influenced by

spiral arm structure. From the profiles in Figure 2a it is clear that it is

difficult to unambiguously identify these regions at. large radii. Nevertheless, Ly

using the same regions for all colors a good impression of the underlying disk car,

be obtained. The separation of bulge and disk in the inner region (inside 50', is

not much influenced by the exact choice of the fit region in the outer parts. We

stress that it is not our purpose to demonstrate that M31 has a pure exponential

disk, but we want, to first order, correct for the contribution from the spiral

arms to study the underlying disk. The two halves of the galaxy were used together

to define the fit. We did not attempt to fit regions beyond 90', because the

photometric errors increase rapidly at larger radii. Points inside 2' were

excluded for the same reason. In addition, Kent (1983) has shown that the central

core of M31 cannot be fit by an r* law. The resulting fit to the B profile is

shown in Figure 2b. The parameters of the fits are listed in Table 1. The

residuals, displayed in the lower part of the figure, indicate an average arm-to-

disk ratio in B of 20 to '45% for the major spiral arms. This is similar to the

results found for some other spirals (e.g Schweizer, 1976; Kennicutt and Edgar,

1986). Around 20' some excess light seems to be present that cannot be represented

by the sum of an exponential and an r* Jaw. ihis hump is more clearly visible in

the direct major axis profile (Paper I); it may indicate the presence of a weak

lens component, or perhaps an inner spiral arm. All profiles decline more rapidly

beyond 90' than the exponential fits; this is perhaps related to the warping of

the disk. However, as mentioned before, the uncertainties are large here (>0.2 to

0.3 mag) and more accurate photometry is needed to settle that point.
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\ \

Figure 2a. Azimuthally averaged intensity and color profiles for the SW and NE
parts of the major axis of M31 . Foreground stars were removed from the maps
beforehand. The photometric uncertainties increase rapidly for radii greater than
80' to 90'. The profiles for the SW half are shifted upwards by 3 magnitudes. The
colors are not corrected for foreground reddening.
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Figure 2b. The decomposition of the average major axis profiles in B into bulge
and disk components (dashed lines). The full drawn line is the sum of the bulge
and disk fit. The two halves of the galaxy were both used to define one fit.
Regions with spiral arm structure were excluded. Points at radii larger than 90'
were also not used; errors are large there and there seems to a brake in all
profiles around 90'. The SW profile has been moved upwards by 2 mag for clarity.
The bottom figure shows the residuals. The arrows indicate regions where the light
distribution is notably nfluenced by dust. The residual intensities correspond to
spiral arms; the hump around 20' may indicate a lens. The structure on the SW half
is abnormally broad, because spiral arms overlap in the average profile.
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We independently decomposed the minor axis B profile to derive the axial

ratio of the bulge, and, assuming a circular symmetric thin disk, the inclination

of the galaxy. Only the data for the far side of the galaxy were used, because the

near side is severely influer.ced by obscuring dust (Section 5). The light

distribution was averaged in circles in the plane of the galaxy over 20 degrees in

azimuth around the minor axis. Figure 3a shows the intensity and color profiles;

Figure 3b the decomposition of the B profile and the residuals. The spiral arm
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Figure 3a. Azimuthally averaged intensity and color profiles for the near (SE)
minor axis side of M31. Notice that the radial color variation is less here than
for the major axis; this is due to the large contribution to the intensities from
the bulge on the minor axis (Figure 3b). The horizontal scale has been expanded by
1/cos(i) to obtain a face-on projection. The colors are not corrected for
foreground reddening.
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Figure 3b. The decomposition of the average minor axis profile on the far side of
M31 . Notice that due to projection effects the bulge is brighter than the disk
everywhere. This may explain why the discrepancy between fit and observed profile
at large radii is smaller here than on the major axis. The residuals in the bottom
figure again clearly show the region with major spiral arm features between 40'
and 75'.

structure corresponding to the ring around 10 kpc is also visible in the minor

axis profile, as is clear from the residuals. The fit indicates an apparent axial

ratio of 0.6 for the bulge, corresponding to a true axial ratio of 0.57 or a z-

height of 1.25 kpc (for an oblate spheroid). The exponential scalelength of the

disk fit in Figure 3b is 6.0 kpc for an inclination of 77°. The scalelength would

be exactly equal to that found from the major axis decomposition (6.^ kpc) if the

inclination is 77?8 The difference is insignificant considering the uncertainties

and we will continue to use an inclination of 77°.
y

The bulge profile can be well represented by an r* law. The three-dimensional

structure, however, is more complicated than an oblate spheroid. The position

angle of the bulge changes more or less continuously (e.g. Hodge and Kennicutt,

1982; Kent, 1983; cf. Figure 4 Paper I), indicating that the bulge is triaxial or

perhaps contains a bar (Lindblad, 1956). The difference in average position angle



for the bulge and disk is not taken into account in a decomposition of major and

minor axis profiles; this may have resulted in a slight underestimate (- 10$) of

the effective radius of the bulge.

Our decomposition is different from that presented by de Vaucouleurs (1958)

who, on the basis of the apparently flat disk profile, subtracted a constant disk
y

surface brightness inside 50' radius and then fitted an r* law to the bulge.

Therefore, the effective radius that we derive, 2.2 kpc, is smaller than that

found by de Vaucouleurs, 3.5 kpc. The integrated intensity for the bulge is

derived from the fit:

'int = 7 - 2 1 5 * I e r f b / a (3)

(e.g. de Vaucouleurs, 1958), where b/a is the apparent ratio of minor to major

axis and the other parameters are as in (1). It is lower than the value from de

Vaucouleurs, 5.21 mag in B versus 1.92 mag (The 5.92 listed in his paper should be

4.92). Integrated bulge magnitudes in the other colors directly follow from the

constant color for the bulge (Section k). Subtracting the bulge magnitudes from

the total magnitudes derived in paper 1, gives the integrated disk magnitudes.

Notice that these now include the contribution from the spiral arms.

The bulge and disk parameters following from our decomposition are within the

range observed for other Sb galaxies (e.g. Boroson, 1981; Kent, 1985). The central

surface brightness of the disk has to be corrected to a face-on value for

comparison with other galaxies, but. this is not straightforward for a galaxy with

such a high inclination. A purely geometrical correction for the inclination (-

2.51og(cosi)) is probably too strong, as it neglects the effects of internal

extinction. Kent's (1985) results indicate that, statistically, a correction of

-1.71og(cosi) is a better approximation. If we combine this with the correction

for foreground reddening, ng=0.3, (e.g. Van Genderen, 1969; Walterbos and

Schwering, 1986), we derive Bo = 22.5 mag arcsec"". This value is somewhat fainter

than the canonical 21.6 mag a.'osec" (Freeman, 1970; Boroson, 1981; Kent, 1985),

but similar to that found for other Sb's, e.g. NGC7331 (Boroson, 1981). The bulge-

to-disk ratios in the various colors are listed in Table 1 as well. The bulge

contributes roughly 50$ of the total intensity. Note, however, that the values in

Table 1 are not corrected for internal extinction, which is likely to be more

important in the disk than in the bulge. In comparison with other Sb's (Boroson,

1986; Kent, 1985), M31 has a rather prominent bulge. Van der Kruit (1981) recently

compiled data on the spheroids and disks of the Milky Way and its morphological

twin NGC891. The size of M31's bulge is essentially the same as that of these two
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galaxies, but the total brightness is about a factor of 3 to 5 higher; the disks

are quite comparable.

Table 1. Bulge and disk parameters for M31

parameter value remarks

effective radius, rg

true axial ratio

B intensity at r

Bulge

2.2±0.2 kpc

0.57

22.l±0.1 mag arcsec

fit to B profile

for oblate spheroid

-2

U-B
B-V
B-R

integrated magnitude in B

central surface brightness

scalelength in U
B
V
R

color in center: U-B
B-V
B-R

color at 20 kpc: U-B
B-V
B-R

color gradient: U-B
B-V
B-R

integrated magnitude in U

0.52+0.
1.00+0.
1.79+0.

5.21

Disk

21.75 B
+0.10

7.2±0.1
6.1+0.3
6.0+0.3
5.7+0.3

0.50
1 .00
1.80
0.13
0.77
1.38
0.02 ±0.
0.012±0.
0.021+0.

5.32

03
02
03

mag arcsec"

kpc
kpc
kpc
kpc

.01 mag/kpc
,008 mag/kpc
,008 mag/kpc

zero point errors not
included

from fit

not corrected for
inclination

exponential law,
followed out to '8 kpc
corrected for spiral
arms

colors or fitted disk

total - bulge
B 5.06
V U.21
R 3.61

bulge to disk ratios: U 0.11
Lb/(Lb+Ld) B 0.^7

V 0.51
R 0.55

observed values, so no
correction for internal
extinction

colors and intensities are not corrected for foreground extinction (Ag=0.3) or
internal extinction
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4 The global disk and bulge colors

One of the purposes of the separation of the disk and bulge of M31 was to

look for color gradients in these components. Radial color variations in the bulge

may be expected if a metal abundance gradient, presumable set up during the

formation of the spheroidal component of the galaxy, exists. For the disk, color

variations reflect metal abundance variations or differences in the average age of

the stars in the disk. Dust may produce apparent color variations. Observations of

color gradients in spiral galaxies so far have not resulted in a clear picture.

Evidence for color gradients in bulges comes from photometry of edge-on systems

(Van der Kruit and Searle, 1981; 1982b), but the magnitude of the color variations

varies from galaxy to galaxy. Color variations in disks seem to be rather small,

especially if the contribution from young stars in the spiral arms is subtracted.

Sehweizer (1976) found a gradient in the disk colors in only one (M81) out of six

galaxies. Jensen et al. (1981) detected a gradient in the inner part of the

underlying disk of M83. Van der Kruit and Searle (1981; 1982a) found no

significant (<0.3 mag) radial color variations in the old disks of edge-on

systems, at typical distances of 1 kpc above the plane. Wevers (1981), from a

study of a large sample of spiral galaxies, did not detect systematic trends in

the radial color distributions of the total disk light.

The different contributions of the disk and bulge of M31 on the major and

minor axis make it possible to separate color variations in the disk from those in

the bulge. Because the disk mainly contributes on the major axis, the color

variations there have to be due to the disk. Comparison of Figures 2a and 3a shows

that the color variations along the major axis are larger than those along the

minor axis. The reduced color variation along the minor axis can be explained by

the larger contribution from the bulge there, combined with a constant color for

the bulge. We tested this by subtracting the disk fits, derived from the major

axis profiles, from the total minor axis profile. The remaining profiles showed

little color variation, other than that due to the spiral arms. Thus, the bulge

does not show a significant color gradient between 0.5 and 5.0 kpc, the range

covered by our data. The U-B color decreases by at most 0.15 mag, and the B-R

color by at most 0.1 mag. In this respect, M31 is different from the edge-on Sb

NGC891 where Van der Kruit and Searle (1981) did find a significant color

variation (1.0 to 0.7 in B-V, O.k to -0.1 in U-B).

The scalelengths of the disk fits (Table 1), derived as described in the

previous section, show that there is a radial color gradient in the disk. The

variation is not large, but nevertheless real because it is consistently present
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in all colors. We note, however, that as a result of the difficulty in selecting

regions not contaminated by spiral arms in the outer parts of the disk, the

gradients listed in Table 1 are probably upper limits; some contamination from

spiral-arm light may be present at large radii. The color variation is very

similar to that observed in the inner 3 kpc of the old disk of M83 by Jensen et

al. Ci 981 ). He also note that it is unlikely that extinction by dust causes the

gradient, because the reddening free index Q, defined as (U-B)-0.72(B-V) (not

shown here) also shows a color variation. In addition, extinction would not result

in a color difference larger in U-B than in B-V, at least not for a normal

reddening law (cf. Section 5). The central colors of H31's disk, (U-B=O.t5, B-

V=0.90, after correction for foreground extinction) are typically those of an

older stellar population; the equivalent spectral type is G5,III or K0,V. If we

assume that the color variation is completely due to metal-abundance effects, a

variation by a factor of 5 to 10 between 0 and 20 kpc radius then follows from the

calculations by Tinsley (1980). The metal abundances of the interstellar gas,

derived from spectroscopic studies of HII regions and supernova remnants (Blair et

al., 1982), vary by about a factor of 5 over this range in distance.

5. Dust and gas in two spiral arms

5.1 Optical extinction and reddening law

Dust lanes and dust clouds in M31 are very conspicuous in optical pictures of

the galaxy, but in spite of the clear appearance not much quantitative information

on their extinction properties is available. Baade (1963) used the dust lanes as

tracers of spiral arm structure in the inner parts of the galaxy. Hodge C1980"•

presented a catalogue with the positions and sizes of some 700 dust clouds. Hodge

and Kennicutt (1982) estimated the extinction in a few isolated dust clouds from

surface photometry in the blue. The extinction in the dust lanes along the minor

axis was studied by Hoessel and Melnick (1980) and by Hodge and Kennicutt (1982).

Gallagher and Hunter (1981) analysed compact dust clouds in the central region.

Other information on the extinction properties of the dust in M31 comes from

studies of individual objects, such as Cepheids (Van Genderen, 1973) or globular

clusters (e.g. lye and hichter, 1985 and references therein).

We will analyse the properties of the dust in M31 in considerable detail

below. However, some information on the extinction law follows directly from

Figure 4 where we show a U-V color image of the inner part of the disk (3ut to 12
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kpc) and a map of the color index Q, defined as (U-B)-0.72(B-V); the Q index is

reddening free if the dust is in front of the light and if it follows the same

extinction law as in our Galaxy. Dust lanes appear as dark bands in the U-V image

and are especially well visible on the near (West) side of M31. The light colored

regions correspond to young stars in the spiral arms; these are strongly

concentrated in the ring at 10 kpc. The remarkable thing is that the dust lanes

are completely absent in the map of the reddening free index. This immediately

suggests that the reddening law in M'i1 will not be very different from that in the

Galaxy. The significance of this result can be assessed from the analysis

presented below. The uniformity of the Q color in the part of the disk interior to

the 10 kpc ring indicates that the paucity of star formation regions there, as

indicated by optical surveys of the OB associations (Van den Bergh, 196ii} and the

HII regions (Baade and Arp, 1964; Pellet et al., 1978), is a real effect and not

due to dust obscuration.

5.1.1 Method of analysis

Analysis of the extinction in the dust lanes in external galaxies from multi-

color surface photometry is difficult because of lack of knowledge of the geometry

of dust and light sources, of the true intensities, and of the absorption and

scattering properties of the dust grains. Detailed studies with a complete

treatment of the radiative transfer in the clouds, including the effects of

scattering, have been presented by for example Van Houten (1961) and Elmegreen

(1980); these authors clearly demonstrate the complexities that are involved and

the large number of assumptions that have to be made. Van Houten's study in

particular shows that one cannot hope to learn much about the physical properties

of individual dust grains from broadband photometric studies.

We adopted a much more simple approach, which nevertheless provides useful

information on the global properties of the dust, such as the extinction law and

the relation between dust and HI gas. The high inclination of M31 hampers most

observational studies, but in the case of the dust lanes it helps, because to

first order the dust on the near side of the galaxy is in front of the light of

the galaxy, while the far side of the galaxy can be assumed to be unobscured. Note

that not only the bulge is behind the dust lanes on the near side, but also most

of the disk light, because of the thickness of the disk in combination with the

exponential decrease of the intensity with radius; the disk light behind the dust

on the near side stems from relatively smaller radii than the disk light behind
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Figure *la. High resolution (15" square pixels) U-V color image of M31. Red
regions, such as dust lanes, are relatively dark; blue regions appear light. The
region around 10 kpc (50') is clearly much bluer than the inne" part due to the
presence of young stars. Interior to the ring, some isolated OB associations
located in inner spiral arras are visible. Only the part of M3' for which the
intensity in the B is higher than 21.0 mag arcsec"2 is shown. Cray levels: < 0.93,
0.90 to 1.03, 1.03 to 1.16, 1.16 to 1.29, 1.29 to 1.<i2, UtZ to 1.55, '.55 to
1.68, > 1.68.

the dust on the far side. The situation is sketched in Figure 5. We assume that

the light distribution of the galaxy is point-symmetrical with respect to the

nucleus and define the observed extinction on the near side at wavelength \, A ,

by

X
-2.5

"far

The symmetry argument has been used before in various studies of spiral galaxies

(e.g. Lindblad, 1941; Elvius, 1956) and the term 'light asymmetry' was sometimes

used to denote A . The assumption of symmetry with respect to the nucleus may not

be true for the disk if spiral arms are present. This is particularly so for the 'J

intensities, which are most affected by 0B associations in the spiral arms.

Usually the associations can be easily identified on the multicolor scans and no

serious errors are introduced. The extinctions derived in this way are lower

limits to the true extinction for several reasons:

1. The dust is not completely in front of all the light. The effects of this
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Figure 1b. Map of the reddening free color index Q, defined according to the
Galactic reddening law as (U-B)-0.72(B-V), at a resolution of 10". Notice that
dust lanes indeed are no longer visible. Some isolated OB associations are now
also visible on the inner spiral arm on the near side (bottom), which is heavily
reddened in the U-V image. The calibration of the very central region (inner 5')
is not very reliable and the high Q color may not be real. Gray values (from light
to dark): < -0.5, -0.50 to -0.13, -0.143 to -0.36, -O.36 to -0.29, -0.29 to -0.22,
-0.22 to -0.15, > -0.15.

can be analysed.

2. The neglect of light scattering. In general, part of the light from

directions other than the line of sight, is scattered into the line of sight,

resulting in a higher intensity towards the dust lanes than should have been

observed.

3. The assumption that the far side is not obscured is not quite true.

However, if more than 80J of the light is in front of the dust on the far side,

which is quite likely, the maximum observed extinction cannot be more than 0.25

mag. The observed extinctions in the dust lanes that could be traced on the far

side were always less than this.

Figure 5. Sketch of the location of
an observer with respect to the disk
of M31. Most of the bulge light and
a major fraction of the disk light
is behind the dust lanes on the near
side due to the high inclination of
the galaxy.
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We now first establish the relation between observed and true extinctions if

some of the light is in front of the dust. Two extreme oases are considered, viz.

an infinitely thin dust layer with an optical thickness T.., situated somewhere in

a stellar disk (e.g. Elvius, 1956; Gallagher and Hunter, 1981; Price and

Grasdalen, 1983), and a uniform mixture of stars and dust. Scattered light is not

treated in this analysis, but it is assumed that both the absorbed and the

scattered light in the layer never reach the observer, in other words we consider

'pure1 extinction. The possible influence of light from the bulge that is

scattered off the dust in the disk in the direction of the observer will be

discussed later.

For an infinitely thin dust layer the observed intensity is the sum from the

contributions of unobscured light in front of the dust layer and obscured light

behind the dust layer:

W A ) • JfrontCA) + W " ' e T" (5a)

= IfrontU) + W A ) ; we assume :far- Xtrue (5b)

Let x be the fraction of the light in front of the dust:

Zfront = x I t r u e ; 'back = C'-x) Jtrue (6)

Then we can define:

I h U ) -T.

h S r ^ T A ) =**d~x)e
true

The observed extinction in magnitudes in that case is:

AA = -2.5 log I (8)

The optical depth values for different wavelengths are related according to the

reddening law. For the Galactic reddening law we have (Savage and Mathis, 1979):

1.556 v T B = 1.323 V T R = 0.818 zy (9)

leading to:
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The total extinction in mag is proportional to the optical depth:

The relation between the observed extinctions in two colors for different

values of x as a function of t.. is shown in Figure 6. Only for x=o a linear

relation holds. The maximum deviations from linearity ooeur for widely separated

colors, so a comparison of Ay with AR shows the effects best. The deviation is in

the sense of relatively less reddening; for infinitely large optical depth

and x»0, the extinction observed in two color bands is the same, because only the

light in front of the dust lane reaches the observer. Note that here the

assumption is made that the fraction x is the same for all colors; this will be

true on average if the scaleheight of the distribution of dust layers is smaller

than the scaleheight of the star light in each color, a situation which is true to

first order for such a highly inclined spiral, because most of the light behind

and in front of the dust is relatively far away from the layer. In addition, we

assume that the line of sight traverses only one dust layer. For multiple layers,

the picture is qualitatively the same, but the exact relations are different. The

distinction between one layer and multiple layers cannot be made from the data.

The effects of clumping in the dust and the effects of light from behind the dust

layer that is scattered into the line of sight of the observer, would also move

the linear curve in Figure 6 to the region occupied by curves for x*0 (e.g. Caplan

and Deharveng, 1986).

As an opposite example we consider the case of a uniform, homogeneous layer

of dust and stars, so in this case the dust layer has the same thickness as the

stellar layer. Then the following well-known expression holds:

The resulting relation between Ay and AR, again for a Galactic reddening law, is

also shown in Figure 6.

Two important conclusions can be drawn from these geometrical considerations:

1. For small values of x (up to 0.2) and modest visual optical depths of the

dust layer (up to 1.0, so a thin dust screen) the observed points in the diagram

of Ay against Ap should lie close to the expected linear relation and the observed

extinctions provide information on the reddening law.

2. The true optical depths may be significantly higher than indicated by the

observed extinctions, even for small values of x; this is shown by the lines of
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Figure 6. The relation between the extinctions in U (Ay) and in R CAp) that would
be observed for an infinitely thin dust layer embedded in a stellar disk; the
Galactic reddening law was assumed, x indicates the fraction of the light thai is
in front of the dust layer. The parameter that varies along the curves is the true
optical depth of the dust layer in the V band. The thin dashed lines connect
points of equal optical depth. For infinite optical depth the observed extinctions
in the two colors are the same because only the light that is in front of the dust
reaches the observer. The long dashed line shows the expected relation for a
uniform mixture of stars and dust. The plusses indicate the true optical depth of
the dust layer for this case; values of I, 1.2, 2, 3, and 1 are indicated.



constant optical depth in Figure 6. An idea of the true extinctions can in

principle be obtained from the positions of the observed points in the diagram

(This is only true if one dust layer is present along the line of sight, and if

light scattering and clumping are unimportant).

The curves are better separated if we plot the total extinction, Ay, against

the selective extinction, E(U-R); this diagram is shown in Figure 8. It is similar

to the 'asymmetry curves' constructed by Elvius (1956) in a study of the dust

lanes in several spirals.

5.1.2 Results

We obtained 8 scans in each color, passing through the nucleus and

distributed around the minor axis with position angles in the plane of the sky

ranging from 173° to 73°. Examples of scans can be found in Paper I (minor axis

and West/East scan). The region between 0' and 20' from the nucleus was analysed

on each scan in steps of 30". A 50" aperture was used; this provided a reasonable

compromise between spatial resolution and signal-to-noise. The diameter of the

aperture corresponds to a linear distance of 167 pc, or 167 by 700 pc in the plane

of the galaxy (on the minor axis). The apparent extinctions in all four color

bands were derived for each scan according to expression (t). The resulting

profiles of the extinction in B, Ag are shown in Figure 12, together with the

integrated HI column densities in the disk, obtained through the same aperture.

The typical error in the derived extinctions due to photometric errors and plate

noise is 0.05 to 0.1 mag for the inner region (r<i0') and 0.1 to 0.2 for the outer

region. Two major dust lanes can be identified in each scan; one corresponds to a

spiral arm at about M kpc (5' on the minor axis) from the nucleus, the other to an

arm at about 9 kpc distance. The M kpc arm produces the most conspicuous dust lane

in optical photographs. From HI and CO observations (Bajaja and Shane, 1982;

Brinks 198^4; Stark, 1985) it is known that this arm has an apparent inward radial

velocity of about M0 to 80 km/s. Only a few small OB associations and HII regions

are present (Van den Bergh, 196-M; Pellet et al., 1978; Figure Mb) and it is

basically a dust arm. The 9 kpc arm is most obvious in HI (Figure 10b) and

contains lots of star formation regions (Figure Ma).

We derived the relations amongst the extinctions in the various color bands

from plots such as those shown in Figure 7. Figures 8 and 9 show diagrams of the

total against selective extinctions for various color combinations. All

measurements contaminated by foreground stars or OB associations on either the
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Figure 7a. The relation betwpen the
apparent extinctions in U and R, that
were derived from a comparison of the
intensit ies on the near and far side of
M31 . The results of eight separate scans
distributed around the minor axis are
included. Trie f i l l e d circles correspond
to a dust arm at rougly U kpc on the
West side of M31, the open circles to an
arm at 9 kpc. Typical errors in the
extinctions are 0.1 mag for the inner
and 0.2 mag for the outer lane. Lines of
x=0, x=0.1, and x=0.2 (Figure 6) are
indicated for the outer dust lane and
for x=0 for the inner lane (the Galactic
reddening law was assumed). Notice that
the points for the inner dust lane have
been shifted upwards by 0." mag for
c la r i t y .
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Figure 7b. The same as Figure 7a, tut
now for the extinctions in the visual
(Ay) and in the blue (Ag). The scatte-
is less than in Figure 7a, because the
photometric errors in B and V are
smaller, and because there is less
contamination from young stars in the
spiral arms. The thin lines show the
expected relation for a Galactic
reddening law and no foreground light
(x=0). In both diagrams the points for
the inner dust lane are systematically
displaced from the l ine X=0 in a
direction opposite to that expected from
geometrical effects (Figure 6). Possible
explanations for this are discussed in
the text.
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Figure 8. Diagram showing the relation between apparent extinctions in the U band
and selective extinction for the inner and outer dust lane. The expected relations
for a thin dust layer embedded in a stellar disk are indicated by the thin drawn
curves for various fractions, x, of the amount of light that is in front of the
dust (the Galactic reddening law was assumed). The case of a uniform mixture of
dust and stars is indicated by the long dashed line. Values of contant true visual
optical depth of the dust layer are connected by the short dashed lines (cf.
Figure 6).

near or far side were deleted. Examples of such regions can be clearly seen in the

panels of Figure 12, e.g. around -15' in the scan with p.a. 98°, or around -15' in

the scan with p.a. 113°. Note that an association on the far side produces an

apparent extinction on the near side.

The plots for the inner dust lane show perfect linear relationships,

consistent with the idea that nearly all the light is behind the dust. The maximum
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Figure 9a. Same aj Figure 8 but now for the
relation between Ay and E(B-V) for the inner dust
lane. The line indicates the expected relation for
the Galactic reddening law if all dust is in front
of the light (x=0). The slope of the relation
followed by the points is consistent with the
Galactic reddening law. The origin of the
systematic shift between the points and the line is
discussed in the text.
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Figure 9b. Same as Figure 9a but now for the outer
dust lane. The points suggest a steeper slope than
the Galactic reddening law; this departure is in
the sense expected if some light is in front of the
dust.

observed extinctions are too low, however, to be able to see the curvature fcr

small values of x (Figure 6) and the true extinctions may be somewhat higher thar.

the observed extinctions. The resulting reddening law, derived from the slopes of

linear curves that were fit to the points in the dlagr<-;ns, is listed in Table 2.

The data are consistent with a reddening law equal to the Galactic law, although a

somewhat lower value for Ry is indicated. Our value for Ry is in good agreement

with the results from studies of globular clusters (Kron and Mayall, i960; van den

Bergh, 1969; lye and Richter, 1985) that indicate values of 2.6. Hoessel and

Melnick's (1980) results for the minor axis were also consistent with a normal

Galactic value for Rv. Hodge and Kennicutt (1982) derived a somewhat higher value

(1.3±.7)i but this was based on a few data points. The scatter in our data is too

large to put severe constraints on the ratio of E(U-B)/E(B-V); we can not rule out

the larger value (1.0) that was derived by lye and Richter (1985) from a study of

the globular clusters, but our data are more consistent with a lower value.
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Table 2. The reddening law in M31

parameter inner lane outer lane

Ay/Ay 1.53+0.01 1.3±0.1

AB/AV 1.35±O.O3 1 .20+0 .08

RV=AV /(AB-AV) 2 . 8 ± 0 . 3 3 .5 - 7 .0

E(U-B) /E(B-V) 0 . 6 ± 0 . 2

outer lane influenced by foreground light, see text
(Section 1.1.2) for details

The situation for the outer dust lane around 9 kpc is more complicated. The

scatter in the derived extinctions is larger here than for the inner dust lane,

because the photometric errors are larger at low intensities. Furthermore, the

contamination by young stars in the disk of M31 is more severe. Line?r fits to the

points in these and other plots, not shown here, result in the relations listed in

Table 2. The departures from the normal reddening law can probably be attributed

to the effects of foreground light towards the dust lane. This is indicated by the

curves corresponding to 10 and 20$ foreground light that are included in Figure

7a. Thus, our data do not require a change in reddening law with distance. It

should be pointed out, however, that the scatter is too large to be able to detect

small differences. Figure 8 shows the points for the two dust lanes in the Ay

against E(U-R) plot. The lines of constant optical depth in this diagram suggest

that the true optical depths in the dust lane around 9 kpc rr.ay reach a value of 2

to 2.5 (in a 50" beam), which implies a maximum extinction in the V of about 2.2

to 2.7 mag. Hiromoto et al. (1983) found siraiLai- numbers from color variations in

near-infrared scans. Elmegreen (1950) concluded that extinctions in prominent

(face-on) dust lanes in spiral galaxies are also in this range.

A remarkable feature of the diagra-ns in Figure 7 is the offset of the points

for the inner dust lane with respect to the linear curve. The shift of the points

means that there is a color difference between far and near side (the near side is

too red or the far side too blue) that cannot be simply explained by reddening.

The offset is in opposite sense to that expected from geometrical effects (Figure

6) or clumping. The deviations are largest for the U band and decrease with

increasing wavelength (cf. Figures 7a and 7b). The offsets cause a shift of the

points to the bottom right in the plots of total against selective extinction

(Figures 8 and 9). For the outer dust lane the effect is smaller or absent. We

have neglected the offsets in the derivation of the reddening law, which is based
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on the slopes of the fits to the points. It is unlikely that the offsets are due

to systematic errors in our analysis. Errors in the calibration curve of the

photographic plates would affect both halves of the galaxy equally, while errors

in sky subtraction are unimportant at the levels we are dealing with here,

certainly for the inner dust lane. Large scale asymmetries in the light of the

galaxy would produce similar offsets for all colors, which is not observed; the

same is true if an incorrect position for the nucleus would have been used in the

comparison of near and far side intensities. Furthermore, de Vaucouleurs (1953)

found similar departures in the plot of total against selective extinction for the

minor axis of M31.

Offsets such as those discussed above have been noted before for other

spirals (e.g. Lindblad, 19^1; Elvius 1956) and more recently for the lenticular

galaxy NGC7O7OA (Brosch et al., 1985). The color dependence suggests that the

effect may have to do with light scattering. Elvius (1956) analysed several highly

inclined spirals and extensively discussed the interpretation of the diagrams of

total against selective extinction (her 'asymmetry diagrams'). The diagrams for

M31 are qualitatively similar to hers for NGC1216; this was also noted by de

Vaucouleurs (1958). In the case of pure extinction (none of the absorbed and

scattered light reaches the observer), the points would have to fall on or above

the line for X=0 in Figure 8, as is indicated by the geometrical considerations.

According to Elvius (1956), points below the line can be explained by the effects

of bulge light scattered off the disk in the direction of the observer. The major

problem with this interpretation is, however, that in her picture the bright side

of the galaxy is the near side. From studies of the reddening of globular clusters

(lye and Richter, 1985) it is known that this is definitely not the case for H31 .

The analysis by Elvius is based on the assumption that the scattered light would

be relatively blue, i.e. scattering would be more color selective than absorption.

On the other hand, observations of the Merope Reflection Nebula in the Milky Way

(Andriesse et al., 1977) indicate that blue and ultraviolet light is scattered

more or less isotropically and red light more strongly in forward direction. If

that is the case, we would expect a relative increase of the intensity of red

light on the near side, while at the same time the far side of the galaxy would

appear relatively blue due to backscattered blue light. This would at least

qualitatively be consistent with the observations: the extinctions in R are

smaller than the extinctions in U predict (Figure 7a). In this respect it is

interesting to note that the spectrum of light reflected off a high latitude cloud

in the Milky Way (Mattila, 1979) is much redder than what would be expected from

reflected light from the interstellar radiation field (de Vries, 1986).
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There is in principle another effect that can introduce a shift of the points

in the observed sense: the presence of dust on the far side. This dust will in

general have a large amount of light in front of it. If, in addition, it has

considerable optical depth, the far side of the galaxy will be obscured, but not

much reddened. This follows from our discussion of the geometrical effects of dust

inside a stellar disk (cf. Figure 6; for large x and large optical depth there is

not much reddening). Because we subtract (in magnitudes) the near side from the

far side, the obscuration of the far side results in reduced observed extinctions

for the near side and, more important, the reduction would be relatively strongest

for the extinction in R. The problem with this interpretation is that a large

optical depth for the dust on the far side would be required to account for the

observed shift, e.g. 'infinite' if 90? of the light on the far side is in front of

the dustj more than 5 for x=0.8. These dust lanes would produce observable

extinctions of order 0.2 to 0.4 mag in all colors. In direct tracings of the light

distribution on the far side no such dust lanes in the region of interest are

found.

One last point that might be of relevance, concerns the assumption of

constant x for all colors. If the scaleheight of the red light is higher than the

scaleheight oi" the ultraviolet light, the observed extinctions in R would be

systematically lower than those in U if the dust layer on the near side is

systematically displaced from the midplane in the direction of the observer,

because in that case the fraction of light in front of the dust, x, would be

larger in R than in U.

5.2 The relation between gas and dust.

The close proximity of M31 allows a detailed quantitative comparison between

dust and gas. In another paper we studied the correlation between dust and atomic

hydrogen gas, using the infrared emission as a tracer of the dust (Walterbos and

Suriwering, 1986). The optical data, discussed in the previous section, provide new

independent data on the dust and allow a comparison at much higher resolution,

though limited to a smaller part of the galaxy.

The tight spatial correlation between dust and atomic gas in M31 has been

noticed before (e.g. Unwin, 1980a, 1980b; Brinks and Shane, 1981)). Hodge (1980)

found an apparent anti-correlation between dust and HI, but this was based on a

comparison of the radial distributions of the number of dust clouds and the HI

column density, and not of the actual amount of dust. The analysis of the infrared
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Figure 10a. Masked image obtained from the calibrated IlfaJ plates. The masking
removes large scale light gradients and highlights structural features in the
light distribution such as dust lanes (dark) and bright associations (light!.
Structures larger than 5' are attenuated by the filtering process. At least four
spiral arm crossings can be seen on the near side of M31 (bottom side in figure).
The light of the bulge of M31 and of the elliptical M32 is not removed by tue
filtering, because the intensity gradients are too steep.

Figure 10b. The integrated HI map from Brinks and Shane (1981) on the same scale
as the dust map above. Notice the striking correlation between HI and dust, on all
scales down to the resolution limit. A nice example are the dust clouds on the
major axis around x=28'.
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data (Walterbos and Schwering, 1986) shows evidence for a radial decrease in the

dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio, which might account for at least part of the

result found by Hodge. The close spatial correlation between atomic gas and dust

is well illustrated in Figure 10. The top picture shows a masked version of an

optical map of M31 that was derived from a calibrated, digitized IllaJ plate

(Paper I). The map was obtained by dividing a high resolution intensity map by a

smoothed version of the same map. The smooth version was not made by convolving

the original map, but by a clipping procedure, similar to that used to remove the

effects or foreground stars (Paper I). A normal convolution would produce

depressions around bright stars and OB associations, resulting in false features

in the masked image. The spatial filtering removes the large scale light

distribution and enhances the contrast for small scale structures. The bottom half

of the figure shows the full resolution (23"x35") integrated HI map from Brinks

and Shane (1984), on the same grid as the dust map. We blinked the two meps and

found that the correlation between dust and HI features is striking on all

scales, down to the resolution limit of the HI data (roughly 100 pc). A rectified

version of the masked image is shown in Figure 11. It gives a good impression of

the complicated spiral arm structure of M31; clearly, arm segments can be traced

over distances of several tens of kpc, but no regular two or one armed pattern

emerges, consistent with earlier findings.

The correspondence between dust and neutral atomic gas can be studied

quantitatively by comparing the extinctions in the dust lanes, that were derived

in Section 5.1.2, with the corresponding HI column densities. Brinks and Burton

(1981) derived a model for the HI warp of M31 and separated the gas in the disk

from the gas in the warp. We used their maps to derive the HI column densities of

the disk and the total HI column densities; the same aperture was used as in the

optical measurements. The distinction between total HI and disk HI is important on

the minor axis, because the gas layer in the outer parts is so severely warped

that it is projected into the line of sight towards the disk on the near side of

M31. Figure 12 shows a direct comparison between the measured extinctions in the

dust lanes and the disk HI column densities. The structure of the two components

is very similar; the arm widths are the same and the positions of the peaks

coincide. Only the profile at p.a. 113° shows some evidence for an offset between

dust and HI for the inner arm.

For the minor axis, information on the molecular gas is available from CO

data (Stark, 1985). The CO profile is similar to the dust and HI gas profiles. A

conservative conversion factor of 2.5x10 mol cm per integrated degree antenna

temperature (Ryden and Stark, 1985) results in mass surface densities in the line
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Figure 11. The image of Figure 10a, regridded to a face-on projection, for jr.
inclination of 77 degrees. Long spiral arm filaments can be clearly tracoii, Dut no
regular two or one armed spiral is discernible.

Figure 12. {to the right) The association between dust and HI gas in H31 is
illustrated in these panels, which show profiles of the extinctions in t on the
near (West) side of the galaxy (dots) and of the column densities of neutrV.
atomic hydrogen in the disk (dashed) for eight separate scans. The position ar.gles
in the plane of the sky, measured from North to East, are indicated. The nucleus
is located at position 0'. The bars below the cuts indicate regions where the
derived extinctions are unreliable due to contamination by foreground stars or by
OB assocations on either the near of the far side of M31 . Notice that the obst?rved
extinctions are probably lower limits to the true extinction (see textl. For the
minor axis cut, integrated CO antenna temperatures taken from Stark (1985) have
been included as well. The HI column densities have been corrected for the
contribution of gas associated with the warp (Brinks and burton,
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_2
of sight between 2.5 to 16.0 M pc , in the same range as the neutral gas surface

-2
densities (5 to 20 M_ pc ). This contradicts Starks's (1985) conclusion that M31w
has a predominantly atomic interstellar medium. Thus part of the extinction will

be due to dust associated with molecular gas. However, for lack of more CO data we

can only make a comparison of dust with HI data. This is correct as long as the

ratio of NM /H does not change along the line of sight.
n 2 til.

The relation between observed extinction and neutral gas column density ir.

the two dust lanes is shown in Figure '3; a clear linear relation exists. To

assess the effects of gas associated with the warp, the diagrams are shown for

both the total HI column density and the disk HI column density. We see that the

extinction already drops to zero while a finite amount of HI is still indicated.

It would be of interest for theories on grain formation if this would be a

physical effect (no dust unless a certain amount of gas is present), but several

other explanations can be thought of as well. One such explanation is that the

observed extinctions could all be underestimated by a more or less constant amount

(0.1 to 0.2 mag) due to the fact that our assumption that the far .side is not

obscured is incorrect. Such an underestimate could also result from light in front

of the dust on the near side. Finally, the effect may indicate that the HI column

densities are still contaminated by gas in the warp. A lower dust-to-gas ratio is

indicated for the gas in the warp (see below), so this gas would not produce rnuc':

extinction but would contribute to the gas column density.

The panels in Figure 13 show that the scatter is significantly smaller if

disk HI column densities are used instead of total column densities, especially

for the outer dust lane (correlation coefficients of 0.66 and 0.79). Because tne

extinctions that we have derived should be sensitive to all dust in front of trie

light, this implies that the warped gas apparently produces relatively less

extinction, suggesting a lower dust-to-(atomio) hydrogen gas ratio there. A more

detailed picture of the variation of this ratio may be obtained from Figure 1~,

where we plot the ratio of Ag to N^j as a function of distance to the center. The

positions on the profiles were converted to a position in the plane of the galaxy,

assuming an infinitely thin dust and HI gas layer and an inclination of 77°. The

observed extinctions and disk HI column densities were used, and no correction was

applied for the offset in N H I for zero extinction (Figure 13). Correcting for this

offset, by subtracting it from the HI column densities before the division, would

result in a slightly steeper radial dependence than is now found in Figure n . The

value predicted for- the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio observed in the solar

neighborhood (Savage and Mathis, 1979) is indicated.
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extinction (cf. Figure 13), for which no correction was applied here. The value
expected for a dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio similar to that in the solar
neighborhood is indicated. The interpretation of this diagram is complicated by
the fact that all extinctions may be lower limits to the true extinction (see
text).

The interpretation of Figure 11 is hampered by the fact that in principle all

observed extinctions may be lower limits to the true extinction (Section 5.1). In

particular, Figure 7a indicates that this is almost certainly true for the outer

dust lane around 9 kpc. In spite of these limitations some important conclusions

can be drawn from our analysis:

1. The observed extinctions have values that are compatible with a dust-to-

gas ratio equal to that in the solar neighborhood.

2. A possible radial variation in dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen is probably

flatter than indicated by the points in Figure ^l*, because it is unlikely that the

extinction in the inner dust lane would be more underestimated that the extinction

in the outer dust lane (cf. Figure 7). The maximum gradient indicated by these

points corresponds to an exponential scalelength of about 8 kpc. The optical data

certainly do not rule out a radial dependence of the dust-to-gas ratio; especially

the indications for the low dust content in the warped HI gas are consistent with

a radial variation. The scalelength of the metal-abundance gradient, roughly 12

kpc (Blair et al., 1982), is also compatible with the upper limit on the radial

variation in dust-to-gas ratio.
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Bajaja and Gergeley (1977) compared the reddening of globular clusters with

the HI column densities along the line of sight and found an increase of about a

factor 1.5 to 2 in the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio between 5 and 12 kpc.

Our study of the radial variation of the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio based

on an analysis of the infrared emission from the dust in M31 (Walterbos and

Schwering, 1986), indicated a steep gradient (scalelength of about t kpc), but the

analysis was complicated by possible effects of small grains on the infrared

emission. We concluded that a real gradient was present, but with a larger

scalelength than 1 kpc. Unfortunately, a direct comparison with the infrared

results is difficult, because the resolution of the IRAS data is much lower. For

the outer dust lane, the extinctions indicated by the cool dust map (see Walterbos

and Schwering, 1986) are higher than the optical values derived above by a factor

varying between 1 to 2.5, which is consistent with the present results. The inner

dust lane is not well separated from the nuclear emission in the IRAS data and a

comparison with the optical data is impossible here.

6. Summary of results

The main results of our study of stars and dust in M31 are as follows:

1. The position angle of the outer parts of the disk changes significantly

for radii larger than 90' (18 kpc), in agreement with earlier findings (Innanen et

al., 1982). On the SW side the change is probably due to a warping of the stellar

disk; for the NE side the results are less conclusive, because the emission is

very faint there.

2. The intensity and color profiles along the two main axes were decomposed

in bulge and disk components (see Table 1). It is shown that the earlier

classification of the disk profile of M31 as 'type II' is most likely due to the

influence of spiral arms.
y

3- The bulge profile can be well represented by an r * law. The bulge

contributes roughly 50J of the observed total light. There is no evidence for a

radial color gradient in the bulge.

t. An exponential fit to those parts of the disk that did not seem to be

influenced by spiral arms, indicates that the colors of the disk get bluer with

increasing distance to the center. The color gradient is about 0.02 mag kpc'1 in

B-R. The inner part of the disk has colors typical of an old stellar population.

The color variation may be due to a variation in metal abundance, but this cannot

be unambiguously determined.
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5. The analysis of the two major dust lanes on the near side shows that the

extinction law in M31 is very similar to that in the Galaxy. A value of 2.8±0.3 is

derived for the ratio of total to selective extinction in the visual. Diagrams of

the observed extinction in one color against that in another color show systematic

offsets with respect to the expected relation; similar offsets are observed in

other spirals. They can perhaps be explained by scattered ]i?ht. Contrary to what

one would expect for scattered light, however, the near side of the galaxy is not

relatively blue but red.

6. A striking correlation between dust and atomic hydrogen gas is indicated

by comparison of a masked optical image and the integrated HI map from Brinks and

Shane (1984). The correlation is studied quantitatively by a point-to-point

comparison of dust and gas in the two major dust lanes on the near side. The

resulting dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratios are consistent with the value for

the solar neighborhood, but do not rule out a radial decrease of this ratio. In

particular, the dust content of the gas in the warp seems to be low.
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Chapter VI

Infrared emission from in te rs te l la r dust in the

Andromeda galaxy

Summary

We nave analysed IRAS observations of M31 to study the origin and properties

of the infrared emission. The results are discussed in terms of recent models for

the infrared emission from the Galaxy. We have studied the variation in the dust-

to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio across the disk of M3! by combining the IRAS

observations with HI data. From an analysis of the Galactic infrared emission in

the direction of M31 we derive a foreground extinction Ag= 0.25 - 0.35, in good

agreement with other determinations.

The mid-infrared (12- and 25-micron) emission of M31 is surprisingly strong;

this emission requires the existence of an additional hot (Tc -- ?80 K) dust

component. Of the various explanations that have been proposed for the Galactic

mid-infrared emission, the data for M31 favor the existence of very small grains,

transiently heated to high temperatures, as the most likely origin of the excess.

The temperature distribution of normal grains, as derived from the 60- and 100-

micron intensities ratios, is remarkably constant (21 to 22 K) across the disk

from 2 kpc out to 15 kpc, with a slight enhancement in the ring at 10 kpc. The

relatively low temperature and the structure of the emission indicate that most of

the far-infrared emission results from dust associated with the atomic gas that is

heated by the general interstellar radiation field ''i.e. emission from a

collection of infrared cirrus clouds). The constancy of the 60- to 100-mieron

intensities ratio is difficult to understand with current models for the heating

of dust in the interstellar medium.

We have decomposed the infrared maps into cool and warm dust components. The

luminosity of warm dust (-to K) associated with star formation regions is only

2x10® L_, much lower than the total infrared luminosity (2.6x109 L 1. This

indicates that only a small fraction of the infrared emission is directly related

to the youngest most massive (M > 15 M ) stars. In the Galaxy the infrared

luminosity due to star formation regions is much higher than in M3', suggesting a

correspondingly higher (massive) star formation rate. The results for M31 seem to

imply that the far-infrared emission from spirals of type Sb or earlier cannot be
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directly used as an indicator of recent star formation activity.

A straightforward interpretation of the relation between infrared emission

and atomic gas, implies a strong radial decrease in the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen

gas ratio. Subtle effects introduced by small grains can account for part of this,

but a significant radial decrease, probably at least as steep as the metal

abundance gradient, is nevertheless indicated. The average extinction in the ring

at 10 kpc is about Av=! - 1.5.

I. Introduction

The Andromeda galaxy (M31 ) is of special importance for the study of the

infrared emission from normal galaxies because of its proximity (690 kpc; Baade

and Swope, 1963). Far-infrared observations of many normal galaxies have recently

been obtained during the mission of the Infrared Astronomical Satellite. The

resolution of the IRAS data is, however, such that of the nearby systems only M31 ,

M33> and the two Magellanic Clouds can be studied in detail. The only other far-

infrared observation of normal spirals available so far, was Smith's (1982) study

of M51 at several wavelengths and at reasonable good resolution (50" corresponding

to 2.3 kpc at the distance of M51). Habing et al. (1981) presented preliminary

results of the IRAS observations of M31. Soifer et al. (1986) discussed the

infrared emission from the central region.

In this paper we will give a detailed discussion of the properties and origin

of the infrared emission from the disk of M31 . Our study is based on reprocessed

IRAS data which contain all -six coverages that were obtained during the mission.

The analysis focusses on three main issues. First, we discuss the origin of the

mid-infrared emission (10 to 30 micron) from the disk, which is unexpectedly

strong. Second, we discuss the origin of the fai—infrared emission (above 40

micron) with particular emphasis on the question to what extent the far-infrared

emission of M31 is due to recetif << 10' years) star formation activity. Finai.y,

we study the dust-to-gas ratio across the galaxy by combining the infrared data

with the atomic gas distribution mapped by Brinks and Shane (1981). In section 2

we describe the reduction and calibration of the data. In Section 3 we discuss the

properties of the Galactic infrared foreground emission in the direction towards

M31 . In section 1 we deal with the properties of the disk of M31 and the origin of

the infrared emission. The study of the dust-to-gas ratio is presented in Section

5. In Section 6 we discuss the results and some of the implications for the

analysis of infrared observations of other galaxies.
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To avoid using specific grain models, we always assume a A emissivity law

for the dust when deriving a dust temperature from the 60- to 100-micron

intensities ratio. In the temperature range of interest (20 to 40 K) this

temperature is the same within ±1 K as the average of the temperatures derived for

silicate and graphite particles in more realistic dust models (e.g. Draine and

Lee, 1981). The relation between 60- and 100-micron intensities ratio and apparent

dust temperature is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Relation between the ratio of 60- and 100-micron intensities in the IRAS

bands and dust temperature for a A emissivity law

: 60

•"•100

0.015
0.059
0.076
0.095
0.116
0.139
0.165
0.193

T d

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

X60
T100

0.223
0.256
0.29!
0.327
0.366
0.107
0.119
0.191

Td

23
21
25
26
27
28
29
30

2. Observations, calibration, and data reduction

The survey instrument aboard IRAS observed, in its Deep Sky Mapping Mode, two

partly overlapping rectangles of 2° (cross-scan) by 3° (in-scan) that cover M31

and its two companions M32 and NGC205. The data were taken at the beginning of the

mission as part of the Additional Observations program, just before the galaxy

left the observing window (SOP's 12, 15-51). Each rectangle was scanned six times,

with the scan direction almost parallel to the minor axis of M31.

The calibration of data obtained with the survey detectors is described in

the Explanatory Supplements (IRAS 1985;. We did the first part of the data

processing at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. The detector data streams

were corrected for sensitivity differences among the detectors, which produce

stripes in the maps, using software developed by E.L. Kopan. Sky brightness images

in all four bands were produced using the standard AO program DSCO. The 12 (6X2)

independent fields were combined using the program DSGAD. The subsequent reduction

and analysis of the data was done at Leiden Observatory. The background emission

near M31 had slightly negative intensities on most maps, probably as a result of

the destriping procedure. To correct for this, a plane was fitted to regions
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outside the image of M31 and subtracted from the maps. Any residual zodiacal or

Galactic emission (Section 3) was also effectively removed this way.

For a quantitative comparison of the emission in the four bands, it is

essential that all maps have well defined, equal point spread functions ('beams').

The original raw beams had pyramid-like shapes with different dimensions in the

four wavelength bands. These unusual beam shapes resulted from the shape of the

detectors, the optics and the scanning characteristics of the telescope, and the

referidding used in the production of the maps. We transformed the data to maps

with a Gaussian beam using the technique developed by Braun C986). In this

procedure, a theoretical beam is calculated for each wavelength, taking into

account all the above effects. The maps are then deconvolved with this beam by

dividing the Fourier transform of the map with that of the beam. Before

transforming back to the sky plane, the data are tapered with a Gaussian with a

width that is restricted by the Fourier spectrum (spatial frequencies) of the

beams. (We are not trying to obtain super-resolution). The Gaussian taper results

in a Gaussian beam with a resolution (FWHP) of 1 .'0 X 6;7 at 12 and ?5 micron, 2\\

X 6.'9 at 60 micron, and 4:3 X 6.'9 at 100 micron. We emphasize that this is the

actual resolution of the data and not the often quoted (smaller) detector size,

which is a lower limit. The orientation of the beam is such that the highest

resolution is obtained roughly in the direction of the minor axis. At the distance

of M31 , 1 arcmin corresponds to 200 pc. The transformation to Gaussian beams could

be done after combining the six coverages, because the scanning direction was very

nearly equal for all of them.

We compared the calibration of the Additional Observations with other IRAS

data sets, viz. the Spline-1 maps (a quick-look product produced shortly after the

mission; see Deul and Walker (1986) for a description), and the 'sky plates'

(HC0N1), one of the official final products of the mission (hereafter refered to

as Sky Flux maps). Integrated fluxes were derived on all three data sets in the

same way, by summing the intensities in a rectangular region around M31 oriented

parallel to the major axis of M31. To correct for the background level, we also

determined the sum in smaller rectangles which were encompassed by the previous

larger ones; a plot of the sum of map values against the number of pixels in the

rectangles can then z,e extrapolated back to zero pixels to find the flux of M3'

itself. Table 2 lists the results. The errors in the fluxes were estimated on the

basis of background variations. The calibration of the Sky Flux data is seen to be

systematically lower than that of the other two data sets. For the first three

bands the ratio between the AO and the Sky Flux calibrations is constant within

the errors, but at 100 micron a different factor holds. The Sky Flux calibration
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should be best determined (it is on the final calibration scale of IRAS) and we

have recalibrated our AO data by applying one factor (0.88) to the 12-, i5", and

60-micron fluxes; the 100-micron flux was recalibrated assuming the same ratio

(0.22) between the 60- and 100-micron fluxes as in the Sky Flux maps.

Table 2. Integrated fluxes from M31 in various IRAS datn products

\
(ym)

12

25

60

100

Spline-1

-

800
±100
3770
±250

Sky Flux
(HCON1)

180
+ 25
150

± 25
580

± 30
2700
+ 200

Sky Flux
Spline-1

-

0.7
± .1

0.7
± . !

A0

200
± 10

!7U
± 5
690
± 20
1200
±1.00

Sky Flux
AO

0.9
± .2
0.9

± .2
0.85
± .05
0. 65

± .05

Recalibrated A0

175
± 10
!50

± 5
610

t 20
2850
±100

fluxes are in Jy; no color corrections have been applied

Figure 1. Superposition of an optical picture of M31 taken in blue light with the
18" Palomar Schmidt telescope, with contours of 12-micron emission. Note the
excellent correspondence between optical dust lanes and infrared emission.
Contours: 0.18, 0.3, 0.17, 0.75, 1.2, 1.9, 3, 1.9 KJy sterad"1. (Optical
photograph courtesy of A.G. do Bruyn and Palomar Observatory).

The r.m.s. noise levels in the recalibrated maps were estimated in regions

outside M31 . We derived 0.01 MJy sterad"1 at 12 micron, 0.06 MJy sterad"' at 25

micron, 0.05 MJy sterad"' at 60 micron, and 0.12 MJy sterad'1 at 100 micron, all
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at full resolution. The last two noise values may be overestimates because it is

difficult to find regions with no foreground emission at 60 and 100 micron. Figure

1 shows the 12-micron map, superposed on an optical photograph to demonstrate the

close correspondence between optical dust lanes and infrared emission. Maps at all

four wavelengths are displayed in Figure 5, together with a set smoothed to the

resolution of the 100-micron data. They will be discussed in Section t.

DEC.

00h24.m

Figure 2a. Map at 100 micron of an 8°x8u region around M31 taken from the IRAS
Spline-1 data. The intensities have been multiplied by 0.7 to bring the data or.
the final IRAS calibration. The beam size is 8'. The zodiacal light, extracted as
described in the text from the Sky Flux maps and shown in Figure 2b at 25 micron,
has been subtracted after scaling to 100 micron. The scan directions of the two
coverages that were used to create the map can still be recognized in the stripy
pattern. Contour levels: 2.2, 2.7, 3-2, ", 6. 12. 20, 30 MJy sterad"'.
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i. The region around M31

The AO observations do not extend very far beyond M31 . We have used the

Spline-1 100-micron map and the Sky Flux (ll('ONI) maps at ail four wavelengths to

study the region around M31 . The latter maps were used to determine the zrvoiacal

emission in the region. The Spiine-1 mip has better sensitivity to weak, extended

emission than the Sky Flux material, because it combines two coverages and suffers

less from the instrumental striping. It was recalibrated to the flux scale of the

Sky Flux maps by applying a calibration factor of O.''O Deul , private

communication, see also Table 2). Figure la shows the '0"-i:i or^r, .''.pline-1 image,

corrected for the presence of zodiacal emission as descr. roa :.*?'. y~, of a region of

Q" X 8° centered on M31 . The galaxy is projected against ••. :;; ur wr.ich is itself

connected to a larger complex to the North-East. Interr-st: r.?'. /, tr.is structure

DtC.

00h2tm

Figure 2b. Map at 25 micron of the zodiacal emission in the same region as shown
in Figure 2a. The zodiacal component was separated from the emission by a
decomposition of the IRAS Sky Flux maps at all wavelengths of this region (see
Section 3 and appendix). The structure in the zodiacal light is caused by gain
variations in the detectors, which occur when the satellite passes the region of
the South Atlantic Anomaly. Contours: 35,36,37,38,39,40,41 MJy sterad .
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strongly resembles the radio continuum background around M31 (e.g. Grave et al.,

1981, see their Figure 10). The large extent of the emission and its irregular

structure make it likely that we are dealing with foreground material located

within our own Galaxy.

We used the relation between 100-micron intensity and optical extinction

recently established by de Vries and Le Poole (1985) in two diffuse Galactic

clouds, to derive the foreground extinction in the direction of M3K We first

checked that the temperature of the dust that produces the emission in Figure 2a

is the same, within the uncertainties, as that of the clouds studied by de Vries

and Le Poole. In addition, the 100-micron map had to be corrected for the presence

of zodiacal emission, which, because of its high dust temperature, is a strong

infrared emitter, but which produces negligible extinction. We used the Sky Flux

maps for these purposes. The maps in the four infrared bands were decomposed into

the different physical components that contribute to the emission, following the

method of Braun (1986; see appendix). Except for some isolated regions with war.ii

dust (30 to 40 K ) , the infrared emission around M31 can be satisfactorily

described by the sum of the contributions from zodiacal light, from cool dust, and

from stars. The spectra of these components are shown in Figure 13o in the

appendix. By way of example Figure 2b shows the zodiacal emission at 25 micron

determined in this way, after smoothing it to the 8'-resolution of the Spiine-1

map.

The decomposition showed that 70? of the background level in the original

100-micron map is due to zodiacal emission and that the Galactic material is
-2

indeed cool (dust temperature around 22 K for a A " emissivity law). We assume

that the dust composition of this material is the same as that of the clouds

studied by de Vries and Le Poole. Using their relation, AB(mag)=Q.ii I,Q O (MJy

sterad"1), we then derive an extinction of Ag=0.25 - 0.35 mag, in good agreement

with optical determinations (Van Genderen, 1969; KcClure and Racine, 1Q69".

Burstein and Heiles (1982; 1984) derived a very similar value (0.32) from the HI

column density of Galactic HI towards M3'• Our data also provide direct estimates

of the global variation in foreground extinction across the disk of M31 : less than

0.1 mag in B (Figure 2a). Host of the extinction is due to a large scale, smooth

background. This may reflect the morphology of the foreground dust, but it may

also indicate that the absolute zero level of the maps is not yet properly

calibrated, or that the correction for the zodiacal emission is not yet perfect

(The relative flux of the zodiacal light at 100 micron cannot be determined very

accurately from the observations).



1. The infrared emission from the disk of M31

4.1 General considerations

Dust absorbes part of the optical and ultraviolet light emitted by stars and

nebulae, and reemits it in the infrared. Several models nave been presented in

which both the temperature that the dust attains and the corresponding infrared

emission spectrum are calculated for various heating sources and dust cloud

properties (e.g. Mezger et al., )98?; Mathis et al., 1983; Draine ana Lee, 1981;

de Muizon and Rouan, 1985). Most published models incorporate grains with an

exponential size distribution (Mathis et al., 1977), with grapnile and silicate as

the main ingredients. The minimum grain size is about 0.01 micron, the maximum

about 0.25 micron. We refer to these grains as 'large grains1 in tne remainder of

the paper. In general there is reasonable agreement between the various model

calculations. The present situation is well summarized in a recent paper by Cox et

al. (1986), who present a model for the observed infrared emission, (not including

much IRAS data) from our Galaxy. We shall base our analysis on their model.

Three components in the Cox et al. model produce the far-infrared emission

(beyond 10 to 50 micron). The first component is very cold dust (temperature about

11 K), associated with quiescent molecular clouds or cloud cores. The second is

cold dust {15 to 2t> K) associated with atomic hydrogen. The general interstellar

radiation field is the principal heat source for these two components. The third

component is warm dust (30 to 10 K) associated with ionized gas in low density Hi 1

regions, and with warm molecular gas. The prinuip.il heat sources are 0 and S

stars; the warm dust component thus traces regions with trie youngest stellar

population.

These multiple temperature regimes have important implications for analysis

of the IHAS observations. The low temperature of the dust associated with dark,

quiescent molecular clouds results in an infrared spectrum that peaks beyond the

longest wavelength IRAS band (100 micron). For equal amounts of cold (!1 K) and

cool (20 K) atomic gas with the same dust-to-gas ratio, the cold component

contributes negligible (<10%) emission in the IRAS bands compared to the emission

from the warmer dust associated with the neutral atomic gas. Unfortunately, it is

not possible at the moment to test from our data whether the contribution from

molecular gas to the infrared emission is really negligible. Only a few regions in

M31 have been mapped in CO (Stark, 1985; Ryden and Stark, 198b), and in these

regions the CO closely follows the HI, certainly at the relatively low resolution

of the IRAS data. A first analysis of IRAS data of our Galaxy, however, shows a
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scaleheight ror the dust that is completely consistent with the idea that dust

mixed with atomic gas produces the emission in the IRAS bands (Burton et al.,

1986). We will assume here that the model calculations are correct and thus that

the IRAS observations are not very sensitive to dust associated with molecular

clouds that are not presently forming stars.

The mid-infrared emission from the Galaxy (e.g Cox et al., 1986; Pajot et

al., 1986) and from M.31 (see Section 4.3) is unexpectedly strong. It requires the

presence of a hot dust component (color temperature about 250 to 500 K). Cox et

al. (1986) propose two components to explain the Galactic mid-infrared emission. M

giants with dust .••.hells, observationally known as OH/IR stars, account for half of

the emission; very small dust grains that are transiently heated to very high

temperatures recount for the other half. Very small grains that absorb photons

from the ambient radiation field experience temperature fluctuations because the

energy input from the discrete heat.ing event is larger than or comparable to the

average heat content of the grain (e.g. Duley, 1973; Greenterg and Hong, ig71";

Purcell, 1976). Two different models for the small grains have been presented

recently. Draine- and Anderson My3j) extrapolated the exponential size

distribution of tl.f: large grair.3 to much smaller minimum radii (as small a-s 3-5 .V

and calculated the expected infrared emission in the IRAS bands for a mixture of

very small and large graphite ana silicate grains embedded in the interstellar

radiation field. Puget et al. ('985' modified the Draine an-.3 Anderson picture r.y

replacing the grains smaller than '5 A by polycyclic aromatic molecules; in t.-.:s

case the expected 10-mieron emission in the broad IRAS band agreed better with tr.»:

emission observed in diffuse Galactic clouds. We w;'. ' discuss the infrared

spectrum oi' M31 in Section ^.3«

1.2 Integrated properties

Comparison of the integrated properties of M3' with some other objects

provides clues to the origin of the infrared emission. In Figure 3 we show the

infrared spectrum of M31 , and the spectra of several diffuse HI clouds in the

Galaxy, as well as the integrated spectrum for the inner region (inside 8 kpc

f radius) of the Galaxy. The data have been normalised at 100 micron. The three

} clouds are normal diffuse dust clouds with extinctions between 0.4 and 1.5

magnitudes. They contain no internal heat sources and are typical representatives

' of infrared cirrus. All spectra, except the one for t'.SO 25, show evidence for at

least two components: the 60- to 100-micron flux ratios indicate cool dust (fror.
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Figure 3. Plot allowing comparison of the
integrated spectrum of M31 with the
spectra of several diffuse dust clouds and
with the integrated spectrum for the inner
part (R < 8 kpo) of the Galaxy. The data
have been scaled at 100 micron. No color
corrections have been applied to the IRAS
data of M31 and of the three clouds. These
corrections would result in a decrease of
the 60-to 100-micron ratios of at most
25$.

References: ESO 25 and ESOU87 : de Vries
(1985); HI cloud: Boulanger et al. (1985);
Galaxy: Cox et al. ('986, CKM).

19 to 27 K for a A emissivity law); the '2- to 25-micron flux ratios indicate

hot dust (black body temperatures of 3'jO to 100 K ) . The exception, ESO 2'), shews

that significant variations in the infrared properties of clouds exist; in

general, however, we conclude that the infrared spectra of Vii. and of the 3aiaxy

have shapes similar to those of several diffuse clouds in the Galaxy. The excess

at 12 and 25 microns in these clouds is one of the primp arguments for the

existence of very small grains.

The 60- to 100-micron flux ratio of the Galaxy is higher than that of M31 ,

indicating a proportionally larger amount of warm dust. This is corroborated fry

comparison of the luminosities of the various components for the Galaxy and KV

(Table 3). The separation of cool and warm dust in M31 is described in Section

1.1.2. The -luminosities of the cool and the warm dust component were extrapolated

from the 60- and 100-micron fluxes following a A emissivity law. for the hot

dust the luminosity estimate follows from a black body fit t<"> the '2- and 2^-

micron fluxes. The error estimates include the effect that a different emissivity

law (e.g. A ) would have. The luminosity of the cool dust is an underestimate

because the very cold dust that emits mainly beyond 100 nicron is not observed. In

our Galaxy, however, the luminosity of this component appears to be only ]Q% of

that of the cool dust (Cox et al., 1986). All components in M31 have significantly

lower luminosities than those in the Galaxy. This is particularly true for the
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warm dust that originates in regions of (massive) star formation (Section 4.1). If

the luminosity of the warm dust in our Galaxy is indeed as high as derived by Cox

et al., then M31 must have a much lower star formation rate, at least as far as

the formation of massive stars (M>15 M ) is concerned. From radio and H-alpha

surveys (Walterbos et al., 1985; Pellet et al., 1978) it is known that the

brightest HII regions in M31 are weak in comparison with those in the Galaxy and

in M33. An alternative possibility would be that on average less optical and UV

radiation from 0 and B stars is absorbed in M31 than in the Galaxy, either because

there is less dust in M31 , or because of different geometries of dust and stars in

M31 than in the Galaxy. These explanations seem rather ad hoc to us though.

Table 3. Infrared luminosities of M31 and of the Galaxy

component
(heat source)

Galaxy3

luminosity
M31
luminosity remarks for M31 luminosities

total
1.5x1010

1.2x10^
2.6x109

cool dust
(ISfiF)

warm dust
(0,B stars)

hot dust
(ISRF, M giants
with dust shel ls)

5.

7.

2.

7x10' "

6x1O9

0x109

1.4x10
±0.2

2.0x10
±0.5

8.0x10
±2.0

sum of four bands
extrapolated from black body
and A emissivity iaw

21K extrapolate^ from 60 and 100
micron; A emissivity law

>i0K extrapolated from 60 and 100
micron; X emissivity law

380K extrapolated from 1 2 and 25
micron; black body emissivity
law

a data from Cox et al. (1986)
b includes very cold dust (10?)

1.3 The origin of the mid-infrared excess

Emission at mid-infrared wavelengths can result from several sources: cool

stellar photospheres, dust clouds close to stars, proto-stellar objects, late-type

stars with dust shells, or very small grains.

The first of these sources, photospheric emission from cool stars, is not the

origin of the mid-infrared emission in M31. This is clear from Figure fa, where we

compare the East-West profile through the center of M31 in the K-band (2.2 micron'

from Hiromoto et al. (1983) with the 12- and 2c-micron profiles. The structure of
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the mid-infrared profiles is very different from the smooth exponential disk in

the K-band and resembles the (lower resolution) 60- and 100-micron profiles that

are illustrated in Figure 4b. In addition, the observed mid-infrared intensities

are too high to be explained by stellar photospheric emission. The 2.2-micron

emission mainly results from cool giants (Hiromoto et al. and references therein)

with temperatures between 3000 and 4000 K. The arrows in Figure 4a show the

expected shift between the K-band and the 12- and 25-micron bands for a black body

of 3000 K. Even if all the 12-micron emission in the center would be due to

photospheric emission from cool giants, the emission predicted for the disk would

be much too low. In addition, the 12- to 25-micron color temperature is about 380

K (Section 1.2), much lower than the temperature of a stellar photosphere.

Dust clouds close to stars can be ruled out on energetic grounds. Dust, in

shells surrounding main sequence stars can attain temperatures high enough to emit

in the mid-infrared regime, but there are not enough of these objects in our

Galaxy to account for the emission (Cox et al., 1986). De Muizon and Rouan (1985)

have shown for the Galaxy that the mid-infrared emission expected from 'active

regions' (clouds which happen to be close to a star) is two orders of magnitude

lower than what is observed. There is every reason to believe that the same

objections held for M31 .

To see whether proto stars or young stars still embedded in the dust could

account for the mid-infrared emission, we calculated the star formation rate (SFR)
o

required to maintain the observed mid-infrared luminosity (8x10 I O . We assumed

that all the energy emitted by stars before they have reached the main sequence

escapes in the mid-infrared. Note that this assumption is certainly not true for

very young objects, for which the surrounding dust shell is expected to be

optically thick at 12-micron and most of the energy comes out at longer infrared

wavelengths. Likewise it will not be true for stars that have almost reached the

main sequence, because their surrounding dust shell will have largely broken up

and most of the optical radiation can escape freely. This means that the SFR that

we derive is a lower limit to the rate that would actually be required. The

average luminosities and evolutionary time scales of the pre-main sequence fases

of stars with masses between 0.01 and 100 M were taken from Ezer and Cameron

(1967; as compiled by Mihalas and Binney, 1981). The characteristic luminosity L,

the characteristic evolutionary time scale t, and the characteristic mass m of a

proto star were then calculated by averaging the relevant quantities, weighted

with the initial mass function. For a steady state the required SFR then follows

from:

SFR = - 2 ^ — - (1)
Li h
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Figure la. East-West profiles at 2.?- micron (K-band, Hiromoto et al., 198 3: , and
at 12 micron and 25 micron. The structure of the '2- ar.T ?r-micron profiles .=
clearly different from the K-band profile. The arrows inriic.ite tr.e expected shift
between the K-band and the 12- and 2b-niicror. profiles for a "<COOK black bJdy. The
12- and 25-micron profiles have not been corrected for color effects; for a •LOOK
black body the curves would have to be shifter! downwards by 0.16 ir. trie log
(factor 1.5). The horizontal bars at top right correspond to the resolution of the
IRAS data in the EW direction.

Various initial mass functions were tried, but the resulting SFR did not depend

strongly on this, because the product of average luminosity and evolutionary time

scale, divided by the stellar mass, is the same within a factor of two ever the

entire mass range. Thus for example, if only stars of P. '•'.„ would be formed,

roughly twice the SFR would be required as when only stars of jO y. woul ̂  re

formed. The required SFR turned out to be about 7 to 10 M g yr . This is 3 u u

times higher than the typical rate for Sb galaxies (Kennicutt, 1983"1. Considering

that the derived rate is a lower limit, we eonlude that proto stars cannot be the

dominant source of the mid-infrared emission, but contribute at most 2b%.

Late-type stars with dust shells also do not seem to be the source of the

mid-infrared excess. The structure in the ; i - and 25-micron maps is remarkably

similar to that at 60 and 100 micron {compare Figures 5d,e,f,g). The

correspondence between 12-micron emission and optical dust lanes is very tight, as

can be seen in Figure 1. These two facts make it unlikely that a large part of the
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Figure 1b. East-West profiles at 60 and '00 micron. Tnese
similar to the 12- and 25-micron profiles in Figure Ua w
resolution, indicated by the bars at the top right, is taker: ir.f-

cfilf;; .jre very
r. the -lifferent
:cn;ur.t.

mid-infrared emission is due to a hot dust component a-isooi at*.".i with a stellar

component. Instead, considering the problems with other possible r.ou-iys discussed

above, they point to very small grains, rrixed with the large pnins, as the

principal source of the mid-infrared emission. One might .>rgue '.hat iate-type

stars with dust shells are rather young (MS lifetime? less ti.a-. '1. years (Cox et

al., 1986)) and could therefore very well be associated with S-'opul-it: on 1 objects.

The mid-infrared emission in M31 correlates better with .lust ;.-i,•»?.»:, >:j»'f-ver, than

with the young stellar population. This is especially clear on l.r.e 5« major axis

at X^-HO' to -50', Y=0' to +10' (Figure 1). Furthermore, frex ••-.-lio- -v.d H-alpha

surveys of the HII regions (Walterbos et al., 1985; Pellet >-t =:., '9'-; Kep.nicutt

et al., in prep.) we know that the star formation rate in fv1 inner •ei.'icr, (K < 8

kpc) of M31 is very low, but significant mid-infrared errissî r. : s .'i'*_ected there.

Cox et al. (1986) conclude that for the Galaxy 50? or the mi J-i nfr sr-pj luiri:.<.si ty

is due to late-type stars with dust shells and the remaining '-'-J% to I'tr.iŝ ior. from

very small grains. This does not seem to be the case for K31; we find no evidence

for a large contribution of stellar objects to its mi d-i nfr.ired emission. The
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numbers derived by Cox et al. for the Galaxy are perhaps uncertain. Their estimate

of the contribution from very small grains is based on the ratio of mid- to far-

infrared luminosity for only one cloud (Boulanger et al., 1985). De Vries (1985)

showed that significant variations between clouds exist (see also Figure 3). The

average luminosity (2x10 Lfl) and the number of OH/1R stars (6x10 ) that would

seem to be required for the Galaxy are, to say the least, uncertain and may be

overestimates. Habing et al. (1985) found a typical luminosity of only 2600 L for

stars with dust shells in the bulge of the Galaxy.

In summary, we conclude that the data for M31 favor the existence of very

small grains that are transiently heated to very high temperatures, as the most

likely source of the mid-infrared emission. The same may very well be true for the

Galaxy. The extremely good correlation between mid- and fai—infrared emission in

M31 indicates that these small grains are well mixed on scales less than one kpc

(the resolution limit) with the larger grains that produce the far-infrared

radiation. According to Draine and Anderson (1985) the small grains might

contribute significantly to the emission in the 60-roicron band as well; we will

come back to this important point in Section 5.2.

i(.1 The disk emission

«l.i|. 1 Structure

The distribution of the infrared emission from the dust in the disk of M31

and the correlation with other1 components was described briefly by Habing '>t al.

(1981) i here we give a more detailed discussion of the origin and properties of

the infrared emission.

As mentioned above, the general structure of the maps is similar ft r. 1

infrared wavelengths. This similarity is especially clear from a comparison of

Figures 5d-5g, which show all maps at the same resolution. Various (spiral) arm

segments can best be traced in the higher resolution 12- and 2S-rr.icron images. We

compared the infrared maps with a high resolution HI map (Brinks and Shane, 1931)

and with an unsharp masked optical image (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1985; 1986),

which shows the optical dust lanes very clearly; in general, the correlation

between all three is very tight. The most distinct structure in the infrared is

the 'ring' at about 10 kpc; the bright infrared emission here is no surprise

because the ring is prominent in all Population I material. The abrupt cutoff in

the infrared emission on the SW majo" axis at 15 kpc is also apparent in the
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Figure 5. Maps of M31 at four wavelengths and various resclutions. These images
were obtained after combining six coverages and transforming the data to maps with
Gaussian beam shapes. The beam sizes are indicated in the right corners as hatched
ellipses. The major axis of M31 is parallel to the X-axis; a position angle of 38"
was assumed. The direction of positive X and Y follows the system used by Baade
and Arp (1961; slightly different position angle) and Pellet et al. (1978) to
catalogue the HII regions. Note that North is to the bottom right. To show the
excellent correspondence amongst the maps at all wavelengths, we include images at
12, 25, and 60 micron at the resolution of the 100-micron map.

Figure 5a. Wavelength 12 micron. Beam size 1'x6.'7. Contours: -0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.33,
0.5, 0.84, 1.25, 1.9, 2.7, k.2 MJy sterad~'-1

F i g u r e 5 b . W a v e l e n g t h 25 m i c r o n . Beam s i z e 1 ' x 6 . ' 7 . C o n t o u r s : - 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 3 ,
0 . 5 , 0 . 7 5 , 1 . 2 5 , 1 .9 , 2 . 8 MJy s t e r a d " 1 .
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-80- -60- -40' -20' 20' • 80

Figure 5c. Wavelength 60 micron. Beam size 2.Mx6.'9. Contours: -0.'3, 0.'3. 0.?'.),
0.5, 1, 2, 1, 6.14, 10.2, 15.il, 22 MJy sterad"'.

Figure 5d. Wavelength TOO micron. Seam size i.'3x6.'9. Contours: -0.3, 0.3, O.o,
1.2, 2.1), 1.8, 9.6, 16, 25 MJy sterad"1.

neutral atomic gas (e.g. Unwin, 1980a) although HI at significantly lower column

densities extends much farther out (Newton and Emerson (1977); Cram, RobPrts and

Whitehurst (1980)). On the NE half the infrared disk extends to at least 19 kpc.

It may even go out farther, but as is clear from Figure 2a, there is considerable

confusion with Galactic foreground material at these radii.
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Figure 5e. Wavelength 12 micron. Beam size '4:3x6:9. Contours: -0.05, 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.33, 0.5, 0.81, 1.25, 1.9, 2.7 MJy sterad" .

Figure 5f. Wavelength 25 micron. Beam size M:3x6:9. Contours: -0.07, 0.07, C.15,
0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, 1.9 MJy sterad"1.

The vertical extensions around X=-10' to -30', Y=+20' to *30' and X=+30',

Y=+20' to +30' in the 60- and 100-micron maps are striking. The reality of these

'spurs' is beyond doubt; they reproduce exactly in both bands and can also be seen

in the Spline-1 image in Figure 2a. They may be Galactic foreground material (the

ubiquitous infrared cirrus).
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Figure 5g. Wavelength 60 micron. Beam size 1.'3x6.'9. Contours: -0.13, 0.13. 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 1, 6.1, 10.2, 15.1 MJy sterad"1.

Unfortunately, the resolution of the survey instrument data is Insufficient

to allow mapping of individual star formation complexes. Most of the unresolved

sources visible in the 12-micron map are foreground stars. M32 (X=-19', 3f=+1 ̂4 *)

and NGC 205 (X=3', Y=-36'), the two elliptical companions have also been detected,

the first at 12 and 25 micron, the latter at 12, 60, and 100 micron. In the 25-

micron map the stars have disappeared and the unresolved sources and peaks in the

emission correspond to a background galaxy (at X=-50', Y=+27'; also visible at 60

and 100 micron), and to the major HII region complexes catalogued by Baade and Arp

(1961) and Pellet et al. (1978). At 100 micron the complexes are difficult to

distinguish from the background. A global comparison of the infrared emission with

the distribution of the HII regions shows that the HII regions closely follow the

peaks in the infrared emission. All of the large HII region complexes fall on or

very close to bright infrared emission. The converse is not always true; not all

infrared maxima correspond to HII regions. The nuclear region is a notable

example. Around X=-30', Y=+1' and X=-15', Y=0f to •TO', the HII regions are

located on the edges of the infrared maxima. The correlation between 0B

associations (Van den Bergh, 1961) and infrared peaks is not quite as good as that

of HII regions. Several large associations rio not show up as distinct infrared

features. These include NGC206 (0B78), the brightest association where Brinks

(1981) found a major deficiency in the HI gas. If one considers the age estimates

for the associations given by van den Bergh, one finds that the older associations

do not have associated HII regions and do not correlate with infrared peaks.
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1.1.2 Warm and cool dust: the infrared emission as a tracer of recent star

formation

The close correspondence between infrared peaks and ionized gas complexes and

the concentration of the infrared radiation in the spiral arms do not necessarily

imply that the emission mainly originates in star formation regions. Gas and dust

are strongly coupled and it is logical that maxima in the gas distribution

correspond to maxima in the infrared. Because at any time only a small fraction of

the gas is involved in the star formation process, much infrared radiation

originates from dust associated with the remaining large fraction that is heated

by the interstellar radiation field. It is worth noting that, although the arms

are prominent, a significant fraction of the infrared emission originates from the

interarm regions.

The dust temperature tells us more about the origin of the infrared emission

(cf. Section 1.1). For the moment we assume that the 60- and 100-micron emission

is only coming from the standard large grains (0.01 < a < 0.25 micron); the 60- to

100-micron brightness ratio is then a good indicator of the average dust

temperature of the material along the line of sight. (In Section 5 we will discuss

possible problems with this assumption but this will not affect our main

conclusion of this section). Figure 6a shows the ratio of 60- to 100-micron

surface brightness with superposed contours of the 60-micron intensity to

facilitate identification of specific regions. One of the most striking results is

the constancy of the ratio across the disk. For more than 80$ of the surface, the

ratio varies between only 0.11 and 0.22, corresponding to a temperature between

20.0 K and 23.0 K ( A~2 emissivity). Smith (1982) found a similar temperature for

the disk of M51 from the ratio of 130- to 170-micron intensities, but the ratio of

55- to 130-micron intensities indicated a higher temperature. The region interior

to the ring of interstellar material at 10 kpc is slightly cooler on average than

the ring itself. The nuclear region has the highest dust temperature (> 30 K),

which must be a result of the high radiation field intensity there (Habing et al.,

1984; Soifer et al., 1986), because we know that there are no HI I regions that

might contribute (Pellet et al., 1978; Walterbos and Grave, 1985). In the spiral

arms increases in the average dust temperature do correspond to regions where

large HII regions are located. The apparent increase in the ratio at the edges,

especially around X=+85' may be spurious, because the signal is very weak there

(see 60-micron contours).

Figure 6b shows the variation of 12- to 100-micron intensities ratio across

the disk. The major result is, again, the relative constancy of the ratio; this
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Figure 6a. Plot of the ratio of 60- to 100-rraiiron intensities across M^'. Only
regions with a signaL-to-noise ratio larger than 2.5 in each map have been
included. The intensity units of the input 60- and 100-rr,icron .nap were KJy
sterad"1. The grey-scale changes occur at 0.137, 0.156, 0.176, 0.2, 0.225, O.?5;<,
0.287 (equal logarithmic increments). Th| temperature range corresponding to these
ratios runs from 20 K to 25 K for a X eraissivity. The superposed contours show
the 60-micron emission to facilitate identification of certain regions. The high
ratios at the edges may be spurious; the signal_ is weak there. Jontou.-s: 0.1 3»
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 1, 6.1, 10.2, 15.1, 22 MJy sterad"1.

illustrates once more the tight correlation between mid- and far-infrared

emission. Close inspection shows that regions of high 60- to '00-micron

intensities ratio correspond to relative depressions in the 12- to 100-micron

intensities ratio. This can be explained in two ways. First, the equilibrium

emission from the large grains that emit at 60 and 100 micron rises mucn faster

with increasing temperature (roughly with TD) than the nonequi '. ibriuir. emission

from the very small grains. A second possibility is that the small g-ains perhaps

do not survive in regions with a higher temperature because of the increased

evaporation rate of small grains in the brighter radiation field (Puget et al.,

1985), or because of a higher rate of collisions with atoms or other grains. No

decrease in the 12- to 100-micron ratio is observed in the nucleus, because there

a significant fraction of the 12-micron emission is due to stars (Section 1.3K

M32 also appears as a peak in Figure 6b.

We estimated the actual contribution from the star formation complexes (warm

dust) to the infrared luminosity by decomposing the four IRAS maps into three

physical components (cool dust, warm dust, and photospheri: emission from stirs1,
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Figure 6b. Same as Figure 6a but with tne 1 2 - to 100-micron intensities ratio in
grey scales. Note that, except for the nuclear region, regions of high -'0- tc 100-
micron intensities ratios correspond to regions with lew 12- to 'OO-micron ratios.
Grey scale changes at: 0.040, 0.0162, O.O531, 0.061', O.'./'M, 0.0802 Contours
(60-micron emission): 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6.4, 10.2, '5.4, ?2 .wJy .-neracT1 .

using the method described in the appendix. For cool dust, the observed spectrum

interior to the ring at 10 kpo was adopted; thus corresponds to dust with a

temperature of 21 K. A temperature of 10 K was assumed to characterise warm dust

(Section 4.1). Details can be found in the append*. The Adopted spectra] shades

are shown in Figure 13b. The stellar component turned out to be unimportant in the

disk. The procedure of separating the components then comes .iowri to the following

problem: Suppose that the cool dust in the ring has the same temperature as that

interior to the ring; what fraction of the emission in the ring is then due to a

contribution of warm dust associated with star formation regions? We would like to

point out that the warm dust luminosity derived this way may well be an upper1

limit, because it is quite plausible that the average temperature of co.il dust is

somewhat higher in the ring than interior to it because of the increased UV field

(e.g. Deharveng et al., 1980), and that there is no significant contribution from

40 K dust at all..

The result of the procedure is shown in Figures 7a and 7b. The stellar

component is not shown because it is negligible in the disk. Virtually all
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Figure 7. Cool and warm dust in M3! , extracted from the maps :r: Figures ^a-jg in
the manner described in the text (Section U.H.2). The warm dust closely traces the
distribution of HII regions, except in the nuclear region where the high a.T.Dient
radiation field heats the dust.

a. Cool dust (21 K) at 100 micron. Contours: -0.3, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 2.k, D.S, '•}.-.,

16, 25 MJy sterad"1•

emission is from cool dust, even in the ring. The map w;th the distribution of

warm dust shows the warm nuclear emission, while the other regions oorreaponc very-

well with the HII region distribution. Note that the inner Eastern arm (from

X* + 10' to +25', y=+1(') is visible; this is the arm where most of the few star

formation regions interior to the ring are located. The luminosities of warm and

cool dust are listed in Table 3 and discussed in Section to.2. We conclude that

most of the far-infrared emission (90?) from M31 is due to cool dust concentrated

in the spiral arms, but not confined to regions of star formation. Or.ly the

remaining 10J of the far-infrared luminosity can be attributed to recent (nussive*

star formation.

5. The dust-to-gas ratio

5.1 A straightforward analysis

The dust-to-gas ratio is an important quantity to study. The relative amount

of dust is expected to be correlated to the abundance of heavy elements and

variations in the dust-to-gas ratio across tne galaxy may provide information on
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Figure 7b. Warm dust (10 K) at 60 micron. Contours: -0.'3, 0.13, 0.25, O.b,
1, 6.1, 10.2 MJy sterad"1.

the evolutionary history of the galaxy. Comparison of high resolution HI aata with

optical dust lanes shows that, atom in hydrogen gas and dust are extremely well

correlated in M3' down to the resolution limit ' - '00 pc) of the HI .iata (e.g.

Unwin, 1980a, 1980b; Brinks and Shane, 1984; Walterbos .ir.ri Kennieutt, 19»5; 196t>! .

Thus in principle it is possible to study the dust-to-(atornic) hydrogen gas ratio

across M31 from a combination of infrared and III data, provided tr.dt dust

associated with cold molecular gas is mostly too cool to emit significantly in the

IRAS bands. A point to consider' is the warp in the HI distribution in M31 ;e.g.

Brinks and Burton, 1981!); atomic gas at large radii bends back into the line of

sight over- a large part of the disk. Any dust associated with the warp is likely

to be much cooler than the dust in the disk and it would not emit strongly in the

IRAS bands. Thus the HI column density would be overestimated with respect to the

dust column density. To test the influence of this, wo have used both the total HI

column density map from Brinks and Shane (1934) and the disk HI column density map

as separated by Brinks and Burton (1981) in their discussion of the warp. It

turned out that the net result of using the disK instead of the total column

density map was a roughly 50% decrease in the radial distribution of HI column

density; this implies only a scale factor that is not important for relative

comparisons.
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Figure 8a. Map of the infrared optical depth at '00 micron. Trie optical depth was
derived assuming that the 60- to 100-mieron intensities ratio is a good indicator
of the dust temperature and that there is only one temperature component along tne
line of sight; it is probably only a lower limit to the actual optical depth, as
discussed in the text (Section 5.1). Contours: 0.1, O.i, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, ?.4, 3.2,
4, ll.8, 5.6 (in units of 10" 4).

To derive a dust column density from the IRAS observations we have to correct

the intensities for the effects of different dust temperatures. This can be done,

if we assume that only the standard, large grains, which have equilibrium

temperatures, are responsible for the emission at 60 and 100 micron. The influence

of possible departures from this situation will be discussed in Section 3.2. In

section 4.4 we showed that most of the infrared emission from M31 can be accounted

for by coo.1 dust with a constant temperature (21 K). The cool dust distribution

should be directly proportional to dust column density. Another way to estimate

the amount of dust, involves looking at the infrared optical depth defined as

1

(T.)
D d

(T << 1 )

where I is the observed intensity at frequency v ,and B is the Planck function

evaluated at this frequency for the dust temperature T d. The optical depth depends

on the emissivity law used to derive Td. Implicit in the calculation of T is the

assumption that the dust temperature is constant along the line of sight; we can

only derive an average T^. If there are several temperature components sampled

along the line of sight, as is likely, the characteristic temperature that one

measures is biased to the higher values because of the strong dependence of the
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Figure 8b. Integrated HI distribution from the BiinKS and -Shane '..Vi'i'-'. data
smoothed to a resolution of ^8" {ra) x 72" (dec). Contours: 0.3, 0.6, S.O, 1.2,
1.8, 2.14, 3, 3.6, 14.5 xiO21 at cm"'.

emission on temperature; this results in an underestimate of the optical depth.

We derived the optical depth at U'.O micron from expression '2., using the 60-

to 100-micron intensities ratio as an indicator of the dust temperature. The

resulting distribution of optical depth is shown in Figure 8a. The contrast

between the ring of interstellar dust and tne interior region has decreasna

considerably, because the characteristic temperature of dust, within the ring is

higher than of dust interior to it (Figures 7a, 12). For <*o:;:p.prison, we show in

Figure 8b the map of integrated Hl-inter.s; ties (Brinks and Sharif, iy8t}.

To illustrate the global properties of the ga;; and dust distribution, we have

derived the radial distributions of several relevant quantities. This was do-;e

separately for the two halves of M31 , bee ause of known azirnuthal asymmetries. Ti.e

map of a particular component was deprojected to obtain a face-on distribution

(assuming that all emission is in a thin plane and us;ng ar: i-icli: iti.m of 77 0 1

and then converted to a polar grid projection. Figure 9 shows an example of such a

projection. The radial distributions for t>Acti half of the galaxy were then

determined by summing over a region of 100° in azimuth, eenterea on the major-

axis. This corresponds to A cone in the sky plane. Not the whole 18U° was averaged

to avoid the severe (de)projection effects close to the minor axis (see Figure 9V.

The radial distributions thus obtained are shown in the panels of Figure '0.
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Figure 9. 60-micron radiation from
M31 in a polar grid coordinate
system. The figure illustrates the
procedure discussed in the text to
obtain the radial distributions of
various components of the
interstellar medium in M31- Only the
sectors delineated by the arrows
were included in the determinations
of the radial profiles to avoid the
severe (de)projection effects close
to the minor axis; note for instance
the apparent extent of the nuclear
emission here. Contours: 0.13, 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6.4, '2.6 MJy

18 24
radius (kpc)

sterad -1

We calculated the average visual extinction as a function of distance to the

center from the distribution of HI column densities, assuming the relation for the

solar neighborhood, Ay = 6.5x10 mag (at cm" 2)" 1 (Savage and Mathis, 1979) and a

constant dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio. Another estimate of Ay follows from

the 100-micron intensity of cool dust in combination with the relation found by cie

Vries and Le Poole (1985), Av = 0.083 mag (MJy sterad"'). Notice that in using

this relation no assumptions about the dust-to-gas ratio are involved. The radial

distribution of Ay is shown in Figure 11. The extinctions following from the two

methods are the same at a radius of roughly 6 kpc, suggesting that the dust-to-

(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio at that distance is the same as in the solar

neighborhood. Figure 12 shows the radial distributions of the dust temperature

(based on the ratio of 60- to 100-micron intensities), of the ratio of infrared

optical depth to HI column density, and of the ratio of cool dust intensity to HI

column density.
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Figure 10. Relative radial distributions of various parameters of the in te rs te l la r
medium in M31, obtained as described in the text (Section 5 .1; see also Figure 9).
The SW and NE halves are shown separately. The surface densities are plotted as
they are observed, so no correction has been applied for the inclination,
a. NE half, 12-, 60-, and 100-micron in tens i t ies . Conversion to physical units :

1 plot unit = 2.8 MJy sterad"1

1 plot unit = 13 MJy sterad"1

1 plot unit = 27.8 MJy sterad"1

12 micron
60 micron

100 micron
b. SW half, 12-, 60-, and 100-micron in tens i t ies . Conversion to physical units :

1 plot ur.it = 2.9 MJy sterad
1 plot unit = 12 MJy sterad"1

1 plot unit = 26 MJy sterad"1

,-112 micron
60 micron

100 micron
c. NE half, intensity of cool dust at 100 micron, infrared optical depth at 100
micron, and HI column density. Note that the HI coverage is incomplete at R>13 kpc
(marked by arrow; HI data from Brinks and Shane, 198*1). Conversion to physical
uni ts : cool dust 1 plot unit = l8.3_MJy sterad"1

optical depth 1 plot unit - 3x10
HI 1 p lo t un i t = 2.7x102 1 a t cm"2

d. SW hal f , i n t e n s i t y of cool dust a t 100 micron, in f ra red o p t i c a l depth a t 500
micron, and HI column dens i t y . Note tha t the HI coverage i s incomplete at R>13 kpc
(marked by arrow; HI data from Brinks and Shane, 1981)). Conversion to phys ica l
units : cool dust 1 plot unit = 17 MJy sterad"1

optical depth 1 plot unit = 2.3x10
HI 1 p lo t un i t = 2.0x102 1 a t cm"2
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Figure 11. Radial distributions of the
average visual extinction through the
disk of M31, derived from the cool dust
map, assuming the relation found by de
Vries and Le Poole (1985) for Galactic
clouds, and from the HI column density
distribution, assuming the solar-
neighborhood relation between HI column
density and visual extinction and a
constant dust-to-gas ratio. ^o
corrections have been applied for the
inclination. The difference in the two
distributions of Av suggests that a
radial variation in dust-to-gas ratio
exists. Note that the true extinction
may be higher because both tracers are
insensitive to dust associated with
molecular clouds.

Several trends of the interstellar medium morphology are revealed by the

radial distributions in Figures 10, 11, and 12.

i) The extinctions derived from the HI column density in the inner part of

M31 are much lower than those following from the infrared data.

ii). The radial distributions of cool dust and infrared optical depth are

similar in shape, except for the very center. The visua". extinctions derived from

the cool dust intensities, imply a ratio Av't1Og
 a 2500 - U000 , which is simila"

to the values found by Low et al. (198'O for Galactic infrared cirrus clouds.

iii). The range in extinctions following from N H I and I c o o l is very similar;

the average visual extinction in the ring is about 1 to 1.5 magnitudes; it reaches

more than 2 magnitudes in some places (e.g. NE arm, SW major axis around X=-10'1.

iv). Taken at face value, the data suggest a significant variation in the

dust-to-(atosnic) hydrogen gas ratio as a function of radius, in the sense that

there is relatively more dust at small radii. This is consistent with an earlier

result found by Hodge ;'980). He compared thp surface density of dust clouds with

the HI distribution and found an apparent anti-correlation between dust and HI.

The more recent HI surveys with improved resolution and sensitivity show, however,

that there is a good correlation between dust and HI. If a radial variation in the

dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio exists, the results of Hodge can be more
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Figure 12. Radial distributions
of dust temperature derived from
the ratio of 60- to 100-micron
intensities (top), ratio of
infrared optical depth at 100
micron to HI column density
(middle; scale on right), and
ratio of 100-micron emission of
the cool dust component to the HI
column density (bottom; scale on
left). The radial decrease in the
two lower curves, combined with
the constant dust temperature
seems to imply a decrease in
dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas
ratio (See section 5.2 for
details). The error bars only
indicate the influence of errors
in the background intensity
level.

-10

rJio"

I j. _.

easily understood. The surprising result is the magnitude of th° effect: an

exponential scale length of 3.6 to 4.8 kpc is derived from Figure >2. This is

steeper than the upper limit to the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas gradient that we

derived from a comparison of optical extinctions with KI column ilensities in a

different study (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1986). A variation in the dust-to-gas

ratio is probably related to a metal-abundance gradient. The scalp ler.-gth cf that

gradient is also larger, more like 12 to 16 kpc (Blair et al., 198?), but it

should be pointed out that it is mainly determined between 10 and ?u kpc radius,

while the present results concern the region from 3 to !* kpc.

5.2 Systematic effects in the analysis of the dust-to-gas ratio

The decrease that we find is so strong, that a critical discussion of

possible errors, introduced by our assumptions that dust associated with molecular

gas is not observed and that the 60- and 100-micron emission is only due to large
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grains, is necessary. In particular, the scalelength of the variation of the dust-

to-gas ratio is close to the scalelength of the optical light distribution

(Walterbos and Kennioutt, 1986), which might indicate that the radiation field

plays a role, even though the apparent constant dust temperature does not suggest

that this is the case.

A decrease in the ratio of 1JR''NUJ with increasing radius was also observed

in M51 by Smith (1982; dust temperature effects were not taken out in that

analysis). He interpreted this ,13 evidence that most of the infrared emission in

the inner region comes from dust associated with molecular gas, a hypothesis which

seemed to be supported by the distribution of CO in M5', which does not show a

central depression (Rickard and Palmer, 1981). Can the same effect explain the M3i

results? First, we note that if this is the case, then the dust associated with

the molecular gas must be warmer than indicated by theoretical calcu•at ions (Cox

et al., 1986; de Muizon and Rouan, 1985). Second, there is another objection in

the case of H31 . M51 is an Sc galaxy with star formation activity across the whole

disk, going all the way into the center. Thus a large molecular gas content in the

inner region is to be expected. The situation in M?1 , however, is ve-y different.

Star formation is mainly concentrated in the ring around 10 kpe and not x.uch

molecular material is expected (nor observed in regions where one has looked so

far) in the region interior to that. A lower limit to the amount of molecular gas

that would be required to remove the apparent gradient in the dust-to-gas ratio is

obtained from the following argument. Suppose that all the infrared emission is

due to dust associated with molecular gas. Then, for a constant dust-to-gas ratio,

the radial distribution of molecular material has to be similar- to that of the

cool dust or infrared optical depth, i.e. within a factor of two a flat radial

distribution out to 12 kpo (Figure '0'. If the dust associated with the atoiriic gas

does contribute, which has to be the case, relatively more molecular material is

needed at smaller radii. In fact, on average more molecular material would have tc

be present interior to the ring than in the ring, an extremely unlikely situation.

There is a complication that makes it difficult to test the influence of the

molecular gas; if there is a Cust-to-gas ratio variation, one rright also expect a

variation in the conversion factor of CO equivalent width to molecular gas mass.

Thus a strong CO signal would not necessarily implv a large amount of molecular

gas. In this respect it is interesting \.o note that Bin? '.' 98'0, who ot'sc-ved a

number of HI I regions in M31 in CO, detected a radial decrease in the rcean

integrated antenna temperature within the beam. In sumr.arv, although we cannot

rule out the possibility that the neglect of molecular gas in our analysis may

have some effects on the derived dust-tn-gas ratios, it is unlikely that it is the
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dominant cause of the observed radial gradient.

One of the surprising results of the infrared observations of M31 is the

constancy of the ratio of 60- to 100-micron intensities across the disk,

suggesting a constant dust temperature. This is unexpected, because the intensity

of the interstellar radiation field does vary as a function of radius. The visual

light of the bulge and disk decrease with radius; the far-ultraviolet light is

concentrated in the center and in the ring (e.g. Deharveng et al., 1980). A

relatively constant 60- to 100-micron ratio, to some extent independent of the

intensity of the ambient radiation, can be obtained if a significant part of the

60-micron emission comes from very small grains outside of thermal equilibrium.

This is shown by the calculations of Draine and Anderson (1985), who extrapolated

the standard size distribution of grains (Mathis et al., 1977) to very small sizes

and calculated the expected emission in the IRAS bands for a mixture of large and

small grains. We reproduce some of their results in Table 1. Two effects can be

noted. First, the ratios of the 60- to 100-micron intensities are significantly

increased if more small grains are Included. This is mainly due to the

contribution of small grains to the 6o-micron intensity; the 100-micron intensity

is not much influenced (Draine and Anderson, 1985). Second, the variation in the

Table 4. Predicted ratios of the 60- to 100-micron intensities for various
radiation field intensities and minimum grain sizes a

xb

0.5

1.0

3.0

sized

dis t r ib .

amin

0.01°

.0752

.109

.190

MRN

(pm)

0.001

.118

.170

.236

MRN

0.001

.201

.218

.271

mod.
MRN

0.0003

.113

.171

.240

MRN

0.0003

.223

.231

.287

mod.
MRN

1100
NHI

MJy

0.H6

1.01

3.70

mod
MRN

(for a . =0.001)
min

s r ' ' / ! ! 0 2 0 at cm"2)

a calculations from Draine and Anderson (1985)
b X is the radiation field intercity, X=1 means intensity or ISRF in the solar
neighborhood

0 standard case with only large grains
d MRN: exponential size distribution of Mathis et a]. (1977) extending from a m l n

to 0.25 micron;
mod. MRN: extra excess of small grains (different exponential index in size
distribution
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ratio of 60- to 100-mieron intensities as a function of increasing radiation field

intensity is smaller if more small grains are included. This is caused by the

weaker temperature dependence of the nonequilibriura emission from very small

grains compared to the equilibrium emission from large grains. The result is that

the temperature of the large grains (which contain most of the dust mass) may be

undetectable and thus our calculation of the infrared optical depth may be

incorrect.

It is very important to establish whether the small grains still play a role

at 60 micron, because that would influence the interpretation of all IRAS

observations. There are several indications for a contribution of the small grains

at 60 micron. The observed 60- to 100-micron ratios in several diffuse Galactic

clouds, although in the range predicted by Cox et al. (1986), are rather high if

the emission is only due to large grains (Draine and Anderson, 1985). Furthermore,

for the two clouds studied by de Vries (1985), the one that shows an excess at

mid-infrared wavelengths also has the higher 60- to 100-micron ratio (equal to the

value predicted by Draine and Anderson (1985)). The relation between visual

extinction and 100-micron intensity is, however, the same for both clouds,

Indicating that the temperature of the large grains is the same in both clouds. A

possible problem with the Draine and Anderson model may be the uso of bulk optical

constants for very small grains. Leger and Puget (19811) and Puget et al. (1985)

show that it is more likely that these small grains in fact are large molecules

which are not spherical but planar. To what extent this modification affects the

60-micron emission needs further study.

Is it possible to remove the apparent gradient in dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen

gas ratio, if we take the results by Draine and Anderson into account? For

comparison, we have included in Table U the predicted ratios of 100-mi'Ton

intensity to HI column density derived by Draine and Anderson for a constant dust-

to-gas ratio (solar neighborhood value), for various values of the interstellar

radiation field intensity. (Note that this ratio hardly depends on the minimum

grain size in the model). We see that the predicted numbers are within the range

observed (Figure 12), supporting our conclusion that the infrared emission in M?'

stems from dust mixed with atomic gas. For X=0.5 and 1.0 the ratio of 60- to 100-

micron intensities is essentially the same if a significant number of small grains

is included (e.g. amIn=0.001, modified MRN size distribution), but the ^atio of

100-micron intensity to HI column density changes by a factor two (due to a

temperature increase of large grains). Thus a factor two in our apparent dust-to-

(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio variation may not be significant. However, to get a

value of •'•lOO'̂ HI a s n^Bh as 3 to It, Draine and Anderson do predict a
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significantly higher 60- to 100-micron intensities ratio (0.27 corresponding to an

apparent TJ of 21).5 K ) , also if a large number of small grains is included. This

ratio is not observed in M31 in regions where I I O O ^ H I r e a c n es values of 3 or

larger. In other words, a factor of six variation in apparent dust-to-(atomic)

hydrogen gas ratio does seem to be significant, even if estimates of the effects

of small grains on the 60-micron emission are included. We conclude that a real

radial decrease in the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio is present. The effects

of small grains on the 60-micron emission do seem to be important, though, and the

real gradient may be less steep by roughly a factor two, than the one implied by

the analysis in Section 5.1. This would bring the variation of the dust-to-gas

ratio in the range of the observed metal abundance variation (Blair et al., 1982),

and would also be more consistent with the upper limit on the radial dependence of

the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio (scalength of roughly 8 kpc), derived in

our analysis of optical data (Walterbos and Kennictutt, 1986).

Finally we note that the effects of small grains apparently are insufficient

to account for the constant 60- to 100-micron intensities ratio across M31 . If the

60-micron emission is not influenced by small grains, this property is even more

difficult to explain in the context of current theoretical models of heating of

dust in the interstellar medium.

6. Discussion

The infrared observations of M31 can be succesfully interpreted in terms of

the model presented for our Galaxy by Cox et al. (1986), although some

modifications are required. The results for M31 , an Sb spiral, and the Galaxy,

more likely of type Sbc, have important implications for the analysis of infrared

observations of other spirals.

One of the implications is that the total far-infrared luminosity of spiral

galaxies is not necessarily a very good indicator of recent (<10' years) star

formation activity, at least not in galaxies of type Sb or earlier. The results

for M31 show that a large fraction (90J in M31) of the infrared emission in these

galaxies will be due to cool dust that is heated by the interstellar radiation

field; only the remaining fraction is associated with warm dust associated with

regions of star formation. For the Galaxy a larger fraction (50J, Cox et al, 1986)

is due to warm dust, but the contribution from cool dust is still important. De

Jong et al. (1984) pointed out that the average dust temperature in spiral

galaxies increases for later type galaxies. These results together indicate that
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the fractional contribution from warm dust to the total luminosity increases for

later type galaxies, which is consistent with the higher star formation rates in

these galaxies (Kennicutt, 1983). Thus, a reliable star formation rate can only be

derived from far-infrared fluxes, after the contribution from cool dust heated by

the interstellar radiation field has been subtracted from the observed fluxes. On

the other hand, it is quite likely that the far-infrared emission in early-type

spirals is a good indicator of the average star formation activity over the last

10° years or so. This depends on which component of the interstellar radiation

field is most important for the heating of the dust. The data for M31 and the

Galaxy suggest that the cool dust luminosities also increase with galaxy type

(though not nearly as strong as the warm dust luminosities). This is consistent

with a higher intensity of the interstellar radiation field in the blue and in the

ultraviolet, which is expected in late-type galaxies.

One of the results for M31 that was not predicted in the Cox et al. (1986)

model is the constancy of the dust temperature, as inferred from the 60- to 100-

micron intensities ratio, across the disk. Cox et al. predict a range of 15 to 25

K for the temperature of the cool dust in the Galaxy, but in M31 we observe 21 to

22 K. This may be due to the influence of small grains on the 60-micron emission

(Draine and Anderson, 1985i see Section 5.2) that was not included by Cox et al.,

although even in that case it is difficult to get such a constant apparent

temperature. Preliminary results from the analysis of IRAS data for our Galaxy

(Burton et al., 1986) also show a remarkable constant dust ten.perature (21 to 25

K) over a range of 10 kpc in radius. If the cool dust in the Galaxy has everywhere

a temperature of 21 to 23 K, it is possible that the warm du-.t luminosity

estimated by Cox et al. is too high.

Another point where our results Cor M31 do not quite agree with the Cox et

al. (1986) model, concerns the origin of the strong mid-infrared luminosity. We

find no evidence for a contribution from stars with dust shells. Instead, the

observed properties of the mid-infrared emission seem to agree with the hypothesis

that small grains transiently heated to high temperatures are the principal source

of this emission. Because the emission from small grains is less temperature

dependent than the emission from large grains which account for the bulk of the

far-infrared emission, it is expected that the ratio of mid- to fai—infrared

luminosity will be lower for late-type galaxies than for early-type galaxies. The

results for M31 and the Galaxy are consistent with this (Figure 3). Extended 10-

micron emission from normal spirals is often interpreted in terms of recent star

formation activity. However, the increasing evidence for the importance of

emission from small grains makes it clear that one has to be careful with such
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interpretations, especially if the shape of the infrared spectrum of the region of

interest resembles that of the spectra shown in Figure 3.
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Appendix. Spectral decomposition of maps

A useful step in the analysis of IRAS data and other multi-frequency

observations is a decomposition of the maps at different wavelengths into the

different physical components that contribute to the emission. Braun (1986)

developed the method for analysis of IRAS data and briefly discussed the

principles. Because of the general usefulness of the approach, we will explain the

method and the assumptions involved more explicitly here.

Suppose we have maps at four wavelengths, designated as I^(x,y), i=1,t. Let

us further assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. Only a few different physical components contribute to the emission.

2. The spectra of the physical components are constant across the region of

interest.

3. The spectra of the components are known.

H. The spectra of the components are significantly different from each other.

5. The components are poorly correlated in space.

Although these conditions seem rather stringent, in practice most of them are

remarkably well fulfilled on a global scale in the case of IRAS data. In fact, to

what extent the conditions above are satisfied can be largely directly assessed

from the available maps. Knowledge of the spectra follows from theoretical

calculations in combination with careful inspection of the maps. Whether condition

four is fulfilled is perhaps the most difficult to test. Therefore we add

condition five; if the physical components that we have derived have different
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spatial distributions on the sky, we may be confident that the separation has

physical significance. If, on the other hand, the components have a similar

distribution, there is no justification for assuming several components, unless

theoretical arguments are sufficiently strong. This is the case for the hot and

cold dust in M31 which require two different grain populations, but which are so

closely correlated in space at the resolution of the data, that we can treat them

as one spectral component in the decomposition.

For three different spectral components and four maps we get the following

set of equations:

I,(x,y) = a,FaCx,y) + b,Fb(x,y) + c^tx.y) CA1)

where X^(x,y) = intensity at position (x,y) and wavelength A., l=1,U;

ai' kj> cj ~ spectra of components a, b, and c at wavelength

A. (arbitrarily normalised);

FaCx,y), Fb(x,y), Fc(x,y) = contributions from components a, b, and c

at position (x,y).

Thus for each map pixel we have four equations with three unknowns (F , Fb, and

F o ) . The equations can be solved by the method of least squares to yield maps witr.

the distributions of the three components and a residue map.

We have used this method to separate the zodiacal emission f^om the cool ciust

emission in the region around M31 (Section 3). The relevant physical components

are zodiacal light, cool dust, and stellar photospheric emission. The initial

estimate for the spectrum of the zodiacal light was obtained from direct

inspection of the maps and from studying a region in the sky where the zodiacal

emission is very bright and dominates at all wavelengths. Initial estimates for

the cool dust were obtained from the maps after a first order correction for the

zodiacal light. The cool component includes an excess contribution at < 2 and .'̂

micron, due to hot dust mixed with cool dust, because residual emission associated

with the cool Galactic dust was clearly seen in these bands after removing the

zodiacal light. The spectrum of photospherie emission from star's was calculated by

integrating the product of a black body curve with the wavelength responses of the

IRAS bands; it hardly changes above 2000 K. The initial estimates for the spectra

were subsequently slightly adjusted to yield maps with positive emission

everywhere and a residue map essentially empty except for a few isolated regions
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of warm dust. The adopted spectra of the three components are shown in Figure 13a.

The method was also applied to the disk emission of M31 (Section 4.4.2) to

separate cool dust from warm dust. Stellar photospheric emission was included as

the third component, but proved to be insignificant in the disk. Figure ba shows

that the region interior to the ring at 10 kpc has, on average, a lower 60- to

100-raicron intensities ratio than the ring itself. Because this region shows very

little star formation, we assumed that its infrared emission is characteristic of

the emission from cool dust in M31. This assumption is supported by the dust

temperature (Td=20-22 K) which is in the range predicted for cool dust associated

with the atomic gas and similar to that observed in Galactic clouds (Sections 4.1

and 4.2). The observed mid-infrared excess was included in the spectrum of the

cool dust, because hot dust and cool dust are tightly correlated (Section 4.3). We

chose a A modified black body spectrum with a temperature of 40 K to

characterise the 60- and 100-micron emission from warm dust in regions with young

massive stars (Cox et al, 198o). Only a small mid-infrared excess was included in

the spectrum of the warm dust, in agreement with the observed decrease of 12- to

100-micron intensities ratio in the regions with high 60- to 100-rcicron ratios.

The final result did not depend much on the choice of this relatively small

excess. The adopted spectral shapes are shown in Figure 1?b.
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Chapter VII

A comparison of the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way

Summary

A comparison of the global properties of the distributions of stars, gas, and

dust in the Andromeda galaxy and in the Milky Way system is given. The stellar

disk of the Andromeda galaxy is somewhat bigger than that of the Galaxy, but not

very much (20$). The bulge of M31 is nearly 3 times brighter than the Galactic

bulge. The HI extent as measured by the isophote at 1 M pc is about equal for

the two galaxies. The infrared and radio continuum luminosities are substantially

different for the two systems indicating a higher rate of (massive) star format: ;n

in the Galaxy. A comparison of the properties of the gaseous annuli in b'.tr,

galaxies shows that although the atomic gas surface densities in the two ann.ji;

are roughly the same, the surface densities of the molecular gas in M3' seem to be-

about a factor 3 to ^ lower.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery that most of the nebulae in the sky in reality are

stellar systems like the Milky Way it has been realised that there is much that

one may learn about our system through studies of other galaxies, because these in

general are seen under a more favourable viewing angle. The Andromeda Nebula

(M31), the largest nearby spiral, is of particular importance because it can be

studied in great detail, in addition, it is similar to the Milky Kay in many

respects. Comparisons of M31 and the Milky Way have been made many times (e.g.

Baade, 1951; Berkhuijsen, 1977; Hodge, 1985), but in view of the wealth of new

material that has become available for both galaxies in recent years, it is

worthwhile to rediscuss some of the similarities and differences on the basis of

this new material.

Evidently, it is impossible to cover all subjects for which data are

available. We will focuss on those topics that are relevant to the question of the

Hubble type of our Galaxy and to the star formation properties of the two

galaxies. One has to realise that in spite of the large amount of data, several of
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quantities are still poorly known, especially for the Galaxy. In Section 2 of this

paper we present a systematic discussion of the global parameters of the

distributions of stars, gas, and dust in the two galaxies. In Section 3 we compare

the properties of the gaseous annuli in the two galaxies. Some concluding remarks

are given in Section 1. No attempt has been made to give complete references for

each subject, but it should be easy to find more details in the papers that have

been quoted.

2. Global properties

Information on the structure of the stellar disk and bulge of the Milxy Way

has recently been presented by de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1978), de Vaucouleurs

(1983), Bahcall and Soneira (1980, 1981), Gilmore and Reid (1983), and van der

Kruit (1981, 1986). Most of these studies are based on analysis of star count

data, except that by van der Kruit (1986) who analysed measurements of the diffuse

Galactic light obtained with the Pioneer 10 background experiment. The structural

properties of the bulge and disk of M31 are derived from surface photometry in

various colors (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1986a; 1986b (Paper-, I and II), and

references there). The global light distribution in both galaxies can be

reasonably described by two components: an exponential disk and a spheroidal

component (here referred to as bulge) that follows the de Vaucouleurs r" law.

A new extensive atomic hydrogen survey of the Galaxy has been presented by

Burton (1985a) and Burton and te Lintel Hekkert (1985). Recent studies of the

neutral gas distribution in the Galaxy are primarily concerned with the

distribution of atomic hydrogen in the outer parts (e.g. Kuikarni et al., ?9S2;

Henderson et al., 1982, Burton and te Lintel Hekkert, 1986) and with a more

complete mapping of the molecular gas in the Galaxy (e.g. Bronfman et al., 1986

and references therein). Another important development is the information on the

total gas content of the Galaxy that is obtained from analysis of gamma ray data

(e.g. Bloemen et al., 1986). For M31 , high resolution surveys of the atomic

hydrogen gas have been made by Unwin (1980a, 1980b) and Brinks and Shane (1981).

Data on the molecular gas, as traced by CO, are still rather limited in extent,

although significant parts of some spiral arms have recently been mapped (Stark,

1985; Ryden and Stark, 1985). High resolution observations of a few isolated

regions have been presented by Boulanger et al. (1981) and Ichikawa et al. (1985).

Blitz (1985) observed CO towards a number of HII regions.

Finally, the infrared emission recently mapped by the IRAS satellif provides
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information on the dust content and the star formation properties of the galaxies.

Results for M31 have been presented by Habing et al. (1984) and Walterbos and

Schwering (1986). Burton et al. (1986) have presented a preliminary analysis of

IRAS observations of the Galaxy.

In Table 1 we list the main global characteristics of the two galaxies. In

accordance with a resolution of IAU Commission 33. the parameters of the Galaxy

are given for a distance of 8.5 kpc of the sun to the Galactic Center and a

rotation velocity at the solar circle of 220 km s"1 (see Kerr and Lynden-Bell,

1986). The data for M31 are based on a distance of 690 kpc (Baade and Swope,

1963), an inclination of 77° (e.g. Paper II), and a position angle for the major

axis of 38°. Details for the parameters that are listed are discussed in the notes

below.

a. Hubble type. There is little discussion about the Hubble type of M31 (Sb),

but for the Galaxy the situation is less clear. Photometric data indicate type Sb

(e.g. van der Kruit, 1986) or Sbc (e.g. de Vaucouleurs and Pence, 1978). On the

other hand, Hodge (1983), based on the scalelength of the radial distribution of

HII regions, favors type Sc or SBc. Other arguments related to spiral arm

structure or star formation characteristics may also indicate type Sc (Hodge, 1983

and references therein).

b. Absolute magnitude. The main uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of M31

is the correction for internal extinction that is applied to obtain the standard

face-on integrated magnitude. The observed apparent B magnitude, 4.38 (de

Vaucouleurs, 1958; de Vaucouleurs et al., 1976 (RC2 catalog); Paper I), corrected

for foreground extinction (Ag=0.3, e.g. Walterbos and Schwering, 1986) implies an

apparent absolute magnitude Mg=-20.1. The corrected value listed in Table 1 is

consistent with that in the RC2 catalogue. For the Galaxy the main uncertainties

in the optical parameters are due to the large extrapolation that has to be made;

only the light distribution in the the solar neighborhood and in some parts of the

Galactic bulge can be observed. Nevertheless, there is reasonable consensus on the

total integrated magnitude (MB=-20.2).

c. Integrated face-on color3. For M31 the RC2 values are given (the apparent

colors in the RC2 catalog are consistent with our results; Paper I and II). Van

der Kruit (1986) finds a rather red color for the Galactic disk (B-V=0.85+0.1 5)

which is difficult to reconcile with the integrated color from de Vaucouleurs

(1983). The standard Bahcall-Soneira model (Bahcall and Soneira, 1980) would

predict B-V=0.68 (van der Kruit, 1986),
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Table 1. Global parameters

parameter

distance (kpc)

Hubble type

luminosity class

to ta l blue luminosity Ml (B) (mag)

integrated colors (B-V)°

(U-B)°

face-on isophotal diameter at 25

J mag arcsec"2 in B, D°c Qtkpe)

1
t o ta l blue luminosity M°(B) (mag)

Lb(B) (L@)

L£(B)/L°(B)

effective radius rg (kpc) in B

B intensity at re (mag arcsec"

; axial ratio b/a

i integrated colors (U-B)

(B-V)

velocity dispersion (km s"1)

j total blue luminosity M°(B) (mag)

L°(B) (L*)

exponential scalelength in B (kpc)

central Intensity Bo (mag arcsec )

integrated colors (U-B)

(B-V)

M31

total

690

Sb

I-II

-20.8±0.2

3.1x1010

0.71

0.31

30 + 2

bulge

-19.3*0-3

7.7x1O9

0.25-0.17

2.2+0.2

21.8+0.1

0.57

0.15-0.55

0.90-1.00

155+5

Galaxy

RO=8.5

Sbc

I I

-20.2+0.2

1.8x1010

0.53

21.5, 29

-18.2+0.3

2.8x'09

0.16

2.7

23.7

0.75-1.0

0.33+0.06

0.65, 0.8

130 + 10

s te l l a r disk

-20.5+0.2

2.1X1010

6.1±0.3

22.5

0.22±0.1

0.7u+0.1

-20.1±0.2

1.6x1010

3-5, 5.5

21.7, 22.5

0.10, 0.81

notes

a

b

b

c

c

rj

e

e

e

f

r

f

g

B

h

h

i

i

j

j

references

M31

i

«,5

1,5

5,7

5,7

7

9

9

9

9

9

1,9

1,9

1,9

12,13

9

9

9

9

9

9

Galaxy

2

3

3

6

6

6,3

6

6

6

1 Q

10

i i

6 , 1 1

1 1 , 1 5 ,

D

6,8

6,3

3,8

3,8

3,8
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d. Face-on isophotal diameter at B=25.0 mag arcsec 2. For M31 we derive from

our data an observed major axis diameter Dg^ Q=36.8 kpc, similar to the value in

the RC2 catalog. Listed is the face-on diameter as given in the RC2 catalog. The

low value (21.5 kpc) for the Galaxy is from de Vaucouleurs (1983); the high value

(29 kpc) was derived from van der Kruit's (1986) parameters of the disk.

e. Bulge luminosity and bulge-to-disk ratio. The value for M31 is not

corrected for internal extinction, but this is not expected to introduce a large

difference. The bulge-to-disk ratio depends on the correction for internal

extinction on the total luminosity (internal extinction is probably more important

for the disk than for the bulge). The high value (0.17), derived in Paper II,

assumes no correction. The low value (0.25) follows from the numbers in Tahie 1.

The bulge luminosity of the Galaxy implies a bulge-to-disk ratio of O.^,

substantially lower than the 0.31 derived before (de Vauoouleurr, and Penes 1978).

There is still considerable uncertainty about the bulge properties. Van tier Kruit

(1981) derives a total bulge luminosity of 1.5x10 L from the Bahcall-Soneira

model.

f. Bulge parameters for an r* law. The values for M31 are frrar. Paper II; P-e

is only corrected for foreground extinction (Ag=G.3). The effective scalelength of

the Galactic bulge, 2.7 kpc, is indicated by the Bahcaii-Soneirs mr.de 2. Hg for the

Galaxy then follows from Mg, re, and an axial ratio of 0.6 (BahcaP. =r.t Soneira,

1981; Oort and Plaut, 1975). The axial ratio of the bulge of M31 (0.57) is derived

in the outer parts (r>500 pc, Paper I); the inner part, of the bu;ge is re under

(e.g. Kent, 1983).

g. Colors of the bulge. The bulge colors of M31 have not been corrected for

internal extinction. This may explain some, but probably not all, of the

difference with the colors of the Galactic bulge. The question is how accurate the

latter can be determined. Whitford (1978) found a elosr> similarity between the

spectrum of the integrated Galactic bulge light and that of other galaxies

(including M31 ).

h. Disk luminosity. The disk luminosity listed in Table ' was derived by

subtracting the bulge light from the total luminosity. Van der Kruit (1986)

derived 1.8±O.3x1O10 L .

i. Exponential scale length and central surface brightness of the disk. The

disk parameters of M31 were derived in Paper II from a decomposition of the major

and minor axis profiles. Regions with spiral arms were not used in the fit; the

parameters refer to the underlying disk. Beyond 18 kpc the disk intensity may

decrease more rapidly. There is controversy about the scale length of the Galactic

disk. Van der Kruit (1986) discusses the origin of the difference between his
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Table 1. continued

parameter M31 Galaxy notes references
M31 Galaxy

globular cluster- system

observed number of clusters

estimated total number

effective radius of globular cluster

system for an r " law (kpc)

velocity dispersion of system (km s

range in raetallicity [F /H]

- 1

3OO±3O

150+50

) 90

0 to -2

131

'50-200

3

120

0 to -2

16,17 1 r,

16 1 6

!6 '6

19 18

16,19 ' i ,

t o t a l mass M,,T (Mo)HI W
ins ide so l a r c i r c l e (M )

HI disk sca l ehe igh t (o in Gauss; pc)
-2

isophota l diameter at 1 Mgpc , DHJ

MUT/LQ (M,./L~)nj. D c) fy

r o t a t i o n a l ve loc i ty (km s )

range (kpc)

neu t ra l gas

3.9x1O9

'20?

0.13

26O±1O

5 to 30

O.7xlO9

120

35 + 3

0.22

220-250

1 t o 20

2i 20

30

27 22

2 3 , 2 5 2C.2-J

2 6 , 2 7 2 8 , 2 9

2 6 , 2 7 2 8 , 2 9

total molecular mass M,, (Mo)H2 B
inside solar c i rc le (M@)

H2 scaleheight (o in Gauss; pc)

09

0 . 7 x 1 0 9 p

60 p

3C

30,31

3'

optical: begin radius (kpc)

maximum radius (kpc)

in HI: begin r ad ius (kpc)

maximum rad ius (kpc)

maximum warp angle (°)

warp

18

>21

16

230

15

11

-25

increase in sca lehe igh t (kpc) .12 t o 1.6 .12 to 1.7

9,

9 ,

26

26

26

26

32

32

,35 2 0 ,

33,
2 6 ,

3 1 ,

2U

31

35

35
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result (5.5 kpc) and the smaller value (3.5 kpc) derived by de Vaucouleurs and

Pence (1978). The low value for the central surface brightness of the Galactic

disk (22.5) refers to the old, underlying disk (Van der Kruit, 1986). The other

value (21.7) was adopted by de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1978) on the basis of the

apparent constancy of this number for disks (Freeman, 1970).

j. Integrated disk colors. The colors for M31 are not corrected for internal

extinction. Standard corrections, such as applied in the RC2 catalog, would make

the colors bluer by roughly 0.15 mag. The blue B-V color (0.^40) for the Galaxy is

from de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1978) and is corrected to face-on. The redder color

(0.84) is from van der Kruit (1986).

k. The globular cluster system. M31 has more globular clusters than the Milky

Way, in agreement with the brighter bulge. The globular cluster system of M31

seems to consist of two subsystems, a high-metallicity ([F /H]>-0.6) disk system

showing rapid rotation (200 km s ) and a metal-poor system showing little or no

rotation (e.g. Freeman, 1983). Both systems show the same velocity dispersion (90

km s" 1), but this may be due to selection effects (Freeman, 1983). The Galactic

system also shows a bi-modal metallicity distribution (Freeman and Norris, 1981,,

but it is not yet clear if the more metal rich clusters are concentrated in a disk

system (Freeman, 1983).

1. Atomic hydrogen mass. The value for the Galaxy depends on the adopted

rotation curve and the distance of the sun to the Galactic center. The number in

Table 1 was estimated from the 1.8x109 Mg derived by Henderson et al. (1982),

which was based on R0 = 10 kpc.

m. Scale height of the atomic gas layer. For M3i this number is not known and

difficult to determine, because of the complicated geometry and irregular shape of

the hydrogen distribution. The value for the Galaxy refers to the main hydrogen

layer, but it is important to realize that a substantial amount of relatively warm

hydrogen is present at much higher distances above the plane, up to at least one

kpc (e.g. Lockman, 1984).

n. HI diameter. The isophotal diameter of M31 (36 kpc) was derived from the

radial HI profile, corrected to face-on projection by multiplication with cos i

(next section). The value may be somewhat too low, because the outer part of the

profile is based on synthesis data that were not corrected for missing short

spacings (Unwin, 1980b). We derived the HI diameter for the Galaxy (35 kpc) from

the data presented by Kulkarni et al. (1982) and Henderson et al. (1982).

o. Rotation curve. The rotation curve for the inner parts is still uncertain

for both galaxies, M31 shows strong deviations from circular motion, possibly

related to the presence of a bar or oval distortion (Brinks, 1984, and references
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therein). The apparent solid-body part in the inner 1 kpc of the Galactic rotation

curve indicated by HI observations (e.g. Burton and Gordon, 1978; Clemens, 1985)

may not be real. The HI data in the zone (b,l,v) = (0°,>0°,<0 km s_j) do not seem

to show forbidden velocities that would indicate noncircular motions, but this may

be due to absorption effects (Burton, 1985b). Measurements of absorption lines in

OH (Cohen and Few, 1976) and HI observations out of the plane (Burton and Liszt,

1978, esp. Fig. 5) do show such forbidden velocities. The higher rotational

velocity of M31 in the outer parts suggests a correspondingly larger total mass.

p. Molecular gas. CO observations of M31 are not yet complete enough to

derive reliable estimates of the total molecular gas content. A discussion of the

available data in the 10 kpc ring will be given in the next section. The

information for the Galaxy is much more complete (e.g. Bronfman et al., 1986). Of

particular importance has been the independent calibration of the conversion

factor of CO to H2 column densities from analysis of gamma ray observations

(Bloemen et al., 1986 and references therein). This work has led to a substantial

decrease of the estimated amount of molecular material in the Galaxy. It seems now

fairly well established that the mass of molecular hydrogen inside the solar

circle is about equal to the mass of atomic hydrogen (3Ioemen et al., 1986;

Bronfman et al., 1986).

q. Harp. The properties of the warps in the gas distributions in the two

galaxies are quite comparable (e.g. Brinks and Burton, 198^). In addition to the

warped gas layer, the stellar disk in M31 also seems to show a warping 'Innanen et

al., 1982; Paper II), in the same direction as the HI. A similar optical warp in

the Galaxy would be very difficult to detect.

r. Infrared emission from dust. A detailed analysis of the infrared emission

of M31 , as mapped by IRAS, was presented by Walterbos and Schwering (1986). For

the Galaxy the IRAS data have not yet been completely analysed. Initial results

were presented by Burton et al. (1986). Cox et al. (1986) modelled the observed

infrared emission of the Galaxy, but not many IRAS data could be included yet. The

infrared luminosity of the Galaxy, in particular that of the warm (10K) dust, is

much higher than that of M31.

s. Radio continuum emission. M31 is relatively faint in the radio continuum.

The analysis of the ^08 MHz all sky survey of the Galaxy by Beuermann et al.

(1985) indicates that the Galaxy possesses a thick (several kpc) radio continuum

disk, much like that in NGC891 {Allen et al., 1978). The thick disk contributes

most of the power. There is no evidence for two separate components (thin and

thick disk) in M31.
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Table 1, continued

parameter M31 Galaxy notes references

M31 Galaxy

dust

infrared luminosity: uotal (Lg)

cool dust (21K) (L_)w
warm dust (10K) (L )

hot dust (200-100K) (L )
LIR /LB ^@

/Ll]

scaleheight (pc)

monochromatic radio continuum power

at 108 MHz (W Hz"1)

thin disk

thick disk

metallicity gradient (0/H) in inter-

stellar gas (dex kpc - 1 ,

2.6x109

1.1x109

2.0x108

8.0x108

0.081

1.5X1010

5.7x1O9

7.6x1O9

2.0x109

0.83

120

other components

6.8x!020

9

8.5x1021 s

7.6X1020

36

36

36

36

39

37

37

37

37

38

ao

"40

217 . 9 x 1 0

-0.01±.02 -0.08+.015 t

References to Table 1:

3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.
21 .
23.
25.
27.
29.
31.
33.
35.
37.
39.
11.

Baade and Swope (1963) 2.
de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1978) 1.
Walterbos and Kennicutt (1986a) 6.
de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976, RC2) 8.
Walterbos and Kennicutt (1986b) 10.
van den Bergh (1975) 12.
McEllroy (1983) It.
Baud (1978) 16.
Sargent et al. (1977) IS.
Freeman (1983) 20.
Cram et al. (1980) 22.
Brinks and Shane (1981)) 21.
Unwin (1980b) 26.
Roberts et al. (1978) 28.
Brand (1986) 30.
Bronfman et al. (1986) 32.
Burton and te Lintel Hekkert(1986) 31.
Henderson (1979)
Cox et al. (1986)
Beck and Grave (1982)
Blair et al. (1982)

36.
38.
10.
12.

Kerr and Lynden-Bell (1986)
de Vaucouleurs (1958)
de Vaucouleurs (1983)
van der Kruit (1986)
Bahcall and Soneira (198^0
Schechter and Gunn (1979)
Oort and Plaut (1975)
Harris and Racine (1979)
Frenk and White (1980)
Henderson et al. (1982)
Burton (1976)
Kulkarni et al. (1982)
Brinks and Burton (1981)
Clemens (1985)
Bloemen et al. (1986)
Innanen et al. C1982)
Burton et al. (in prep.)
Walterbos and Schwering (1986)
Burton et al,. (1986)
Beuermann et*'al. (1985)
Shaver et al. (1983)
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t. Metallieity gradient In the Interstellar ga3. The most detailed analysis

of abundance gradients in M31 has been presented by Blair et al. (1982), but even

their work is based on observations of only 11 HII regions and 6 supernova

remnants, and the scatter in the results is very large. Closely related to a metal

abundance gradient is a radial variation in the dust-to-gas ratio that seems to be

implied by infrared and possibly also by optical observations of the dust

(Walterbos and Schwering, 1986; Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1986b). The abundance

gradient for the Galaxy was taken from Shaver et al. (1983).

The comparison in Table 1 shows that M31 is bigger than the Galaxy, but the

difference is not very large. The stellar disk has a 20? larger diameter and the

gaseous disk, as defined by a constant HI Isophote seem to be of the same size,

while the properties of the warps in the two systems are also very similar. The

bulge of M31 is different from the Galactic bulge. It does not seem to be larger,

but it is substantially brighter, by a factor of 3. The bulge-to-disk ratios, the

integrated colors, the maximum rotational velocities, and the infrared luminosity

(Section 3) of the two galaxies are all consistent with a somewhat later Hubble

type for the Galaxy than for M31.

3. The gaseous annul!

One of the most striking differences between M31 and the Galaxy concerns the

infrared luminosity (Table 1). Especially the luminosity of warm (*IOK) dust, which

in current models of heating of dust in the interstellar medium, is directly

related to the number of 0 and B stars (Cox et al., 1986), is much lower in M31 ,

suggesting a correspondingly lower rate of (massive) star formation (Walterbos and

Schwering, 1986). In addition, Walterbos et al. (1935) pointed out that the 21-cm

fluxes of the brightest HII regions in M31 are relatively low (all below 6 mJy,

and nearly all below 3 mJy). In the Galaxy there are several HII complexes that

are substantially brighter, e.g. W51A (21 mJy at the distance of M31 ; Israel et

al., 1982), W49 (30mJy; Kennicutt, 198H), and W58 (8.5 mJy; Israel, 1976).

Although the fluxes of the brightest regions may not necessarily correlate with

the total star formation rate, they at least suggest that differences seem to

exist between the two galaxies. Furthermore, the correlation between integrated

radio oontinuum and H-alpha fluxes of galaxies found by Kennicutt (1983), combined

with the high radio continuum luminosity of the Galaxy (Table 1), also suggests

that the star formation rate in the Galaxy is higher than in M31 . A direct

comparison of the properties of the regions in the two galaxies where most of the
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star formation is concentrated, the gaseous annuli, may provide some information

on possible origins for the differences in star formation activity.

Berkhuijsen (1977) compared the radial dependence of various constituents in

the Galaxy and M31, focussing on the scalelengths. In Figure 1 we have plotted the

radial distributions of the neutral gas, the infrared emission, and the radio

continuum emission of the two galaxies on a linear scale, to allow direct

comparison of the average intensities in these components. Some points about the

radial distributions have to be noted:

1. The profiles of M31 were obtained by summing the intensities in the plane

of the galaxy in circular rings. Only cones of 100° around the SW and NE halves of

the major axis were included to avoid severe projection effects near the minor

axis (e.g. Walterbos and Schwering, 1986). The HI map from Brinks and Shane (19814)

was averaged over the full 180°, because it had to be combined with Unwin's

(1980b) profiles in the outer parts.

2. The HI profile of M31 includes the contribution from gas in the warp. The

disk profile (Brinks and Burton, T9&1*) is roughly 30$ lower on average.

3. All intensities for M31 were converted to a face-on projection by assuming

that the emission originates in a thin disk (cos(i) factor applied). Although on

average the conversion is correct, the real radial distribution may be narrower

and more sharply peaked due to the finite z-height of the component.

t. The profiles for the various components in the Galaxy have all been

obtained by different methods (see original references); it is therefore difficult

to compare them to each other. The main purpose is the comparison of the typical

intensities with those in M31. The profiles for the Galaxy were rescaled

to RO=8.5 kpc.

5. The HI profiles for the inner Galaxy were derived from data observed with

the Bonn telescope (Westerhout, priv. comm. to Burton) and the Parkes 61-m

telescope (Kerr et al., 198!). The data were corrected for optical depth effects

introduced by velocity crowding (Burton, 1976). The profiles for the outer Galaxy

are from Henderson et al. (1982). There seems to be some controversy about the

surface densities in the outer parts. Blitz et al. (1983), using a different

rotation curve than used by Henderson et ai., derive an essentially flat HI

profile (at oUT=3 M,, pc" ) out to 17 kpc.
HI t)

In addition to the radial profiles, we have listed the average properties of

a bright piece of the 10 kpc ring in H3! (the NE arm, or arm 4 in Baade's (1958)

notation) in Table 2, because this region has been mapped in CO (Ryden and Stark,

1985) so that a comparison of the atomic and molecular gas content is possible.

The numbers in Table 2 refer to a region of about 1x2 kpc2 in the plane of M31.
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Both the observed and the face-on intensities and surface densities of the various

components in M31 are given. As mentioned before, the cos(i) correction that was

applied to obtain the face-on values may be too strong. On the other hand, tiie NE

arm is the most vigorous star formation region in M31 so in this sense the

intensities are biassed to high values.

Figure 1 3hows that the profiles in of M3' all peak tctween 8 and 14 kpc;

this is the 10 kpc 'ring', where all Population I material is concentrated. The

region between 3 and 8 kpc in the Galaxy contains the well-known molecular

annulus. One has to realise that for both galaxies the width of the ring or

annulus is mainly due to the azimuthal averaging and does not reflect the real

width of the spiral arms that are situated in this region. The high resolution HI

observations from Brinks and Shane (1984) clearly show that in M31 the width of

the arms in neutral hydrogen is at most 2 kpc, and usually smaller. Both galaxies

show minima in the gas surface densities in the inner regions, but in contrast to

M31 , the nuclear region of the Galaxy shows significant star formation activity.

Furthermore, the profiles show that the well-known fact that the HI distribution

in the Galaxy extends much farther that the molecular gas. The atomic gas in M31

is clearly concentrated in the ring; it is not yet known how far the molecular gas

extends.

The infrared profiles for the Galaxy are based on a preliminary radial

unfolding of the observed emission (Burton et al., 1986). There is relatively very

little infrared emission from beyond the solar circle. Inside 2 kpc the

intensities and the dust temperatures rise steeply (Walterbos and Schwering, 1986;

Burton et al., 1986). The difference in total infrared luminosity in the two

galaxies is reflected in the 100-micron profiles. The average apparent dust

temperature, derived from the 60- to 100-micron intensities ratio and

a A emissivity law, is higher in the Galactic annulus by about 3K. This

Figure 1. Radial distributions of atomic hydrogen gas, infrared emission at 100
micron, dust temperature as derived from the 60- to 100-micron intensities ratios,
and 21-cm continuum emission in M31 (left panels) and the Milky Way (right
panels). For the Galaxy the molecular surface density is included as well. All
intensities for M31 were converted to face-on (see text for details). The radio
continuum profiles of the thin and thick disk of the Galaxy were derived by
rescaling data at 408 MHz, assuming a spectral index of -0.8. Notice the
difference in scales of the infrared emission and of the radio continuum emission
for the two galaxies.
References: M31 - HI: Brinks and Shane (1984); Unwin (1980b) - infrared: Walterbos
and Schwering (1986) - radio continuum: Walterbos et al. (1985). Galaxy - HI:
inner part: Burton (private comm., see text); outer part: Henderson et al. (1982)
- H2: Bronfman et al. (1986) - infrared: Burton et al. (1986) - radio continuum:
Beuermann et al. (1985).
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difference by itself cannot account for the factor 10 difference in intensities,

but would give a factor of roughly 2 to 3 for equal dust surface densities. In

Table 2 we also compare the integrated surface brightnesses of the cool (21K) and

the warm (iJOK) dust components in the NE arm of M31 (Walterbos and Schwering,

1986) with the model predictions for the same two components in the Galaxy given

by Cox et al. (1986). The difference between the surface brightnesses of the warm

dust is extremely large. In fact, the Galactic profiles determined from the

preliminary radial unfolding seem to disagree with the Cox et al. model, because

the observed apparent dust temperature in the molecular ring (Figure 1) does not

support such a high warm dust luminosity. Nevertheless, a difference of a factor

of five to ten does exist between the typical infrared intensities in the two

galaxies (cf. Figure 1).

To compare the gas surface densities we converted the CO integrated antenna

temperatures to H2 surface densities using a factor of 2.8x10 molecules cm K

km s"1. This is the same as that used by Bronfman et al. (1986) to estimate the

Galactic Ha mass; it is based on the analysis of gamma ray data of the Galaxy by

Bloemen et al. (1986). The resulting numbers in Table 2 show that the atomic

surface densities in M31's annulus are higher than the molecular gas surface

densities by about a factor two, but not a factor ten (Stark, 1985), at least not

in the NE arm and on the minor axis (Walterbos and Kennicutt, 1986b).

Nevertheless, there is a difference between M31 and the Galaxy. The atomic gas

surface densities are higher in M3l's annulus than in the Galactic annulus, while

the molecular surface densities are significantly lower. This results in a large

difference (0.5 versus 2.5) in the ratio of molecular to atomic gas mass in the

annuli in the two galaxies. The lower molecular gas content with respect to the

Galaxy may be one of the causes of the different star formation characteristics.

In addition, there are indications (e.g. Blitz, 1985, Boulanger et al., 1981)) that

the molecular clouds on average may be smaller in M31.

4. Concluding remarks

It is dangerous to draw conclusions from a comparison of only two objects and

we have mainly focussed on listing the parameters, without trying to explain them.

Nevertheless, it is important to realise that a lot of information on the

interstellar medium and the star formation characteristics of galaxies can only be

obtained in the Milky Way and in the other galaxies of the Local Group; a synopsis

as this is therefore useful, because it indicates the differences that do exist
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Table 2. Properties of the gaseous annuli

parameter M31 Galaxy references

NE arm H2 ring

observed faoe-on M31 Galaxy

distance to center (kpc)

average surface brightness (in B)

10 -4.5

(mag arcsec"2)
(Lfl pc )

infrared emission:
<I inn > no'8 Wm'2sr'] )

100 ym
Td U ; K)

<I ,> {ln pe" 2 )
cool S

<Iwarm> ( L 0 Pc~ >
gas con ten t :

disk HI: <oHT> (M pc" 2 )

t o t a l H I : <oUT> (M. p c " )
H I W _-2

H2: <o > (M pc )

r ad io continuum <T f , ;

a disk plus arm

only disk

> (K)

22 .55 a

60

19.6

24.5

19.4

4.1

22

32
11

0 .6

-23-3
-30

4 . 4

4.4

0.9

4.9

7.2

2.1

0. 14

-22.8D

40 to 60

-25

-26.5

25

50

3

5 to 8

-1

i

3

3

3

3

6,7

9

11

2

4

4

5

8

10

12

References to Table 2:

I. Walterbos and Kennicutt (1986a)
3. Walterbos and Sehwering C1986)
5. Cox et al. (1986)
7. Brinks and Burton (1984)

9. Ryden and Stark (1985)
II. Walterbos et al. (1985)

2. van der Kruit (198o)
4. Burton et al. (1986)
6. Brinks and Shane (1984)
8. Gordon and Burton (1976)
10. Bronfman et al. (1986)
12. Beuermann et al. (1985)

between otherwise similar galaxies and may stimulate further research. One of the

problems that certainly requires further study is the origin of the infrared

emission. In particular, a detailed analysis of IRAS data of our Galaxy should

indicate whether the luminosity of warm dust is really that much higher in the

Galaxy, and to what extent this reflects differences in formation of massive

stars. More CO observations of M31 are required to determine if molecular clouds
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in M?i are different from those in our Galaxy, while observations of the Hll

regions and the young stellar population would be useful to see if the lower star

formation activity is reflected in properties of individual star formation

regions. Some of these studies are already underway.
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Chapter VIII

Summary

In this thesis we present the results of an extensive observational itndy of

the properties of the stellar disk and bulge, the dust, and the gas in the

Andromeda nebula (M31). This galaxy is one of the few external galaxies that could

be resolved in substantial detail with the Infrared Astronomical Satellite, which

makes it a particularly important object for the interpretation of the infrared

emission from galaxies in general; a detailed analysis of the IRAS results on M31

is given here. In additon, new complete multi-color data on the optical light

distribution are described, together with a high resolution radio continuum survey

at 21 cm. The general morphological aspects of the different eomponpnts are

discussed. The analysis further foeusses on the correlations between various

components, in particular on that between gas and dust.

In Chapter II we describe a high resolution survey of the 21-cm radio

continuum emission of M31 with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. Radio

emission is detected from several HII complexes, but the total number is t.oo small

to allow a study of the HII region population. The radio continuum emission from

the nuclear region of M31 is analysed in Chapter III. Most of the radiation stems

from a smooth extended component with a diameter of 2 kpc; the spectrum of the

emission is nonthermal. No HII regions are found, which means that the star

formation activity in this region must be low. The 21-cm data show filamentary

structures that coincide with optical emission-line gas, suggesting some form cr

low-level activity in the nuclear region.

Multi-color surface photmetry of M31 is presented in Chapter IV. The da^a

were obtained by digitizing calibrated photographic plates in four colors taker:

with the Burrell Schmidt telescope on Kitt Peak. These data are analysed in

Chapter V. Three subjects are discussed. First, we study the structure of the

stellar disk in the outer parts by stacking calibrated images in various colors.

The data confirm previously presented evidence for a change in the position angle

of the light distribution, suggesting a significant warping of the stellar disk.

Second, we study the structure and the radial color dependence of the light

distribution, by decomposing the major and minor axis profiles in bulge and •1i.<=k

components. We find no evidence for a radial color gradient in the bulge. The disk

gets bluer with increasing distance from the center, perhaps as a result, of ?

metal abundance gradient. The influence of young stars cannot be ruled out,
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however, although the contribution from spiral arms was eliminated as much as

possible in the decomposition. Third, we analyse the extinction properties of two

principal dust lanes on the near side of M31. It is shown that the optical

extinction law of the dust in M31 is the same, within the uncertainties, as that

of dust in the Milky Way. The optical extinctions are correlated with atomic

hydrogen gas column densities. The resulting dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio

is similar to that in the solar neighborhood, but may well decrease with radius.

In Chapter VI we analyse the infrared emission from interstellar dust in M31 .

The results are discussed in terms of a model for the infrared emission from our

Galaxy. An important result of this study is that the mid-infrared emission in M31

is unexpectedly strong. The most likely explanation for the excess is the

existence of very small grains that are transiently heated to high temperatures.

Evidence for such grains is also founri in some diffuse clouds in our Galaxy; the

results for M31 show that the small grains are a general component of the

interstellar medium. The ratio of 60- to 100-micron intensities is remarkably

constant across the disk of the galaxy, suggesting a constant dust temperature for

the standard large grains; this was not expected because the intensity of the

interstellar radiation field does vary across the disk. A possible explanation for

this effect may be that also the 60-micron emission is influenced by the non-

equilibrium emission of the small grains. We have decomposed the infrared maps

into cool (21K) and warm (tOK) dust components; the contribution from warm dust,

which is thought to be heated by the youngest, most massive stars, is low, only

10% of the total. The bulk of the emission is due to dust associated with atomic

hydrogen gas that is heated by the general interstellar radiation field. The

relation between gas and dust is studied by correlating the map of cool dust

against the neutral hydrogen distribution. A strong radial decrease of the dust-

to-(atomic) hydrogen gas seems to be implied by this analysis, but subtle effects

introduced by small grains might account for part of this gradient. Nevertheless,

a real variation in the dust-to-gas ratio, of the same order as the variation of

the metal-abundances, is probably present.

In Chapter VII we present a comparison of the global properties of the M U K V

Way and M31. The galaxies are similar in many respects, but have substantially

different radio continuum and infrared luminosities. Especially the luminosity of

the warm dust component seems to be much higher for the Milky Way, suggesting a

correspondingly larger rate of formation of massive stars. A comparison of the

global properties of the main star formation regions in the two galaxies, shows

that the molecular gas content of M31 is lower than that in the Galaxy by about a

factor of three to four, which perhaps accounts for the difference. More detailed
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studies of the star formation characteristics are necessary, however, before any

firm statements can be made.

Several results of this work are of importance for the study of galaxies in

general.

1. The fact that most of the infrared emission in M31 stems from dust that is

heated by the general interstellar radiation field and not from dust heated by

massive (>15 M@) 0 and B stars, implies that the far-infrared emission from early-

type spirals is not necessarily a good indicator of recent (last 10' years) star

formation activity, which is often assumed. To derive the star formation rate from

the infrared data it would be better to first subtract the contribution from cool

dust from the total flux. The infrared emission from cool dust may also be

sensitive to the global star formation characteristics, but the dependence is not

as strong as that of the warm dust. This is shown by the fact that the difference

between the cool dust luminosities of the Milky Way and M31 is much less (factor

M) than the difference between the warm dust luminosities (factor to).

2. The relatively constant 60- to 100-micron intensities ratio across the

disk of M31 is difficult to explain with current models of the heating of dust.

This may imply that a significant fraction of the 60-micron emission is due to

emission from small grains. Evidently, this would affect the interpretation of all

IRAS observations.

3. The analyses of the optical data and of the infrared emission both

indicate that a radial gradient in the dust-to-(atomic) hydrogen gas ratio is

probably present. The existence of such a gradient would provide information on

the chemical evolution of the galaxy. In addition, it might influence the

conversion factor of CO to molecular hydrogen column densities, which is usually

taken to be constant in galaxies. Unfortunately, both analyses suffer from

systematic effects, which makes it difficult at the moment to derive the exact

scalelength of the radial variation. A better understanding of the infrared

emission from dust, in particular of the contribution from small grains to the 60-

micron emission, would allow a reliable determination of the variation.

Evidently, not all subjects oould be treated in the time available for this

study. One of the aspects that certainly needs follow-up work concerns the star

formation characteristics of the Andromeda galaxy. Studies of the HII region

population are already underway. More sensitive radio continuum observations have

been made which will allow detection of at least a hundred HII regions and a large

number of supernova remnants. Optical H-alpha luminosities of the HII regions have

been obtained as well. The diffuse thermal emission from extended HII regions can

be studied by combining the existing surveys of the radio continuum emission with
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new data at 92 cm that were recently observed. The multi-color surface photometry

data can be used to map the distrbution of 0 and B stars independently from the H-

alpha observations. Together with the infrared intensity distribution of the warm

dust, these data should provide a consistent picture of the rate of star formation

and the energy balance of the star formation complexes in M31. Comparisons with

similar studies in our Galaxy and other nearby systems will help us to understand

why galaxies have such star formation properties.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt een uitgebreide observationele studie van de

verdeling van sterren, gas en stof in de Andromeda nevel, ook wel M31 genoemd

omdat het nummer 31 in de beroemde lijst van Messier is, beschreven. In

tegenstelling tot wat de naam doet vermoeden, is M31 geen nevel, maar een

sterrenstelsel, een groep van zo'n honderd miljard sterren die door de

zwaartekracht bij elkaar gehouden worden in één systeem. De aarde en de zon, de

dichtst bij ons staande ster, maken ook deel uit van een sterrrenstelsel, namelijk

de Melkweg. Zowel M31 als de Melkweg zijn zogeheten spiraalstelsels, omdat het

stelsel een spiraalvormige structuur bezit. Een ander kenmerk van deze stelsels is

dat ze een sterk afgeplatte vorm hebben. Nadere studie leert dat vooral jonge,

heldere sterren en gas en stof, twee andere componenten in sterrenstelsels, in de

spiraal armen geconcentreerd zijn, terwijl oudere, lichtzwakkere sterren verdeeld

zijn over de hele schijf. Er is een sterke concentratie van sterren naar het

centrum toe. De lichtzwakkere sterren komen in de grootste aantallen voor en zijn,

in termen van massa, een veel belangrijkere component dan de jonge sterren of het

gas en het stof. Toch zijn deze laatste componenten belangrijk, omdat nieuwe

sterren ontstaan uit samentrekkende gaswolken.

De globale structuur en eigenschappen van de verschillende componenten in de

Melkweg zijn moeilijk te bepalen, omdat ons zonnestelsel zich in de schijf van het

systeem bevindt. Daar komt nog bij dat het stof in de schijf het sterlieht

absorbeert, zodat we in zichtbaar licht maar een klein gedeelte van ons stelsel

kunnen waarnemen. Omdat we min of meer boven op andere stelsels kijken, kunnen we

daar de verschillende componenten wel goed bestuderen. M31 is daarbij een

belangrijk object omdat het het dichtst bij ons staande grote spiraalstelsel is,

dat in veel opzichten op de Melkweg lijkt.

Om een compleet beeld van een sterrenstelsel te krijgen, zijn waarnemingen

bij verschillende golflengtes noodzakelijk. Het zichtbaar licht toont ons de

verdeling van de sterren en van het stof, dat zich, doordat het licht absorbeert,

aftekent als donkere banden tegen de heldere achtergrond. Radio waarnemingen zijn

onder andere van belang voor het in kaart brengen van de verdeling van waterstof

gas, terwijl infrarood metingen ons informatie verschaffen over de straling die

stof uitzendt; het geabsorbeerde sterlieht wordt namelijk weer uitgestraald bij

infrarode golflengtes. Omdat jonge sterren sterk met gas en stof geassocieerd

zijn, komt er in het algemeen veel infrarood straling van stervormingsgebieden. De

relatief geringe afstand van M31 is vooral van belang voor waarnemingen in het
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radio en infrarode golflengtegebied, omdat deze een lager oplossend vermogen

bezitten dan optische waarnemingen. Hierdoor kunnen stelsels die veel verder weg

staan dan M31 niet meer in detail bestudeerd worden bij deze golflengten.

In dit proefschrift presenteren we nieuwe gegevens van onder andere de

verdeling van zichtbaar licht in M31 in verschillende kleuren en de verdeling van

stof zoals bepaald uit recent verkregen metingen met de IRAS satelliet. De nieuwe

gegevens worden gecombineerd met radio metingen van de verdeling van neutraal

waterstof gas, verkregen door E. Brinks in 198*4 in het kader van een ander Leids

promotie onderzoek. Het onderzoek richt zich vooral op twee onderwerpen die van

algemeen belang zijn voor de studie van spiraalstelsels, nl. het verband tussen

gas en stof, en de oorsprong van de infrarood straling van een sterrenstelsel, dit

laatste vooral met betrekking tot de vraag in hoeverre deze straling afkomstig is

van recente stervormingsgebieden. Daarnaast worden onderwerpen behandeld die meer

specifiek met de morfologie van M31 te maken hebben.

De eerste twee hoofdstukken beschrijven waarnemingen van de radio continuum

straling van M31 bij een golflengte van 21 cm, verkregen met de Westerbork radio

telescoop. Deze, in voorgaande inleiding nog niet genoemde component, is afkomstig

van geïoniseerd gas in gebieden van recente stervorming (HII gebieden) en van met

hoge snelheid bewegende electronen in een magneetveld (synchrotron straling). In

hoofdstuk II beschrijven we de metingen en bediscussiëren de straling van de HII

gebieden Deze blijkt relatief zwak te zijn en er werden niet voldoende HII

gebieden gedetecteerd om een studie van de groepseigenschappen mogelijk te maken.

Desalniettemin, het gegeven dat de emissie van deze complexen relatief zwak is, is

op zich al een belangrijk resultaat. In hoofdstuk III analyseren we de radio

straling van het binnenste gebied van M31. Hier blijken helemaal geen HII gebieden

aanwezig te zijn, wat bewijst dat er momenteel geen massieve sterren gevormd

worden in het kerngebied. De straling die er wel vandaan komt is vermoedelijk

uitsluitend synchrotron straling. Een vergelijking van de radio emissie met

optische gegevens toont een overeenkomst tussen de radio structuur en de verdeling

van geschokt gas, dat een spiraal-achtige structuur vertoont. Dit duidt mogelijk

op een geringe vorm van activiteit in de kern, die ook, maar dan in veel sterkere

vorm, gevonden is in sommige andere spiraalstelsels.

In hoofdstuk IV presenteren we complete twee-dimensionale kaarten van de

verdeling van zichtbaar licht in M31 in vier kleuren, gebaseerd op fotografische

platen die verkregen werden met de Burrell Schmidt telescoop op Kitt Peak in

Arizona. Dergelijke gegevens waren nog niet voorhanden, omdat tengevolge van de

relatief geringe afstand de Andromeda nevel een groot object aan de hemel is; dit

maakt het bijzonder moeilijk om de lichtverdeling te meten. Met moderne middelen
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zoals een goede meetmachine voor fotografische platen, die in Leiden voorhanden

is, en efficiënte computer verwerking van de gegevens, werden nu goede gegevens

verkregen. Deze worden geanalyseerd in hoofdstuk V. Drie onderwerpen worden

behandeld: de structuur van het stelsel in de buitengebieden, de globale licht- en

kleurverdeling van de schijf en het centrale gebied, en de extinctie eigenschappen

van het stof. Eerdere aanwijzingen voor een kromming van de stellaire schijf

worden bevestigd. De lichtverdeling wordt gescheiden in een schijf component en

een centrale 'klont' (de bulge), en voor beide delen wordt onderzocht of er een

kleurgradient is. Een dergelijke gradiënt geeft aan of de gemiddelde leeftijd van

sterren of het gemiddelde gehalte van zware elementen in de sterren afhangt van t1«

afstand tot het centrum. De analyse van de stofbanden toont aan dat de

stofdeeltjes dezelfde eigenschappen lijken te hebben als de deeltjes in de

zonsomgeving. Een vergelijking met de radio metingen van het gas laat zien dat er

mogelijkerwijs een radiële gradiënt in de stof-gas verhouding is.

In hoofdstuk VI analyseren we de infrarood emissie van M31. De metingen

verkregen met IRAS worden geïnterpreteerd in termen van een model van de infrarood

emissie voor ons eigen stelsel. Een belangrijk resultaat van deze studie is dat

een aanzienlijk deel van de straling afkomstig is van hele kleine stofdeeltjes,

waarvoor ook in ons stelsel op beperktere schaal al aanwijzingen waren gevonden.

Een tweede belangrijk resultaat is dat maar een kleine fractie van de emissie

(zo'n 10%) afkomstig lijkt te zijn van gebieden waar zware sterren gevormd worden.

Het overgrote deel van de emissie is afkomstig van stof dat vermengd is met het

neutrale waterstof gas en dat verhit wordt door het algemene interstellaire

stralingsveld. De totale hoeveelheid infrarood straling is relatief gering.

Tenslotte wordt in dit hoofdstuk vanuit een geheel ander geziehtpunt dan in

hoofdstuk V de relatie tussen gas en stof afgeleid. Ook hier wordt weer een

radiële gradiënt in de stof-gas verhouding gevonden, maar de interpretatie ervan

wordt bemoeilijkt door de gecompliceerde effecten van de kleine stofdeeltjes op de

infrarood emissie.

In hoofdstuk VII tenslotte, maken we een vergelijking van de globale

eigenschappen van M31 en de Melkweg. Alhoewel de twee stelsels in veel opzichten

op elkaar lijken, zijn er ook belangrijke verschillen, met name in de totale radio

continuum helderheid en in de totale infrarood helderheid. Een vergelijking van de

gemiddelde omstandigheden in de voornaamste stervormingsgebieden in de twee

stelsels toont aan dat in M31 de hoeveelheid moleculair gas in deze gebieden lager

is dan in de Melkweg, wat misschien een (gedeeltelijke) verklaring voor de

verschillen biedt; meer gedetailleerde studies zijn nodig om de eigenschappen van

de stervormings-gebieden beter te inventariseren.
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Nawoord

Een proefschrift is nooit het werk van een individu, maar komt tot stand door

middel van samenwerking en discussies met stafleden, mede-promovendi en studenten.

De goede sfeer op de Sterrewacht stimuleert dergelijke contacten in grote mate.

Voorts heb ik de grote vrijheid die promovendi geschonken wordt in hoge mate

gewaardeerd.

De financiële steun van het Kerkhoven-Bosscha Fonds en vooral van de

Stichting voor Astronomisch Onderzoek Nederland maakte het mogelijk om verschil-

lende instituten in het buitenland te bezoeken voor werkbezoeken aan collega's of

voor het bijwonen van congressen. Wim Brokaar maakte geduldig en bekwaam de vele

foto's die in het proefschrift verwerkt zijn. Een gedeelte van de tekst werd

getypt door Wanda van Grieken. Marcel Beij wist altijd raad op mijn vragen

aangaande de tekstverwerker.

Mijn ouders hebben mij alle vrijheid gegeven om mijn eigen weg te volgen.

Astrid heeft veel geduld en begrip getoond voor mijn geregelde fysieke of

psychische afwezigheid. De steun van hen allen was onontbeerlijk voor de

totstandkoming van dit proefschrift.
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Stellingen

behorende bij het proefschrift

Star3, Gas, and Dust in the Androaeda Galaxy

De totale ver-infrarood helderheid van vroeg-type spiraalstelsels mag niet zo

maar als maat voor recente stervormingsactiviteit genomen worden.

Het is essentieel voor de Interpretatie van IRAS gegevens dat onderzocht wordt

welke fractie van de 60-micron emissie van diffuse wolken afkomstig is van

hele kleine stofdeeltjes. Als eerste belangrijke stap hiertoe zouden van een

groot aantal van deze wolken de spectrale eigenschappen in het infrarood en de

structuur bij verschillende golflengten bestudeerd dienen te worden.

Het is jammer dat de oorspronkelijk voorziene detectoren voor metingen in een

band met golflengte langer dan 100 micron zijn vervallen in de IRAS missie,

vooral nu blijkt dat de 60-micron emissie van diffuse wolken mogelijk voor een

deel van hele kleine stofdeeltjes afkomstig is.

De verdeling van niet-thermische radiostraling in spiraalstelsels levert

weinig restricties op voor modellen omtrent de oorsprong van de

relativistische electronen.

5

De controverse over het Hubble type van de Melkweg is voor een deel te wijten

aan het feit dat de Hubble klassificatie gebaseerd is op verschillende, alleen

kwalitatief omschreven, criteria.



Het zou aanzienlijk eenvoudiger zijn de nog steeds groeiende hoeveelheid

vakliteratuur bij te houden, als er iedere maand een tijdschrift uit zou komen

dat de inhoudsopgaven van alle vakbladen geeft.

Nu de traditionele grenzen tussen optische, infrarood en radio astronomie zijn

verdwenen, is het des te meer gewenst dat de magnitude als eenheid van

lichtsterkte wordt afgeschaft.

Men zou mogen verwachten dat de Westerse democratieën die het recht op

persoonlijke vrijheid intern volledig respecteren, zich ook in hun

buitenlandse politiek meer zouden laten leiden door humanitaire overwegingen.

Dat maatregelen ingegeven door de wens tot energiebesparing soms de kwaliteit

van de werkomgeving aantasten, blijkt onder meer uit de manier waarop met de

verlichting in het Huygens Laboratorium wordt omgesprongen.

10

Als de momenteel hoofdzakelijk in theorie bestaande pluriformiteit van het

Nederlandse omroepbestel werkelijk gestalte wil krijgen, dan zal tenminste de

aan iedere omroepvereniging opgelegde wettelijke verplichting tot het brengen

van een 'totaal pakket' moeten vervallen.

Leiden, 3 september 1986 René Walterbos


